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The highly transient ionization characteristic of laser-produced plasmas at high
energy densities has been investigated experimentally, using x-ray spectroscopy with
time resolution of less than 20 ps. Spectroscopic diagnostics of plasm density and
temperature were used, including line ratios, line profile broadening and continuum
emission, to characterize the plasma conditions without relying immediately on
ionization modelling. The experimentally measured plasma parameters were used as
independent variables, driving an ionization code, as a test of ionization modelling,
divorced h m hydrodynamic calculations.
Several state-of-the-artstreak spectrographs, each recording a fiducial of the laser
peak along with the time-resolved spectrum, characterized the laser heating of thin
signature layers of different atomic numbers imbedded in plastic targets. Spherical
targets were illuminated uniformly with the OMEGA 351 nm laser system (z 1 ns,
I 5x1014 ~ c m - 2 ) ,to approximate a one-dimensional homogeneous plasm.
A novel design of crystal spectrograph, with a conically curved crystal, was
developed. Coupled with a streak camera, it provided high resolution (XIAX > 1000)
and a collection efficiency roughly 20-50 times that of planar crystal spectrographs,
affording improved spectra for quantitative reduction and greater sensitivity for the
diagnosis of weak emitters. A novel temperature diagnostic was developed, using
special targets with a known proportion of elements: analogous emission lines from
isoelectronic charge-states were used to provide a temperature-sensitivediagnostic
ratio.
Experimental results were compared to h&.rocodeand ionization code simulations,
with poor agreement. The conclusions question the appropriateness of describing
electron velocity distributions by a temperature parameter during the time of laser
illumination and emphasize the importance of characterizing the distribution more
generally.
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L Introduction
Much of what is currently known of the atomic physics of very dense, hightemperature plasmas has been extrapolated from experimental studies of less extreme
conditions. Historically, the study of stellar atmospheres has provided much of the
impetus and most of the information about the atomic physics of low and moderate
density plasmas.
The extremes of temperature and density accessible in the laboratory have been
advanced as a result of fusion-motivated studies of laser-matter interaction, giving a
unique opportunity to study the non-equilibrium atomic physics of these highly
transient plasmas. Above temperatures of lo6K and electron densities of 1019 cm-3,
well-defined and well-controlled experiments to characterize the microscopic state of the
plasma are difficult to design and carry out.

In this extreme, our knowledge depends heavily on first-principle theoretical
calculations of energy levels of highly-ionized matter, the many-body perturbation of
such energy levels by the plasma environment, the modified distribution of excited
states produced, the cross-section of further ionization from interaction with a nonthennaked distribution of plasma electrons, the modification of radiation emission, and
the transport of radiation through the plasma. Given the total number of degrees of
freedom of the unbound particles and the very high energy-density produced, such
plasmas have an enormous range of phase space energetically accessible-in short,
such plasmas are complex beyond comparison in terms of many-body and collective
phenomena.
The growing interest in modelling the atomic physics of such plasmas has come
from increasing need for spectroscopic diagnosis of laser-fusion plasmas, the recent
advent of x-ray lasers based on plasmas of similar characteristics, astrophysical interest
in equation-of-state modelling (especially in stars), and the related interest in the
physics of nuclear weapons.
With these interests in the physics of extreme and non-equilibrium plasmas, and
with the uncertainty in our knowledge of atomic physics under these conditions, it is
becoming increasingly important to ground theoretical modelling empirically. The

present work helps provide an experimental background for theory and attempts to use
the simplest or most fundamentally grounded parts of atomic physics theory to test the
atomic physics of ionization and equilibrium under extreme conditions.

1.1, Perspective on P l a s m
The history of plasma physics dates back to well before the introduction of the term
'plasma' by Langmuir in 1928.12 The formal investigation of plasmas grew from the
development of low-pressure discharge tubes in the latter part of the last century, and
the study of plasma physics came to be recognized as the study of the 'fourth state of
matter-a description coined by W. Crookes (1879).3
Since that time, the study of plasmas has expanded to include a steadily broader
range of temperature and density, and plasmas of both laboratory and astrophysical
interest. Real progress in extending plasma domains is made in increasing not just the
temperature or density, but their product, the plasma pressure nkT, which is an energy
density. In plasmas which may undergo changes of state, this energydensity is a more
general parameter than pressure. Where the density gives the number of particles in a
unit volume, and the temperature gives the average energy available per particle, their
product denotes the available energy per unit volume, and so is a measure of the
energetic accessibility of phase-space. In short, where the energy density is high, new
physics is free to happen.
Identified by this energy-density parameter, plasmas range from the lowtemperature, low-density, weakly ionized plasma that is presumed to constitute most of
the universe to the extremely high energydensity quark plasma hypothesized to have
existed in the first instants of the birth of the universe.
The range of plasmas which are more conventionally accessible to mankind are
identified in Fig. 1.1. This shows a density-temperatureperspective on plasmas, from
ionospheric and typical astrophysical plasmas through various laboratory plasma
sources, and finally the plasmas of controlled thermonuclear fusion, both magnetically
confined and laser-driven. From the early studies of flames and discharge tubes,
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1.1. Perspective on Plasmas

Astrophysical and laboratory plasmas are compared. The parameter 4/3xNhD3
represents the number of particles in a Debye sphere; where this is large, Debye
shielding is significant. The paramters hi-i and
represent ion-ion and electronelectron mean free paths. Adapted from the NRL Plasma Formulay,ed. D.L.Book.

laboratory plasmas have pushed to steadily higher energy-densities. Three historical
notes illuminate this constant effort.
Until the late 1920s, the source of the sun's power was not known; it had been
clear for some time that the energy of gravitational assembly of the sun was not
sufficient to support the rate of radiation of energy over the known lifetime of the sun.
The theoretical proposal in 1929 by Atkinson and Houtermans4 that thermonuclear
fusion of hydrogen was possible under the conditions of the sun's interior provided the
resolution of the problem.
Normally, the stars are maintained by gravity against the tremendous forces
generated by fusion in their interiors. The work of Bennett (1934) and of Tonks
(1939) in the confinement of laboratory plasmas by the azimuthal magnetic fields
surrounding high current discharges (plasma pinches) was seminal in the development
of magnetic confinement schemes of achieving the high energy densities necessary for
producing controlled thermonuclear fusion on earth. Similarly, the development of Qswitched high-power lasers and the proposal by Basov and Krokhin?#6(1963, 1964),
Engelhardt? (1963), Dawson (1964),8 Nuckolls et al.? (1972,1973), Emmett et
al.,lO (1974), and Brueckner and Jornall (1974) to produce microfusion by laser
heating, without active confinement, was the beginning of efforts toward fusion by
'inertial confinement'. These two programmes, then, have been the primary motivation
in the drive for higher energydensities.

1.2. D-is

of Plasma Conditions

The temperature and density of magnetically confined laboratory plasmas can often
be determined by physical probes or by laser-beam.scatteringand interferometry. This
is the case for relatively lowdensity plasmas such as produced in a tokamak or thetapinch. For astrophysical plasmas this type of probing is not often feasible, though
microwave scattering experiments are common in studying the earth's ionosphere and
is standard in space-probesof other planets.
For higher-density plasmas, such as plasma-focus, low-inductance vacuum sparks
and particularly laser-produced plasmas, probe measurements are of limited value,
owing to the small plasma size, to the refraction by steep density gradients, or finally to

the supercritical plasma density cutoff for the wavelength in question. Under these
conditions, emission spectroscopy takes on an essential role in characterizing the
plasma.
1.2.1. Role of Emission Spectroscopy

From aspects of the continuum shape, relative line intensities and line profiles,
emission spectroscopy can provide detailed information on plasma conditions. For
example:
1) the slope of the continuum emission fiom free-free and free-bound transitions
gives the electron temperature;
2) the ratio of lines produced from different charge states of the same species can
be used to infer the ionization distribution, which depends on electron temperature and
density;
3) other lines may show a density dependence in their intensity, as, for example,
collisional de-excitation of their upper level may compete with radiative &excitation;
4) Doppler-broadened lineshapes can be used to infer ion temperature; Starkbroadened lineshapes are a result of plasma microfield perturbations of the emitting ion,
and so can be interpreted to give the plasma density;
5) absorption line features produced as emission from one part of the
inhomogeneous plasma is absorbed in another part can give information on the
distribution of p u n d states of different degrees of ionization, and thus temperature.
As the temperature of the plasma increases, the energy per particle is increased and
so particle states of higher energy are accessed. Consequently, the line radiation,
bremsstrahlung and recombination continuua all shift to shorter wavelengths. For
bremsstrahlung emission, the peak of the intensity distribution is at

max

- -6200
Te

For typical laser-produced plasma temperatures between 300eV and 2keV, the
emission peaks in the range of a few angstroms to a few tens of angstroms. The
photon range between 1 A and 100 A is often taken to be the range of 'soft' x-rays;
those wavelengths less than 1 A are described as 'hard' x-rays ,and those longer than

-100 A fall in the vacuum ultraviolet12 Thus most of the emission of typical laserproduced plasmas falls in the soft x-ray range.

As it is an ionized medium, the most fundamental (classical) description of a plasma
is given by specifying the microstates of electrons and ions, i.e., the velocity
distributions of ions and free electrons, and the populations of ground and excited
levels of differing charge states of ions. These modes are coupled by generalized
scattering, including ionization, recombination and transition of excited states in bound
systems.
The detailed microscopic state reflects the local conditions of electron ind ion
temperature and density and is in turn reflected in the spectrum of radiation that results.
As mentioned above, this radiation takes on particular significance for plasmas which
cannot be materially probed, as it usually provides the only experimental determination
of plasma conditions. It is on the basis of understanding the detailed atomic processes
that the link between macroscopic variables and microscopic state is described, and
therefore from this modelling that interpretations of spectra are made. Much of the
value of spectroscopy as a plasma diagnostic therefore depends on understanding the
way plasma conditions modify the emission radiation.
The connection between microscopic states and macroscopic variables is the usual
domain of statistical physics. In the case of laboratory plasmas, however, there is
virtually never complete thermodynamic equilibrium In some cases, there may be a
detailed balance for state transistions but not including the photon field, and so
thermodynamic equilibrium of a restricted sense may apply (local thermodynamic
equilibrium: LTE). More often, though, laboratory plasmas--and particularly laserproduced plasmas-may not even reach steady-state. For such conditions, the plasma
atomic state distributions are modelled by solving a detailed set of rate equations that
account for all state transitions that it is feasible to include (see Chapter 2), or by
informed and judicious simplification. In this sense the study of ionization in highly
transient plasmas is a study of statistical physics far from equilibrium.
For laser-produced plasmas, densities may be in the range of up to a few x 1024
cm-3 and tempemtures may reach a few keV-more typically, 1021-1023 cm-3 and a

few hundred eV in the radiating zone. Such plasmas are highly transient:
hydrodynamic time scales t = UCs, where L is a density or temperature scale length and
Cs is the ion-acoustic speed, may be roughly comparable to ionization times for some
ions species in parts of the plasma. For such plasmas there is no routine independent
measurement of temperature and density. The common techniques are spectroscopic,
as described above, and usually depend on modelling of the charge-state distribution to
provide an inference of the temperature. Additionally, such measurements typically
have been time-integrated, for it is only within the last fifteen years that temporal
resolution better than 100 ps of the 1-10 keV x-ray spectrum has been feasible.
Presumably for these difficulties, there has been little experimental study of
transient ionization (rate coefficients, approach to steady-state) in plasmas of density
and temperature as produced in laser plasmas. The interest in comparing empirical
studies of ionization to full and simplified models is both fundamental-in examining
contributing and competing atomic physical processes--and immediately practical-in
c o ~ much
~ of gthe theoretical base from which spectrographic determinations of
plasma conditions are made.

This work therefore was set out to experimentally examine the transient distribution
of charge states of laser-produced plasmas, using current techniques of time-resolved
x-ray spectroscopy.

J .3.1. Classical Snectrosco~vof Plasma

"Classical" x-ray spectroscopy, for the immediate discussion, is taken to be that
body of spectroscopy that deals with essentially steady-state situations, that is, media
which are time-independent or which undergo adiabatic change of macroscopic
conditions. As such, classical spectroscopy is a mature field and supports a very large
body of literature, beginning with Isaac Newton, W.H. Wollaston, studies of flames,
glowing gases, electric discharges, through astrophysical plasmas and to much of
magnetically confined laboratory plasmas. There are numerous excellent general
spectroscopy references, and no attempt is made here to detail them; much of what is
germane to classical spectroscopy of plasmas is found in standard references such as
Griem, "Plasma Spectroscopy" (1964)13, McWhirter (1965),14 Bekefi (1966),15

Zeldovich and Raizer (1966),'6 Sobelman (1979),17 Sobelman and Vainshtein
(198 1),l8and in review articles such as DeMichelis and Mattioli (198 1)19and Key and
Hutcheon (1980).m The review by DeMichelis and Mattioli is especially useful to the
work described here.
The spectroscopic techniques relevant to the present study are described more fully
in Chapter 2, along with the models of ionization appropriate to different plasma
regimes. Further to this, papers by McWhirter (1965)21and by Eliezer et al. (1978)22
discuss LTE and coronal (CM) models, their application to laser-produced plasmas and
the relaxation of conditions on LTE detailed balance to produce more applicable
'generalized LTE' criteria. The collisional-radiative(CR) model is introduced by Bates
et al. (1962)23 and further discussed by Salvnann (1979)24 and by McWhirter and
Hearn (1963);25 the latter shows that for hydrogenic ions the population densities of
excited bound states respond nearly instantaneously to changes in the ground-state
population fraction, and so are rate-limited in their transient behaviour.
Time-integrated x-ray measurements of transient plasmas produce data which are in
some sense representative of 'average' conditions. The interpretation of these results is
then dependent on the plasma having been largely in some steady state. This can be
appropriate for magnetically c o n f i laboratory plasmas for which the establishment
and decay of plasma may be brief compared to the main confinement Better, temporal
resolution on the order of the timescale of changes in the plasma conditions simplifies
interpretation greatly. For laser-produced plasmas, which may have hydrodynamic
time scales 1100 ps, this has necessitated the development of new time-resolving x-ray
techniques. .
1.3.2. Advance of Time-Resolving Spectrograph Technology
Chief among these new techniques has been the development of the x-ray streak
camera (Bird et al. (1974),26 Coleman et al. (1974),27 Kasyanov et al. (1974)28),
permitting time resolution as good as 10 ps. As in an optical streak camera, the length
of the slit which is being streaked in time permits resolution in an independent
parameter.
This parameter may be space, when the streak camera is coupled to x-ray imaging
optics (typically a pinhole camera). Streak cameras may also be coupled to various

photon energy analyzers, such as Bragg crystal spectrographs or transmission grating
spectrographs.
A number of studies at different irradiating wavelengths have employed K-edge
frtter materials arrayed at the photocathode to produce spectrally discriminating and
temporally resolved devices. The resolving power of such frlter spectrometer channels
can approach WAE 5, but is more typically about 2, depending on the emission
spectrum over the region at energies above the filter K-edge where transmission begins
to increase. In conjunction with grazing incidence metallic mirrors or metallic
multilayers, filter spectrometers may produce streaked channels that have well-defined
energy windows (EfAE2 50).29 K-edge filter The principal improvement is that the
low-pass reflectors limit .the spectral content of the channels, making the signal very
much less dependent on the fall-off of the emission spectrum with increasing energy.
Filter devices are not well-suited to identifvingline emission, although they can provide
some discrimination.

-

More recently, state-of-the-art developments in microfabrication techniques have
afforded transmission diffraction gratings (Hawryluk (1981))30 suitable for use in the
XUV and soft x-ray range. Several workers (Ceglio et al. (198 1),31Marjoribanks et
al. (1982)32) have combined these gratings with x-ray streak cameras to produce timeresolving dispersive spectrometers possessing low resolution (h/& 50) but a large
spectral range ( h = 1-120 A). Such devices are of greatest use in qualitative signaturetype studies that seek to identify emissions over a large spectral range.

-

A very desirable combination is the coupling of an x-ray streak camera and a highresolution spectrometer, such as a Bragg crystal spectrograph. Such streak
spectrographs initially provided resolving power of UA?L 250 and temporal resolution
of 70 ps (Key et al. (1980)33). One limit to the planar-crystal devices is the total
throughput of the spectrometer-streak-slit pair, the tradeoff for increased signal is the
decreased temporal resolution associated with a wider streak slit.

-

Figure 1.2 gives a perspective on several classes of time-resolving spectrometer
developed in the last decade. It compares spectral resolution, temporal resolution,
sensitivity, spectral range, and the spectral information capacity, calculated as the
number of spectral resolution elements afforded in each time resolution element,
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1.2. Perspective on Time-Resolving Spectrometers

Different time-resolving spectrometers are compared on the basis of spectral
resolution, temporal resolution and information capacity, calculated as the total number
of resolution elements afforded (and neglecting dynamic range).

multipliedby the number of time resolution elements in a typical 1-nsduration laserplasma. Instruments of moderate spectral resolution, such as the transmission-grating
streak camera, are not simply superceded by higher resolution spectrographs since they
afford an especially large spectral range and thus a large information capacity.
1.3.3. Time-Resolved Spectroscopic Studies
The previous section summarized technical advances in time-resolved x-ray work;
this section is to introduce some spectrographic advances made with these devices.
Prior to the mid-1970s, most astrophysical plasmas studied were essentially steadystate; since about 1975 interest in nonequilibrium ionization has increased (e.g., in
astrophysical shocks). Tokamak plasmas are nearly steady-state,or have 'adiabatic'
changes of state... In contrast, it may often be the case for laser-produced plasmas that
ionization lags behind the rapidly changing temperature and density. As discussed in
sections above, astrophysical plasmas and laser plasmas both depend on spectroscopy
for diagnosis of plasma conditions; for laser-produced plasmas, the very rapidly
changing conditions put greater demands on the atomic physics modelling. Thus the
study of laser plasmas makes it more important to model ionization exactingly, and to
experimentally confirm the time-resolved behaviour of ionization.
Time-resolved examination of continuum emission has been largely based on
discriminating filter spectrometer techniques. Lee et al. (1979)34, Jaanirnagi et al.
(1979)35, and Marjoribanks et al. (1982)36 used such streak spectrometers to look at,
respectively, 1.054 pm, 10.6 pm and 351 nm wavelength laser-produced plasmas.
The first of these observed a time-resolved, two-temperature electron distribution, the
hot component of which (presumed to reflect superthermal electron generation)
followed the laser intensity in time. Knowledge of the temporal relation of emission to
the irradiating pulse is important in examining radiation dynamics; the latter study, at h
= 35 1 nm, inferred the thermal electron distribution in relation to a temporal fiducial of
the laser peak, and showed a small delay between laser and x-ray peaks.
Kedge filter streak spectrometers have also been used to provide spectral
discrimination of emission from targets made with regions of different elements. This
coarse spectrographic technique has provided information on the rate of transport of

laser-deposited energy in layered targets (MarJoribankset al. (1982)37, Yaakobi et al.
(1984)38) and helped characterize the implosion of Ar-seeded DT-fded microballoons.
Time-resolved dispersive spectroscopy using streak cameras and x-ray transmission
gratings has been one approach to resolving line and continuum emission (Letzrjng et
al. (1982),39 Richardson et al. (1983)40). Transmission gratings afford greater
sensitivity at a cost of spectral resolution.
Matthews et al. (1984)41employed a Bragg crystal streak spectrograph to produce
the first subnanosecond time-resolved continuum measurements of the electron
distribution in the corona. They observed an emission continuum distribution which
was completely flat throughout the laser pulse, relaxing after the laser pulse to a typical
recombination continuum distribution which yielded the cooling rate of the corona.
They concluded that during the interaction a non-hhxwellian distribution of electron
energies was produced, possibly due to the Langdon effect (described further in
Chapter 2), or that if the distribution was Maxwellian it corresponded to an electron
temperature very much greater than predicted.
High resolution spectroscopy is without a doubt the most attractive development in
the study of transient or non-equilibrium ionization. Despite progress made in the early
1970s with x-ray streak cameras, some of the first spectrographic (dispersive) work
employed an optical streak camera coupled with a scintillator, recording the output of a
crystal spectrograph (Kasyanov et al. (1977)).42 With this device the authors recorded
the H- and He-like resonance and satellite emission fiom an aluminum laser-produced
plasma, with temporal resolution of about 1.8 ns, yielding time-resolved temperature
and density. Streak spectroscopy using x-ray streak cameras and crystal spectrographs
has been pursued by several groups. In some of the first work, Key et al. (1980)43
conducted signature-layer transport studies similar to those described above that used
discriminating spectrometry. This work also studied the time dependence of resonancesatellite ratios for aluminum, of the Stark width of Ne Lyp emission from the core and
of the dielectronic satellite lines of Lyp in H-like aluminum and silicon.

A group at the Centre d'Etudes de LimeilM used a streaked crystal spectrograph
with a resolving power of 200 and temporal resolution of about 30 ps, sufficient to
examine the difference in emission from hydrogenic and heliogenic silicon. They

found a delay in the onset of Si H,relative to Si Hea of about 30 ps, which they
concluded was generally consistent with the range of times of ionization and
recombination of the Si plasma for densities of 1021- 1022 cm-3 and temperatures 5001000 eV anticipated in the most emissive region.

Lee et al. (1984y5 demonstrated the use of streak spectroscopy to measure electron
density from the time-resolved Stark profiles of an ablating plasma. The experiments
made use of aluminum disk targets, and produced the timedependent profiles of the Hlike series lines Is-np for energies from n=5 through the series limit. Under the
conditions produced they observed discrete Ly, lines for n=5,6,7, and 8, and
deduced the electron density history.
Kauffman et al. (1987)46 time-resolved the emission of H- and He-like sulfur using
targets that incorporated a 4%-by-atom seeding of sulfur in a CH foil target. A key
result of this work was the observation that the onset of emission from the two species
was much more closely tied in experiments than calculated in simulation. Simulations
showed the H-like emission lagging the He-like emission at onset, consistent with
different requirements of ionization. The authors suggest that the electron velocity
distribution may be non-Mixwellian over the range relevant to ionization of sulfur to
He- and H-like charge states, and that nonlocal transport of the distribution may
produce anomalous ionization.
Recently, work closely related to the aims of the present study has been reported by
Young et al. (1988y7 and by Charatis et al. (1988)$8 describing time-resolved
spectroscopic and interferometric studies of the electron density distribution in the
coronal plasma generated from plastic planar targets that incorporate a microdot of
another element. At the low coronal densities, interferometric measurement provides
the best density diagnostic, and revealed serious discrepancies with the density inferred
from the ratio of resonance and intercombination lines in He-like species. The authors
also made continuum-slope measurements of coronal temperature and found them in
disagreement with temperatures inferred from line ratio techniques in He- and H-like
species.

J .4. Obiectives of This Research
Especially with the development of the x-ray laser, the importance of understanding
the atomic physics of ionization has greatly increased in the last five years. Closer
examination of various codes has shown substantial disagreement among the principal
Unlike similar studies conducted
non-equilibrium codes at major research ~entres.~g
with magnetically confined plasmas, the high energy-density plasmas produced by
high-intensity lasers are not accessible to many probe-type diagnostics and are
diagnosed typically by emission spectroscopy in the XUV and x-ray regions.
Consequently, normalization of the atomic physics codes depends on atomic physics
modelling to interpret the plasma conditions, which should be the independent
parameters against which an ionization model is checked.
The objective of the research described in the following chapters was to conduct an
experimental study of the atomic physics of transient (non-equilibrium) ionization under
the extreme conditions afforded by laser-produced plasmas. Specifically, the objective
was to follow the last few stages of ionization (from Li-like through fully stripped) of
mid-Z elements as the charge-state distribution responded to changes in temperature and
density.
This objective posed the following issues in experimental design:
1) Producing a plasma -or idenming a region of plasma -in which the
temperature and density were well defmed,
2) Measuring the temperature and density in such a well-defmed plasma element,
without begging the question of ionization modelling, e.g., by using the ratio of lines
of adjacent ionization states to infer the temperature, and, lastly
3) Determining the charge-state distribution.
General Approach
The general approach of these experiments was to use targets composed almost
entirely of low atomic number material (parylene) in which a thin, uniform layer of an
emitting material of interest was imbedded. By using spherical targets and uniform
spherical irradiation, the intent was to produce a quasi one-dimensional plasma with a
uniform and well-defined element composed of atoms of specific interest. In making
this layer very thin, and ensuring uniform target and illumination conditions, the

signature layer was to serve as a Lagrangian fluid element, marking the flow of target
material through the temperature and density profites established.
The experimental work divided into two groups of experiments: a preliminary set
of experiments aimed at examining the plasma conditions and thermal transport
produced in uniform infrared (1.05 p)irradiation by OMEGA, and a later, more
comprehensive, set of experiments in the ultraviolet (35 1 nm) designed to study the
ionization response of the plasma to well-defined but changing conditions. The former
experiments made use principally of time-integrated Bragg crystal spectroscopy and
time-resolved foil-fitter spectrometry, whereas the latter simultaneously employed
several time-resolving crystal spectrographs for more detailed line and continuum
spectroscopy, in addition to the usual complement of plasma and emission diagnostics.
The first set of experiments was designed to study the temperature profile in the
transport region by examining the time-dependent ionization of a Lagrangian layer as it
traversed the heat front. Using thin aluminum layers isolated in spherical plastic
targets, illuminated uniformly in a 24-beam geometry, the timedependent intensity of
recombination and line radiation from the nearly one-dimensional situation was
recorded with a Kedge fitter spectrometer coupled to an x-ray streak camera. Then
from the rate of rise of emission, steady-state ionization model estimates provided an
estimate of the steepness of the temperature gradient in the thermal front.
The second set of experiments, motivated by results of the first, involved a more
detailed study of the distribution of ionization states and its response to the highly
transient plasma conditions.

L5. Organization of the Dissertation
This chapter has given some history of the development of the field, both general
background of laser-produced plasmas and more specifically the development of timeresolved diagnostic spectroscopy and time-resolving diagnostic technology. The
related work done to date is outlined, and the present work is shown to be a useful
extension of existing work.
Chapter 2 gives theoretical background relevant to the issues that have arisen in
computational modelling of ionization in highly transient plasmas, including the plasma

physics, atomic physics, radiation and radiation-transportphysics which are essential.
Finally Chapter 2 discusses the technical aspects of diagnostic spectroscopy in laserproduced plasmas.
Chapter 3 details the experimental design of the research, especially the technical
aspects of the diagnostic hardware. It also gives the specific plan of spectroscopic
analysis by which the objectives of the research could be met, and presents the raw
results.
Chapter 4 gives the body of the experimental results, both at 1.054 pm and 351 nm
irradiation. It begins with the raw results and describes the reduction and interpretation
of data, including the methodology of quantitative reduction. This chapter develops the
time-resolved density and temperature results through the routine analysis to their
simple interpretation, and concludes with the comparison of results to theoretical
calculations.
Chapter 5 discusses the results in a broader context and provides some
interpretation of the results in the light of research by other authors. It also presents a
unified picture of the physical explanations of observations and presents hypotheses
which may account for unresolved issues. Finally, this chapter suggests the future
directions of this and similar work, based on the emerging physical understanding.

The previous chapter introduced the importance of modelling the ionization physics
of plasmas, describing how it contributes to the spectral diagnostics of plasma
conditions, to the understanding of the dynamics of x-ray lasers and to the larger
problem of modelling the absorption, transport, and radiation from laser-plasmas. This
chapter introduces the notions of atomic physics relevant to modelling this ionization
and excitation of ions, the radiation emission and transport, and diagnostic
spectroscopy of laser-produced plasmas. The available literature is extensive, and
where the treatment here is necessarily superficial, guides to further references are
provided.50

The modelling of ionization and excitation distributions of atoms is an important
contribution to the calculation of the equation of state of a plasma, and different chargestates in a sense represent different phases. The modification of atomic states in the
plasma environment, and the complexity of the environment itself make plasma
modelling an involved problem, one that requires consideration of very many pathways
of roughly comparable contribution.
Further, the range of densities that must be considered in a typical laser-plasma
span seven orders of magnitude, roughly from 1018 cm-3 to 1025 cm-3, and
temperatures range from less than 104 K to well over 107 K and more. Studies in
solids, liquids or gases do not explore such a large range of parameters, and over this
range the characteristics of plasmas vary hugely; plasmas over this range are not
simply a single state of matter, and the theoretical considerations reflect it.
General Conditions
In describing the qualitative changes, several key plasma parameters are useful for
comparison. The average distance r,, between ions of charge Z is approximated by:

A distance a

pximating of the size of electronic orbitals is the Bohr radius for that

charge:

Where these parameters begin to be comparable, the fields of neighboring ions
clearly affect the electronic configurations of an atom, shifting energy levels. At a
certain point, the affected electrons cannot be said to be associated with a unique atom,
and so are not strictly bound. Thus, beyond this rough demarcation, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, the normal continuum limit of levels of the ion is supplanted, and the
ionization potential is said to be reduced or depressed, or the continuum is said to be
lowered. When this ionization potential depression reaches the ground state, there is
said to be pressure ionization.
Sometimes modelled as a highly mobile fluid, the free electrons of the respond to
the localized positive charges of the less-mobile ions. Their redistribution produces an
adjustment of the potential around the ions, effectively screening the Coulomb potential
otherwise produced The Debye-Hiickel approximation describes the perturbation of an
ion by these nearby charges, under the condition that the kinetic energy of the ions is
much greater than their Coulomb interaction:

and for number densities N,, Nz such that51

For these conditions, the Debye length hDis a characteristic measure of the range of the
modified potential:
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2.1. Plasma Parameter Regimes
Debye-Huckel theory applies in the region between the dot-dash line (kT,=
(~e2)/r,) and the parallel solid line (AD = r,). The extreme domains include the binary
collision regime and the degenerate electron gas. The axes of this figure are reversed as
compared to Fig. 1.l. Adapted from M.H. Key and R.J. Hutcheon, Adv. in Atomic
and Mol. Physics 16,201 (1980).

Where this Debye length is less than r,,, the average distance between ions, the ions
see the modified (Debye-screened) potential of their neighbours, effectively redefining
the binding energy of the electronic orbitals. The effect of this potential, for hydrogenic
atorns,52 is to raise the energy of each principal shell by an energy

Levels which are given positive (unbound) energies by this gain are no longer
allowed states, and the ionization potential is thus lowered by this amount, as
anticipated above. The noncentral field imposed also removes the degeneracy in
orbital quantum numbers 1. Fig. 2.1 shows the range for which Debye-Huckel theory
applies, following Eqn. 2.3 and the condition hDcrzz.Debye-Huckel theory is
modified at higher densities, as nearest-neighbour ions are relatively more important
than the statistical average.53
At low densities and high temperatures, simple classical plasma theory based on
binary processes, Coulomb collisions and Boltzmann statistics applies. In the opposite
extreme, quantum statistics of electrons as fermions become important. At low
temperatures and high densities, the kinetic energy kTe may be less than the Fenni
energy EF of the degenerate state, at which point the equation of state becomes Fennidegenerate. For further references to the Fermi-degerate equation of state, see Ref.
[54]. As well, the Fenni energy of an electron may become comparable to the binding
energy of the ion ground state, resulting in 'pressure ionization' as described above.
Figure 2.1 illustrates each of the qualitatively different states described above, and
shows the region of this Ne-Te space which applies to laser-produced plasmas.

. .

. . .

M o d e u the Ionization Dimbubon
The complete 'classical' microstate of the plasma-all particle positions and
velocities, the ionization state and configuration of each ion, the complete
electromagnetic field, etc.-is rather more infoxination than could be retained, except by
the plasma itself, and certainly much more infoxmation than could be usefully
examined. Of much more practical use is infoxmation on the distribution of such states
within the plasma: electron and ion velocity distributions in space, the distribution of
charge-states and of excited states for each charge-state. This information is projected
out, in experimental measurements, and the object of theoretical modelling is to
generally reconstruct the detailed interactions successful in producing a host of
observations.
Even so, such a state is produced by the generalized mutual scattering of photons,
ions and electrons over an enormous number of states, with both continuous and
discrete operator spectra. To really thoroughly model such a plasma might only be
possible for a hydrogen plasma. As in any theoretical modelling, practical success here
depends on well-informed and judicious ~ i m p ~ c a t i o nthe
s , object being to preserve
only what detail is needed to reproduce the essential relationships.
Several principal approaches treat most of the Ne-Te space covered in Fig. 2.1. The
simplest models cover the extremes of conditions, and the most complex provides the
bridge between regimes.
2.2.1 Total Thermodynamic Equilibrium
The simplest modelling of plasma is that of complete thennodynamic equilibrium.
Complete thennodynamic equilibrium is a notion predicated on the principle of detailed
balance, which is to say that every possible physical process in the body under study is
accompanied by an inverse process. The nature of thermodynamic equilibrium is such
that the distribution of continuous and discrete states in the body adjusts itself until all
processes, forward and reverse, are pairwise balanced. This includes the balance of
radiative processes, and so the radiation field is necessarily part of the 'body' under
consideration. Usually this is idealized by considering an infinite body, or by
considering the matter to be enclosed in a cavity, perfectly reflective at a l l frequencies.

The spectrum that results for this contained electromagneticfield is thereby a
blackbdy or Planckian spectrum, fully characterized by the state variable of
temperature..

Temperature is therefore only well-defmed for a system in complete thermodynamic
equilibrium. In equilibrium, the particle velocities are characterized by a distribution in
which up-scattering and down-scattering events are in detailed balance, producing the
form

In a l l the models described below, which do not entail complete thermodynamic
equilibrium, similar distributions of particle velocity may result, often by collisional
redistribution of energy. In these cases, the distribution is said to be 'thermalid, and
the term 'temperam' is appropriated by analogy. In the same line, it is standard to
ascribe separate 'temperatures' to electrons and ions in a non-thennalized plasma.
Beyond this, it is quite common to discuss electron distributions that have multitemperature fits. In all cases not in complete thermodynamic equilibrium, and most
obviously in the last, the 'temperature' ascribed is correctly only a parametrization of
the distribution of velocities. Since complete thermodynamic equilibrium is nearly
irrelevant to the study of plasmas, this almost never results in confusion.
Dism-butionof Atomic States

Following the principle of detailed balance, the equipartition of energy over atomic
states of the plasma ions leads to a distribution of ionization states, and of excitation
states for each ionization state. The distribution over energy levels Ek is given by the
Boltmuuzn disrnrnb#ion:

where gk and go are statistical weights of the levels k and 0. By similar quantum
statistical arguments, the Sahu distribution describes the ionization

where X , is the ionization potential of the ion of charge 2,and g, is the partition
function for the ion of charge 2. The partition function, given by

is divergent in this form In the plasma environment, however, the summation is not
over an infinite number of states, but is cut off at the ionization limit provided by
continuum lowering, discussed above.
2.2.2 Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE)
It is rare, in plasmas, that the photon field interacts strongly with the plasma across
the whole spectrum of frequencies. In the absence of complete equilibrium with the
photon field, but given sufficient collisional coupling among the generalized states,
much of the statistical arguments of distributions of states are preserved in a limited sort
of thermal equilibrium, local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Thus in a plasma for
which collisions lead to equipartition of energy among free particles and between free
particles and excited states, despite radiation losses, the level populations may still be
described by the Boltzmann distribution, and the ionization may be described by the
Saha-Boltzmann dismtnbution:

np

where
is the population number density for ions labelled bi charge-state Z, and
excitation level k (ground state g). Similarly, gf) is the statistical weight of the state,
and B(z) is the ionization potential.
Limitations

In local thermodynamic equilibrium each atomic process is effectively in &tailed
balance with its inverse, except for radiative processes. Thus collisional processes
must be strong enough to outweigh radiative processes. Particularly, states that are
collisionally populated must be largely collisionally-not radiatively4populated,
imposing the requirement that the rate of collisional &population outstrip the rate of
radiative depopulation. From Eqns. 2.33 and 2.37 below for the rates, this translates
as the conditionu

where AEd is the transition energy between excited states i and j. Table 2.1 shows the
lower density cutoff for LTE for different plasmas at kT, = SOOeV, a temperature
typical of many laser-plasmas.

Table-Lower-Density Cutoffs for LTE Plasmas

a

JV, minimum (cm-3)

Local thermodynamic equilibrium is necessarily a steady-state formulation-the
distributions of states are always in equilibrium following the density and temperature,
and no account is given of the separate adjustment of various components of the

distributions in time owing to different transition rates. Thus LTE modelling fails when
changes in temperature and density occur faster than the plasma's ability to respond
while maintaining its quasi-equilibrium LTE is seen to be a limiting case of the more
detailed modelling in 92.2.4 below.
The notion of local thermodynamic equilibrium may be further generatized,
considering a given level state to be in LTE if it is in detailed balance with all states with
which it shares a transition. Detailed balance is a pairwise notion, so, for example, a
high-lying excited state may be in generalized LTE with the ground state of the next
ionization stage, without requiring that the plasma as a whole be in LTE. Further, the
ly
generalized LTE model may be applied to plasmas for which the ~ i g ~ c a n tweighted
processes alone need be in detailed balance (Salzmann56 (1979)).
2.2.3 The Coronal Model (CM)
Instead of assuming detailed balance among the full complement of direct and
inverse processes, the coronal model of charge-state distribution models the plasma
charge-state distribution by considering only the ground levels of the complete series of
ionization states. Each ground state is dynamically linked to the ground state of higher
and lower ionization stages by recombination and collisional ionization (for a
description of the various state transitions and their rates, see g2.3). Such a model is
appropriate where the population of excited states is small compared to that of the
ground state, which is the case in the low-density limit. In this limit, the rate of
collisional depopulation of excited (but still bound) states is negligible compared to the
rate of their spontaneous decay by radiation. This latter condition can be expressed:

rcj

where Ajr is the Einstein coefficient between states j and r, N, is the electron density,
and Qj* is the collisional &-excitation rate for levelj, dependent on the electron
temperature. The sum is over all possible levels r to which excited level j may decay,
and the condition must apply for all excited levels j . For hydrogenic ions, the
condition translates to a density limit:

Table 2.2 shows the upper density cutoff for the coronal model for different
plasmas at kT, = 500eV, a temperature typical of many laser-plasmas.
W 1 e 2 2 -Upper-Density Cutoffs for Coronal Model

SDecies

Nemaximum (cm-3)

The general formulation of the model consists of a system of coupled rate equations
for the ionization levels,

where is the total recombinatiun rate coefficient, and Szthe total collisional
ionization rate coefficient. Nz is the charge-state population of the ion with charge 2,
ranging over all possible charge-states.

In steady-state they simplify, and the distribution of ionization states is given by the
system of equations:

where Nz is the charge-state population of the ion with charge Z, a,is the
recombination rate from ion 2,and SZ is the collisional ionization rate coefficient.
Subsequently, the excited state populations are determined by a balance of
collisional excitation from the ground level, and spontaneous radiative decay. The line
radiance which results is given by:
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in which Qd denotes the collisional excitation rate, g denotes the ground state, and j
and i the upper and lower levels. The emission has been integrated over the line-ofsight of the detector.
The coronal model derives from astrophysical interest in modelling the emission of
the solar corona and chromosphere. Subsequent application of the model to laboratory
plasmas and to higher-atomic-number plasmas is described in some detail in Ref. [57].
2.2.4 Collisional-Radiative Equilibrium (CRE)
The density lower limit required for LTE (Eqn. 2.13) is generally several orders of
magnitude greater than the density upper limit appropriate for description by the coronal
model (Eqn. 2.15). In the intermediate regime, neither detailed balance (LTE) nor a
simplified set of atomic states (CM)is an appropriate assumption. In this case, an
appropriate model comprises an extensive system of coupled rate equations for the
populations of a host of excited levels of a series of ionization stages. Because
transitions between specific excited levels are considered, collisional and radiative
processes are included individually (rather than as net ionization and recombination
rates for each charge state, i.e., S, and a, above). This model is the collisionalradiative (CR) model; neither collisional nor radiative depopulation of excited states is
generally dominant. In the low-density limit, it becomes the coronal model, and in the
high-density limit it reproduces local thermodynamic equilibrium A typical example of
a CR equilibrium code result is given in Fig. 2.2, showing the dependence of chargestate distribution on electron temperature.
Numerous examples of CR calculations are detailed elsewhere, all of which have
the general form of Eqn. 2.16,

2.2. Collisional Radiative Model -Ionization Distribution
The ionization modelling code POPION configured to present the collisionalradiative equilibrium ionization distribution for aluminum (2=13), curves labeled by the
cm-3; electron distribution
number of bound electrons. Electron density is 7 x
modelled by two temperatures: 'cold' temperature ran es from 10eV-lOkeV, 'hot'
electron temperature 2keV; 'hot' electron fraction 1 x 10- . Note the predominance of
He-like (labeled '2')from 100eV-400eV, due to the jump in ionization potential since
He-like represents a closed shell.
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where fl is the vector representing the populations of all different states included in the
model, and f (Ne, Te) is a matrix comprising all the mechanisms of populating and
depopulating the different states. These mechanisms are detailed in 92.3 below.
Ionization modelling codes often keep detailed electronic ~ o ~ g u r a t i ofor
n s the lowlying levels of hydrogenic, heliogenic and lithium-like ionization stages, and simplify
representation of higher-lying levels by using screened hydrogen-like states. Often,
screened hydrogen-like states are used to grossly represent all levels of the lower
charge-states as well. For specific applications, such as x-ray laser modelling, detailed
configurations of other charge-states may be retained. With greater computing power
available, the trend in modelling mid- to high-atomic-number plasmas has been to
include as much detail as possible, and some current codes consider thousands of
transitions.
The increasing importance of ionization modelling has led to increasing scrutiny and
comparison among such codes centred at major research institutions around the world.
Stone and Weisheit (1984)58 compared ten major codes on a test case, and found
substantial disagreement among them even under conditions that were typical of their
application.

2.2.4.1

Time-DependentCalculation

These code calculations can be carried out in the steady-state limit, taking the left
hand side of Eqn. 2.19 to be zero, and solving the simultaneous system of equations.
For laser-plasmas, which often have regions of highly transient temperature and
density, it is often important to retain the full rate-equation calculation. It can be shown
to be often the case that the excited state distributions for each ion respond very much
more quickly than the charge-state distribution, and so the rate-equation calculations
may be decomposed into two problems: 1) one of calculating the rate-equation model
for the charge-state distribution, taking overall cross-sections of ionization and
recombination from the manifold of excited states, and 2) the other of calculating the
distribution of excited state populations, which is more nearly a steady-state problem
following the relatively slow changes in the distribution of ionization states. Fig. 2.3
gives an example of a timedependent rate-equation calculation of approach to
equilibrium, showing the development of different charge-states in time.

2.3. Rate Equation Model -Development of Charge States
The ionization modelling code POPION configured to present the ionization
approach to steady-state. Electron density is 1 x 1020 cm-3; electron temperature
200eV. Under these conditions equilibration takes about loops, the final state is
predominantly He-like (labeled 2'),with substantial Li-like (3) and little H-like (1).

Nakano and Kuroda (1984)Sg have drawn attention to the special problems that can
arise when one uses spectroscopic diagnostics which involve intensities of lines that are
rate-limited in their response to transient plasma conditions. In such a case the intensity
of spectral lines may depend on the history of the plasma, rather than reflecting the
instantaneous plasma conditions. In these cases, steady-state modelling of the
dependence of the diagnostic lines on plasma conditions will produce errm in the
interpxetation, and the diagnostic cannot be usefully reduced without comparison to full
rate-equation calculations.

As the experimental field of laser-produced plasmas has matured, bringing more
sophisticated diagnostic techniques for the determination of the plasma state and the
advent of soft x-ray lasers, the demands for more sophisticated plasma modelling have
grown. In modelling the plasma atomic state, this has meant more extensive treatment
of atomic states, more detailed-configurationmodelling, and improving the theoretical
estimates of the cross-sectionsof state transitions already considered. As the field
progresses, the importance of a particular new class of transition may be a contentious
issue, or there may be a re-evaluation of the treatment of a long-recognized effect,
The following section introduces the principal effects considered in ionization
modelling. The scope of the present experimental work does not encompass discussion
of the state of the art of calculation of cross-sections and rates. Where appropriate,
'classic' results are given, and references to the more detailed discussions available are
listed. In equations which are reduced to practical formulae, the energies and
temperature are given in electron volts (eV) as T,is taken to represent kT,.
2.3.1 Charge-state changes
The principal generalized transitions that result in a change of charge-state are
described in these sections. Each process is described together with the process which
is its inverse in detailed balancing. The net rates may depend on the excited-state
population distributions, but these transitions determine the ionization balance.

2.3. l .1

ColliswnalIonization / Collisional Recornbindon

The largest contribution to ionization in plasmas of the type described here results
from the impact of an ion by a free electron of the plasma, provided that the electron has
more than the threshold energy needed to raise the bound electron to the continuum
The inverse process is collisional recombination or three-body recombination, requiring
three bodies in order to conserve both energy and momentum:

This contribution is described by the ionization rate coefficient S,, which is defined
so that for a given atomic species the total number of ionizing events per second is
given by NeNSz, N, and N, being the number densities of electrons and of ions of that
species and charge-stateZ. The rate coefficient S, is in turn derived from the ionization
cross-section G~(v),
folded together with the velocity distributionf(v) of free electrons:

The velocity distribution is generally assumed to be the Maxwellian distribution
(Eqn. 2.8) characterized by T,; the ionization rate is therefore a function of electron
temperature.
Two semi-empirical formulas for the ionization rate S, have been widely used. The
formula of Seatona is valid for energies near threshold (which are most responsible for
determining the ionization balance):
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summed over the sub-shells of the ground configuration, where c i is the number of
electrons in the i fh sub-shell (n, I) having ionization energy xZi. The other standard

formula, due to Lotz,61 produces similar values of the ionization rate near threshold,
but substantially improves the approximation for energies well above threshold.
A third commonly used approximation, the exchange classical impact parameter
(ECIP) approximation due to Burgess,62 gives similar threshold values for hydrogenic
and heliogenic ions near threshold, and values roughly half those of Seaton's and
Lotz's formulae for other ions. On average, the ECIP calculations produce rates in
better agreement with experimental values.

The cross-sections and rate coefficients of collisional recombination are derived, by
the principle of, from those of collisional ionization. For low density plasmas, below
about 1016 cm-3, this three-body process can generally be neglected, and radiative
recombination (section below) predominates. More detail of the calculation of crosssections in different atomic models can be found in Refs. [63]

2.3.1.2

Photoionization / Radiative Recombination

Photoionization (and its inverse process, radiative recombination) involve the
absorption (emission) of a photon together with a transition of an electron between
bound and free states:

Radiative recombination cross-sections R* can be calculated for H-like ions,
approximating a Gaunt (quantum correction) factor by unity:
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which takes account of the different sub-shells of principle quantum number n. El is
the standard exponential integral function. A simpler formula due to Vainshtein et al."
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is useful up to about 400eV for hydrogen.
More generally, for complex ions, radiative recombination cross-sections are
derived from photoionization, by detailed balance, and the results are summed over
possible states to produce the overall radiative recombination rate.
For different species over a broad range of atomic numbers, the collisional
ionization rate S, and the radiative recombination rate arzfor hydrogenic species at
some temperature become comparable at the same value: SZ= arz= 10-12cm-3 s-1.
For low densities, and at these respective temperatures, the population of hydrogenic
and bare ions are equal. At this value, the rates yield a characteristic time of ionization
of H-like ions,

'ion

= 1 0 1 2 /e~

which is roughly the time required to produce the last ionization stage. This parameter
is useful in roughly determining the time required for the plasma to reach steady-state
ionization; plasmas with hydrodynamic changes occuring on time scales shorter than
this are inherently transient.

2.3.I .3

Autoionization / Dielectronic Recombination

Autoionization and dielectronic recombination are inverse processes characterid
as:

with radiative stabhtion:

Dielectronic recombination is a two-stage process, involving the radiationless
capture of a free electron which has energy barely insufficient to cause simple
collisional excitation of the capturing ion, and subsequent radiative stabilization of the
state. The electron excites an electron in the recombining ion, but is simultaneously
captured into a high-lying bound state, to produce a doubly-excited ion. This process
may take place without radiation, provided that the initial electron energy, excitation
energy, and binding energy satisfy energy conservation without a photon.
The doubly-excited state has the same energy as the unbound configuration, and so
the state lies above the ionization limit and is unstable. At this point the doubly-excited
ion may undergo the inverse process, suffering radiationless de-excitation of one
electron, with the de-excitation energy promoting the other electron to an unbound state:
the radiationless process of autoionization (Auger effect). Instead of undergoing
autoionization, one or both excited states may decay radiatively, thus stabilizing the ion
(commonly the lower-lying excited state decays, the high-lying electron acting as a
'spectator' state). Autoionization may also result separate from recombination, as when
removal of an inner-shell electron in effect produces an excited-state configuration of
the next ionization stage.
The general expression for the dielectronic recombination rate is given by the sum
over all doubly excited configurations (j, nl),

where Ed is the energy of the state (j, nl) referred to the ground state of the recombining
ion, o is the statistical weight of the state. A, is the autoionhation probability, A, the
total radiative transition probability for radiative stabilization of the doublyexcited
recombined ion and, lastly, A represents the sum of all the radiative and autoionizing
transitions out of the state (j,nl). Thus AJA represents the of radiative stabilization.

A widely used approximation to this equation is given by the Burgess-Merts
formula. The formula is essentially a numerical fit to the formula of Eqn. 2.30, and is
not physically illuminating. For the formula, and further information, see Ref. [65].
2.3.2 Excited-state changes
In addition to the bound-free and free-bound transitions described above that
determine the ionization distribution, the atomic state of the plasma is described by
bound-bound transitions that determine the excited state distributions. In that the
overall ionization rate of a given charge-state is determined fromthe sum of bound-free
transitions over a manifold of excited states, modiiications of the excited-state
distribution (for example, by the transported radiation field) may affect the net
ionization rates and consequent ionization distribution.

2.3.2 .I

Collisional Excitanon l Collisionul De-excitation

Similar to collisional ionization, the impact of free electrons in the plasma may
produce collisional excitation (or collisional de-excitation) of the bound states of the
ion, according to

Cross-sections Oij for collisionally-induced excitation between levels i and j are
generally described in terms of the collision strength
defmed by

a,,
2

(cm ;eV, cm)

where E is the electron energy and a. is the Bohr radius.

Unlike calculations of collision ionization, approximations of broad validity are not
possible.66 The calculation of collision strengths is especially involved. References
[67]discuss numerous approaches to calculation of the collision strength, among them
the integro-differential (ID) approximation, the Born approximation, distorted-wave
(DW) method, Coulomb-Born (CB) and Coulomb-Bethe (CBe) approximations, and
refmements of each. Different approaches are required for LS coupling and jj coupling,
and for transitions permitted by different fonns of interaction.
One simple result in the Coulomb-Bethe approximation (Seaton,68 (1964)) gives
the collisional excitation rate coefficient Q,j for dipole transitions
gf..
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where = (AEv ITe ) is the effective mean Gaunt factor,fij is the absorption
oscillator strength,j is the upper and i the lower state. The dependence of the effective
mean Gaunt factor has been calculated by Van Regemorter;@ where the temperature Te
is less than the excitation potential &j it results that g' 0.2.
2.3.2.2

Photoexcitation / Stimulated Emission; Spontaneous Emission

The presence of a photon field may induce transitions between bound states;
photoexcitation and stimulated emission are inverse transition processes involving the
absorption (emission) of a photon:
A
:

+ nhv % AO*
+ (n-1)hv
P'

[2.34]

These details of these processes are not dependent on the plasma characteristics: the
photo-excitation transition rate Wv from a lower level i to an upper level j is given by
the well-known Einstein B coefficient and by the spectral energy-density p(o) of the
photon field

Stimulated or induced emission is similarly described

The spontaneous radiative decay of an upper level j to a lower level i is independent
of plasma conditions and of the photon field. The spontaneous emission rate
coefficient is the well-known Einstein A coeff~cient,
A.. =
~1

81r2e2 gi
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where Aji (s-l) is given in terms of the absorption oscillator strengthfij, the level
statistical weights gi, gj, and the transition wavelength hji. The oscillator strength is a
function of the wavefunctions of the initial and final state, and of the coupling
interaction; e.g., for a dipole interaction,
2mo
" 3fl
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E

In complete thermodynamic equilibrium, the three rates together must balance,
which condition together with the Planckian distribution (EQn. 2.7) determines that

2.3.2.3

Dielect~onicExcitation

Redistribution of excited states from collisional or radiative transitions, particularly
excitation, can alter the total ionization cross-section of a charge-state, since the latter
generally depends on a summation over bound states. Thus, for example, the radiation
transport from one region of a plasma to another can bias the ionization distribution by

photoexcitation of bound states, even where the radiation may not itself produce direct
photoionktion.
Dielectronic excitation, a secondary process, may have similar impact in certain
situations, e.g., producing from the ground state a doubly-excited state that
subsequently autoionizes, or that contributes to further collisional excitation and
subsequent collisional ionization. Alaterre7O estimates that in the case of ~ e + * ,
dielectronic excitation to the manifold of high-lying states, and subsequent &cay, may
produce a net excitation 1+2 several times greater than the direct collisional rate, and
.
notes that similar calculations may become important in precise study of the 2+1
emission of H- and He-like resonance and intercombination lines.
2.3.3 Hasma Perturbation of Electronic States
As discussed in sections above, the perturbation of the central field of the ion by the
Debye-screened fields of nearby ions can eliminate some (or all) bound states. As well,
the asymmetric field perturbation may disrupt the degeneracy of states. Continuum
lowering therefore modifies the sums over bound states in the ionization processes
outlined above, and continuum lowering or pressure ionization may contribute to
ionhation in multi-electron ions for which such levels were normally occupied in the
ground state.

In an alternative formulation, continuum lowering can be seen to result from the
Debye screening of the ion's nuclear charge. In the hydrogenic approximation, the
result is the elimination of levels having principal quantum numbers greater than71

For a H-like aluminum plasma at a density of 1022,similar to conditions found
experimentally in this work, levels above n = 12 are eliminated.

In addition to this hybridization of electronic orbitals of different ions, another
plasma perturbative effect modifies the nature of the remaining bound states. As a
result of the plasma microfields, close-lying states just below the new continuum limit

are broadened, (82.5.3) and overlap to form a continuum of bound states in each ion.
The levels participating in this bound continuum lie below the limit of the unbound
continuum (Eqn. 2.4.1) and above the quantum number given by the Inglis-Teller
limit:72

Additionally, the changed profdes of bound lines modifies the calculation of the
transitions in each section above, particularly with respect to radiation. This is further
discussed in 82.5.3 and 82.6 below.

2.4 Describin~the ~lections
The distribution of electron velocities in a region of a laser-heated plasma is a
function of the nature of the absorption of laser light, and of the subsequent
redistribution of energy.
2.4.1 Origin of the Electron Energy Distribution

Laser light deposited in a laser-plasma is coupled principally to the free electrons in
the absorption zones of the plasma. Subsequently these electrons redistribute their
energy, partitioning it among themselves and, at a lesser rate, to the ions. The nature of
the absorption process has a great influence on the eventual energy distribution of the
electrons.
Being a collisional process, absorption of laser light by inverse Bremsstrahlung (the
inverse process of $2.5.1.1) usually produces a Maxwellian distribution, in an
extended region of plasma below critical density. This is the typical absorption process
for shorter-wavelength laser irradiation, since the critical density nc determined by the
resonant matching of laser frequency and the natural frequency of plasma oscillations
(Langmuir oscillations) increases quadratically with laser frequency (nc = xmc2 /
e2h2).

The nature of the distribution produced by inverse bremsstrahlung is somewhat
modified by the Langdon effect,n a nonlinear inverse bremsstrahlung absorption.
Inverse brernsstrahlung itself immediately results in a flat-topped distribution of
electron velocities, but since the process takes place in a collisional plasma, the
electrons subsequently redistribute their energies in a Maxwellian distribution. In the
Langdon effect electron-electron collisions are not rapid enough to thermalize the flattopped distribution, and the resulting distribution of electron velocities may be
somewhere between the flat distribution and a Maxwellian. Inverse bremsstrahlung is
not as effective in the non-Maxwellian profile, and absorption may drop by as much as
a factor of two.
Resonance absorption of laser light occurs near the critical density defined above.
In that region, the radial component of laser E-field couples with collective modes of
plasma oscillation, producing resonantly enhanced fields. The plasma oscillations may
thermalk by Landau damping, or the density gmlient through the region may result in
a travelling phase wave that accelerates packets of electrons to energies much higher
than typical, producing so-called 'hot' electrons. This absorption mechanism
predominates for values of intensity and wavelength such that (&)2 > 1014 Wcm-2,
typically the case in laser-plasma experiments at h = 1 pm and longer, and so the
electron energy distributions of infrared-hidkition experiments are inherently nont h d .

Other absorption mechanisms make non-Maxwellian contributions to the electron
distribution. Among these are two-plasmon decay (TPD),stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) and the parametric decay instability. For more complete description of the
absorption mechanisms introduced in this section, see Ref. [74].
2.4.2 Transport of Electron Thermal Distribution

The electron energy distribution initially produced by laser-light absorption may be
subsequently modified, locally, as well as in the process of transport to regions
removed from the absorption zone. Collisional redistribution of energy thermalizes the
distribution, as described above, provided that all parts of the distribution are
collisionally coupled. Strong collisions then provide the u p and down-scattering
required by the principle of detailed balance.

Usually laser-plasmas are not sufficiently collisional to produce a classical
Maxwellian distribution. More typically there may be mixed collisionality, and for
some electrons in the distribution the mean free path given by

may become comparable or even longer than the scale length of temperature or of
density in the region. When this is true, some electrons conveying energy in the
plasmas are not representative of the ambient conditions on a small-scale; the transport
is said to be non-local. In cases such as this, study of the transport of energy by the
electrons in the plasma and of the continuum emission distribution requires more
detailed modelling of the electron velocity distribution.
Historically, the transport of laser-deposited energy into solid targets has been a
subject of much interest to laser-matter interaction programs. Thermal transport has
been traditionally modelled by Fick's Law (the diffusion equation):

using for K the Spitzer-Hiinn thermal conductivity,75~76and where C, is the heat
capacity. Numerous investigations of the bulk transport of heat through laser-irradiated
targets have shown that in comparison with this "classical" electron thermal transport,
the electron heat flow in laser-produced plasmas is substantially inhibited. Whereas
"classical" transport results in a fractionf = 0.6 of the free-streaming heat flow
(defined as QFS= mkTdkTJm,)lQ), these studies have produced fractionsf of
typically 0.03 - 0.04. A common phenomenological treatment of this well-recognized
effect has been the imposition in simulation codes of an ad-hoc limit to the flux of heat

P71.
In the last few years, experiments at a number of laboratories78~79~80~81
have
produced results for spherical, nominally uniformly irradiated targets which indicate
rates of thermal transport that are substantially higher than those observed for planartarget experiments, and also somewhat higher than the pmhctions of many current code
simulations. Such results have added impetus to efforts to identify the physical

principles of this aberration; these efforts appear to divide into two broad areas:
examination of mechanisms by which the f l u of heat may be anomalously inhibited,
and fundamental re-examination of the transport of energy by thermal and non-thermal
distributions in the laser-plasma regime.
Description of this transport depends on an effective understanding of the "nonclassical" thermal transport, including the effects that gradients of temperature and
density have when their characteristic scales are comparable to the mean-free-path of the
component of the electron distribution that carries most of the energy. This has led a
number of researchers from ad-hoc flux-limiting models of transport to implementation
of full Fokker-Planck solvers or their phenomenological derivatives.82~83
For further details of thermal transport in laser plasmas and its theoretical and
computational modelling see the very readable review by Delettrez (1985).84
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Although radiation is not an explicit part of the collisional-radiative ionization
model, it can in certain conditions be a key factor in determining the ionization
distribution or the distribution of excited states. Radiation transport can significantly
modify the hydrdynamics of the plasma, both through radiative losses and by radiative
heating of portions of the target or plasma. In addition to modifying the plasma
conditions, radiation provides the principal means of diagnosing laser-plasmas, which
often cannot be suitably diagnosed othenvise.
The following sections delineate the well-established theory of radiation production
in a plasma as it is relevant to spectroscopic diagnosis of its state. Excellent references
to much of this section may be found in Ref. [85].
2.5.1 Continuum Emission

Continuum x-ray emission is produced by the free-free and free-bound scattering of
charged particles. In the case of the plasmas discussed here, this scattering is almost
exclusively the scattering of free electrons by ions. The spectrum of continuum
emission reflects the kinetic energy distribution of the scattering particles, and in this

case is determined principally by that of the electrons; the processes below are
introduced in the standard case of a Maxwellian velocity distribution of electrons,
which may be a poor approximation for regions of some laser plasmas.
2 -5.1.I

Bremsstrahlung (Free-free) Emission

Bremsstrahlung or free-free scattering emission may be understood in classical
terms as the radiation accompanying the acceleration of charged particles, in this case
principally the acceleration of electrons in scattering fiom relatively stationary positively
charged ions. Electron-electron scattering also contributes to this spectrum, but since it
produces no dipole radiation it is insi@icant except at photon energies much higher
than those under consideration here.
The spectral power radiated per unit volume is given by the general formula

is the differential cross-section for free-freeradiation in the unit interval
where doff(~,v)
of frequency at v. Conventionally, the differentialcross-section doff(e,v)is expressed
as a product of the classical cross-section, and a correction factor gdv, 2,E) known as
the Gaunt factor.
Integrating this expression over the Maxwelh distribution, and accounting for the
different number densities Nzs of charge-states Z and species S, gives the result for a
thennaked plasma:
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This expression uses the ionic charge Z as the screened nuclear charge the electron
experiences in scattering. However, for more energetic scattering, the electron will

penetrate the screening electruns and experience some larger ionic charge at its distance
of closest approach; corrections of the result above are described in Refs. [I].
2.5.1.2

Recombinarion (Free-bound) Emission

When an electron-ion scattering event leaves the pair in a bound state (radiative
recombination-52.3.1.2) the kinetic energy E of the electron and the binding energy
of the electron in the recombined system (principle quantum number n, chargestate Z-I) are expressed in the energy of a radiated photon, hv = (& +
). The
minimum energy of the photon resulting from any recombination event is thus the
binding energy of the newly occupied level. Thus the recombination emission
spectrum has a series of jump discontinuities, recombination edges, at these minimum
energies.
The free-bound emission intensity Ifi(v) emitted per unit frequency interval, per
unit volume, is, for a general electron energy distribution J-86

where N, represents the electron density, N,S the ion density for atomic species S and
charge-state Z, and ~ " ~indicates
-1
the ionization potential of the bound state with
principle quantum number n in an ion of charge Z. H represents the step function.

In the case of a Maxwellian (thermal) distribution of electron kinetic energies the
free-bound emissivity has the well-known formula:
n
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where Zfi is the average free-bound Gaunt factor and 6 is the valency of the destination
shell of the recombining ion, that shell possibly being partly-filled.

1

Corrections to this formula include allowance for partial screening of the nucleus by
the remaining bound electrons.
2.5.1.3

Continuum Spectrum

The overall continuum emission spectrum results from both fiee-free and fieebound emission, and includes the recombination edges due to free-bound transitions.
Other than the recombination edges, Eqns. 2.46 and 2.48 show the frequency
dependence of both continua is the same exponential if the distribution of electron
energies is Maxwellian. The slope of the continuum intensity on a logarithmic plot
yields the electron temperature of the plasma.
2.5.1.4

Modification by Non-Thennal Electron Distributions

Electron velocity distributions which are not Maxwellian (thennaked) produce
continua which are not so simply interpreted. The exponential continuum generated by
a Maxwellian for bremsstrahlung and above each recombination edge is self-similar in
energy, so the continuum above each edge has the same energy dependence. For
general distributions this simplification is lost, though for laser-plasmas this is less
important: for mid- to high-atomic-number (Z)plasmas most of the continuum is due
to recombination rather than bremsstrahlung. The recombination continuum intensity
scales as 2 4 , whereas the scaling of bremsstrahlung is 22. The practical application of
continuum measurements in the determination of temperature and the r-cations
of
non-Maxwellian distributions are discussed further in 52.7 below.
2.5.2 Theory of H-like, He-like and Li-like Lines

The present experimental work considered radiation from transitions in H-like, Helike and Li-like ions only. The sections below outline the principal theoretical results
concerning line emission from transitions in these states. Section 2.7 below discusses
in more detail the application of these emission lines as spectroscopic diagnostics of
plasma temperature and density.
Line emission originates from radiative transitions between bound atomic or ionic
states (52.3.2.2). In plasmas this emission is usually due to the spontaneous decay of

excited states, for which the volume emissivity Wji @hotons*cm-30s-1)is given by the
Einstein A coefficient,
Wji = Aji Nz f (j)
for a transition from an upper statej to a lower state i, where Nzis the number density
of the charge-state with charge Z, andjj'j) is the population fraction of ions of charge Z
with the excited statej. Under certain conditions, stimulated emission may be the major
contributor to an emission line intensity; starting from Eqn. 2.36 above, the volume
emissivity is given by
Wji

=

B..
J1 p(o) N, f(j)

The values of Aji and Bji are given in Eqns. 2.37 and 2.40 in $2.3.2.2 above.
Table 2.3 shows configurations of transitions from He-like and Li-like ions,
together with the commonly-used simplified letter notation for these lines introduced by
Gabriel.87 The table also includes wavelengths of the lines in aluminum, their radiative
decay rates A, and autoionization rates I-'for comparison, as well as wavelengths for Ti
far the same transitions.

2.5.2.1

Hydrogen-like Line Emission

The emission lines of hydrogen-like ions can be summarized by the Grotrian
diagram of Fig. 2.4, showing the energy levels of hydrogen, and some of the
terminology used in describing transition lines. The single-electron ion states are
necessarily doublets, according as S= 112. Line intensities depend on the eventual
population distribution of excited states, according to Eqns. 2.49 and 2.50 above. This
population is determined as described by collisional-radiative modelling-by the
cascade of recombination population, and the processes in $2.3.2 and $2.3.2. The
simple results obtained in the coronal limit and LTE limit are not generally applicable
for laser-produced plasmas.
Hydrogenic lines include the Lyman, Balrner, Ritz-Paschen, Brackett, and Pfund
series, according as the fmal state has principal quantum number n = 1,2,3,4,5
respectively. As described above, the series limits of lines produced for a free ion are
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2.4. Grotrian diagram for Hydrogen
Hydrogen and hydrogenic ions share this general configuration of electronic energy
levels.

not realized for ions in a plasma environment. Instead, continuum lowering eliminates
some single-ion bound states.
The resonance line is historically defined as the longest wavelength capable of
exciting fluorescence in an atom; strictly speaking, the resonance line is an absorption
line that represents a transition to the nearest-lying state, e.g. the Lyman-a ls+2p
transition from the ground state of hydrogen. The term is commonly applied to the
corresponding emission line, and often to the analogous lines for each principal
quantum number.

2.5.2.2

Helium-like Line Emission

The configuration of states and origin of lines is illustrated for helium-like ions by
the Grotrian diagram of Fig. 2.5. Two-electron ions admit single and triplet states,
according as S=O or S= 1, respectively. The term symbols describing electron
configuration indicate the multiplicity in the superscript prefm, the Lvalue (in the form
S, P, D, etc.) and the J value as a subscripted suffix. For an explanation of term
symbols, see e.g. Ref. [88].
The spontaneous decay rates of different states helps determine the actual route of
depopulation, affecting the ultimate line emission intensity. For some of the chief
lines99
a) w -resonance [ls2 ISo - ls2p lP1]: electric dipole transition, scales in atomic
number as 24.
b) y -intercornbination [ls2 ISo- ls2p 3~11:This transition is an
intercombination; that is, a transition between symmetric and antisymmetric states,
prohibited by dipole coupling. This intercombination line is allowed by L-S coupling
breakdown. Scales as 29.
c) 1s2 ISo- 1s2p 3p2: magnetic quadruple, scales as 28.
d) ls2 'So- ls2s IS : two-photon decay, scales as 26.
e) ls2 ISo- ls2s 3s : relativistic magnetic dipole transition, scales as 210.

2.5. Grotrian diagram for Helium
Helium and heliogenic ions share this general configuration of electronic energy
levels. The capital letters represent configurations of the twoelectron system.

- 1szP1 p1 resonance
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2.6. Complex of Lines near He-like Resonance
He- and Li-like lines from aluminum near the H% line w. This resonance line and
the intercombination y are described in 92.5.2.2 and the q, r, a, b, c, d, j, k, 1 Li-like
satellite lines are described in $2.5.2.3. Data is taken from the conical streak
spectrometer described in $3.3.2. The target was an A1 thin layer in a CH sphere at 2
pm depth; time is 340 ps before the laser peak.

Lines of helium-like ions together with their lithium-like satellites, described below,
fonned a major part of the line diagnostics used in this study (52.7). Fig. 2.6
illustrates some of these lines of interest in data taken h m aluminum

2.5.2.3

Lithium-like Satellites

Fig. 2.7 gives the Grotrian diagram for lithium-like charge-states. The lithium-like
lines used in this experimental work are included in Table 2.3. The principal lines of
interest in this work are the long-wavelength satellites to the He-like resonance
[w: ls2 'So - ls2p 'PI]. These satellites are dielectronic lines produced chiefly by
recombination of a He-like ion: a free electron is captured to a highly excited state
('spectator' electron) with concomitant excitation of an already-bound electron. This
recombination is stabilized by subsequent radiative decay of the promoted electron.
For a high-lying spectator electron, the promoted electron is little affected by the
presence of the spectator electron, and so it is bound in a state very much like that of an
He-like ion. When it makes a radiative transition, the line it produces lies close to the
parent He-like resonance, contributing to its apparent intensity. For lower spectators
(n a)
charge screening reduces the transition energy, and the radiative transition
produces a satellite to the resonance, usually well-separated on the long-wavelength
side.
2.5.3 Modifcation of Lines
Several effects contribute to the ultimate linewidth produced for an emission line.
The most fundamental is the intrinsic linewidth due to the energy widths AE; WAzj of
the transition levels, found from the finite lifetime AT^ of each state (Azj (9 Aji)-1).
The natural profile of such a line is Lurentzian, with a half-intensity width equal to the
sum of the half-intensity widths of each level. In plasmas of sufficient temperature,
Doppler broadening may contribute significantly to the linewidth, according to the
velocity distribution of the ions.

-

-

The major cause of broadening in the plasmas examined here is Stark broadening,
which results for ions whose energy levels are perturbed by the electric fields of other
charged particles. As well as broadening due to the motion or perturbation of ions,

2.7. Grotrian diagram for Lithium
Lithium and Lithium-like ions share this general configuration of electronic energy
levels. The capital letters represent configurations of the three-electron system

spectral lines may be modified in the process of radiation transpart. Where the plasma
subsequently reabsorbs and re-emits the line radiation, there may be significant
frequency upscattering and down-scattering, redistributing the profile of the emitted
line during transport.
Lastly, the instrumental characteristics of the spectrograph recording the emission
spectrum contributes to the measured width of spectral lines, usually in a way that may
be accounted for, or even unfolded from the data. These effects jointly determine the
recorded spectral line profile by their mathematical convolution.
2.5 -3.1

Doppler linewidths

The Maxwellian velocity distribution of a thermalized ion component contributes to
the overall spectral linewidth observed from a plasma element, according to the Doppler
shifted frequencies that result. This produces a Gaussian contribution to the overall
linewidth, given by

where is the angular frequency at line center. For aluminum ions at a temperature of
1 keV, this results in a fractional broadening A d o of -3 x 104, which is beyond the
resolving power of the time-resolved spectrographs used in the present work; likewise
the contribution of streaming plasma (vet).
The convolution of this Doppler (Gaussian) profile and the intrinsic Lorentzia.
profile produces the Voigtprofile.

2.5.3.2

Stark Broadening

The theoretical description of the effect of different charged perturbers on the
electronic states of an emitting ion dates back to Lorentz, who described broadened
profiles by the Fourier transform of thefinite wavetrain that would result from
collisional dephasing of a model radiating oscillator.w The classical impact theory was
extended by Weisskopf?l and further by Lindholm92 and by Foley.93 The classical
and quantum theory describes several broadening contributions, depending on the
nature of the particle scattering:94 the linear Stark effect (hydrogen / charged particle),
resonance broadening (atom A / atom A), quadratic Stark effect (nonhydrogenic atom /
charged particle) and van der Waals force (atom A / atom B). The range of validity of
this model is such that broadening by the effect of electrons may be described by impact
theory, while broadening by ions requires the further statistical theory.

In the statistical theory of collsional broadening, evaluation of the perturbation relies
on calculation of a statistically fluctuating field that results from a random distributed
atmosphere of perturbers. In the quasi-static approximation, motion of these perturbers
is ignod. The statistically fluctuating field then results in a statistically fluctuating
shift of the frequency of the radiating oscillator; the statistical distribution of shifts then
maps out the spectral profile of emission. Different approximations within this theory
include the consideration of nearest-neighbours only, the collective effect of an
ensemble of perturbers (Holtzmark theory), and allowance for the Debye-shielding
migration of the perturbing particles.

Modem statistical quantum mechanical treatment of the issue has marked a
substantial advance in the many-body atomic physics necessary to interpret the spectral
line shapes of astrophysical and laboratory plasmas, among oher things providing
diagnostics of otherwise inaccessible plasma conditions. Consequently this field has
remained one of the steady research areas in atomic physics. For further description
and references, see Ref. [95].
2.5.3.3

Opacity broadening

Line profiles may be significantly mod.Xed in their transport through plasmas.
Section 2.6 below introduces radiation transport in plasmas, but heuristically the
modification of a line profile by opacity effects may be described this way: An

absorption of a photon by the plasma and a subsequentre-emission may be described
together as a photon scattered in frequency. Near line centre, where the absorption is
strongest, a photon is subject to more such events and suffers the greatest chance of
being 'therrnalized' by a collisional &-excitation during the process. Thus the radiation
of a line which is optically thick is more strongly coupled to the plasma electron
distribution, and, for a sufficiently great opacity, the line profile of such a line may be
mcxWed to bring that part of the radiation field in LTE with the plasma. Thus the
profile of an optically thick line may be in part m&ed to approach a Planckian
distribution. As the line opacity increases, the effect is to flatten the profile near line
centre. In the wings of the profile, the decrease in the profile absorption results in
optically thin conditions, and the profile there may be substantially unaltered.

2.6 Radiation T r a n m
The equation of radiative transfer may be written generally

where Iv = I (v,3is the intensity per unit frequency interval,jv = j (v, 3 is the mass
emission-coefficientof the plasma (erg.~m-3*s-~*~z-~*srl),
K
, = K (v, 3 is the mass
absorption-coefficient (gm-lcm-I), and p the mass density. For laboratory plasmas
such as discussed here, the time-dependent term may be neglected In planar geometry,
this equation may be rewritten

denoting the angle between the ray and normal, and introducing the
with p H cos €),€I
optical depth z, defined by dz = - K, p dz, and the source function Sv ~ j K,,.d This
equation may be formally solved by using an integrating factor exp( -z / p), resulting in
the following equation for the intensity emitted from a planar plasma with no incident
radiation, normal to its surface:

In the approximation of a homogeneous plasma, this reduces to

The source function generally depends on the ionization and excitation modelling,
which in tum depends back on the radiation field In the simplest case of LTE, the
source function is simply the Planck distribution Bv (Eqn. 2.7).
The detailed formulation for the simplif~edexample of a two-level atom is
instructive in the modelling of resonance line transport. Considering photoexcitation,
spontaneous emission and stimulated emission, Eqn. 2.53 can be written, using the
lineshape Lv,

Similarly, the absorption coefficient may be rewritten,

Thus the optical depth, a function of frequency, for a uniform planar slab of thickness
Ax is
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ignoring stimulated emission for the typical case of statistically negligible population of
the upper level (gin2 << g2nl). The condition that a line be optically thin (zv << 1) then
can be written
nl AX << 2 x 1016/f12L~

cm; ev-')

[2.59]

for a Lyman resonance line. Then for an aluminum plasma, this translates as a
condition on the areal density nl& << 5 x 1016 cm2. The ground state population of Hlike aluminum does not exceed about 0.5 of the total ion population at any temperature;
fiom this, the strongest condition is satisfied if at solid density the initial layer thickness
is much less than 0.02 pn. The layer will at all times be optically thin in some portion
of the line, and the whole line will be optically thin for certain temperatures; this latter
condition assures the line will be always optically thin under this simplified analysis.
For a given lineshape Lw having optical depth
Lv= 20 / Lo,and so we may write

at line centre it follows that zv /

For optically thin lines, it obviously follows

i.e., the emitted intensity is given simply by the lineshape. In the optically thick limit,

which also becomes the Planck spectrum. Thus as mentioned above, portions of line
profiles which are optically thick are flattened to become this blackbody spectrum
In spherical geometry, different emission point. have different path-lengths in the
plasma to reach the detector, the chief result is that the profiles emitted from a uniform
sphere of radius r are comparable to those produced from a uniform slab of thickness
Ax = 0.67 r.96

2.6.1 Line Escape Factors
The general problem of radiation transfer, particularly of line emission, is that the
radiation field and the level populations are coupled, each affecting the other. This
complication is often treated by modifying the transition probability A, multiplying it by
a factor I1called the escapefactor. Where the escape factor is unity, the photons
emitted escape the plasma completely and the transition probability A is 'fully effective'
in producing emission ultimately; where the escape factor is less than unity, the
effective transition probability is reduced by this factor.

2 7 Application of X-Ray Spectroscopy to Ana-l
Sections above discuss the theory of continuum and line emission from plasmas,
the modification of line profiles, and radiative transport in plasmas. Numerous
references and reviews summarize the x-ray emission spectroscopy that is useful for
practical diagnosis of plasmas. In this section is summarized those spectral diagnostics
used in the present work. Line identifications near the He-like resonance are those
given in Table 2.3.
Interpretation of diagnostic line ratios generally depends directly on code
calculations of the ionization and distribution of excited states, transport of radiation
and the interplay of the two. Several
have drawn attention to the special
problems that can arise when one uses spectroscopic diagnostics which involve
intensities of lines that are rate-limited in their response to transient plasma conditions.
In such a case the intensity of spectral lines may depend on the history of the plasma,
rather than reflecting the instantaneous plasma conditions. In these cases, steady-state

modelling of the dependence of the diagnostic lines on plasma conditions will produce
errors in the interpretation, and the diagnostic cannot be usefully reduced without
comparison to full rate-equation calculations.
Where practicable, in this work to compare empirical results with the results of code
calculations, the spectral diagnostics used were relatively insensitive to the modelling of
ionization distribution.
2.7.1

Charge-State Distribution

The thin-layer targets used in this work should present a quasi-homogeneous
plasma with a fixed (and known) number of atoms of a given species. This makes the
target well-suited for absolute-emissivity spectroscopy, which can be carried out with
the instrumentation of this study.
The charge-state distribution of a plasma can be deduced from absolutely calibrated
spectroscopy of radiative decay of collisionally excited levels of an ion. Where the
level has been excited principally from the ground level within the same charge-state,
and the radiation is optically thin, the recorded emission flux from such lines can be
analyzed for the total number of radiatm in the ground state. This evaluation requires
knowledge of the temperature of the plasma and the density as well, past the
charactuistic density for which collisional depopulation of the excited state (rate Q;)
competes with radiative decay:

With temperature and density measured by other means, these contributions may be
accounted for. Where there is significant population of the state by other routes, e.g.,
cascading following recombination, this line emission may depend on the population of
other charge-states, and the analysis approaches CR modelling.
The ionization distribution may also be evaluated using transitions originating in
high-lying levels, levels which are nearly in LTE with the next ionization stage. The
decay intensity of such a line is proportional to the population of the next stage, and so

the ratio of similar lines from adjacent ionization stages gives the ratio of the next-lying
charge states. For temperatures above a few hundred electron-volts, aluminum ions
largely can be taken to be in bare, H-like or He-like stages, i.e.,

and so together with the experimentally measured ratio of N A N H and NHINH~,
this
provides a closed system of equations from which the population fractions can be
extracted.

The object of the work described here was to measure the history of plasma
temperature and density, and to follow the development of the ionization distribution.
Time-resolved measurements of the temperature typically depend on the ratio of lines
produced in sequential charge-states, relying on the modelling of ionization at different
temperatures to infer the temperature. The time-resolved diagnosis of temperature in a
welldefined element near the absorption zone by the use of continuum emission has
been seen to pose special problems of quantitative reduction, and of basic interpretation
as discussed below. Thus the accurate independent measmment of temperature posed
the most signif~canttechnical issue in these measurements.
2.7.2.1

Continuum Measurements

As described in $2.5.1 above, the free-free and free-bound emission continuum
c h a r a c ~the
s electron velocity distribution, and the temperature of a Maxwellian
distribution may be extracted from the exponential decay of the spectral intensity with
increasing energy. Often the experimental continuum spectrum is characterized by a
two-exponential fit. In this case, the electron velocity distribution is often described as
a bi-Maxwellian, and the electron distributon is said to have two temperature
components. This is generally taken as evidence of a 'hot electron' component and a
thermalized component of the electron velocity distribution, resulting from laser-light
absorption processes that generate superthermal electrons.
Departures from strictly Maxwellian electron velocity distributions can have more
impact on the interpretation of continua than the accuracy of approximation of free-

bound cross-sections. The detailed electron distribution function in the region of the
advancing temperature h n t is cmently an issue of substantial investigation, and the
nature of the distribution may be expected to vary over the ionizing region.
Consequently, the careful reexamination of continuum emission as a temperature
diagnostic is especially relevant Lamoureux et al.98 consider classes of functions
representing distributions resulting from theoretical studies of transport, and find gross
errors may be introduced in attempting to interpret the temperature from the local slope
of the emission continuum just above the recombination edge. Well-defined
experiments have produced results consistent with this analysis.g9 Indeed, order-ofmagnitude errors can be introduced in plausible cases if a broad continuum is not
interpreted.
For the experiments described here one could expect non-Maxwellian distributions,
in the case of 1.05 p-wavelength experiments, and substantially more thermal
distributions, in the case of 35 1 nm experiments. In the latter case, absorption is
largely inverse brernsstmhlung, resulting in a Maxwellian initial distribution;
subsequently, the relatively high density of the critical density and conduction zone
further exdunces thermahation by collisional redistribution. In the former, substantial
resonance absorption produces a ~ i ~ c ahotelectron
n t
component; plasma cutoff
densities for this longer-wavelength irradiation are lower, and the initially non-thermal
distribution is not greatly thermalized by collisions.

2.7.2.2

Line Ratio Measurements

Numerous means of inferring electron temperature from line ratios have been
developed, many of them derived from studies of the solar corona. The conditions and
diagnostic requirements of laboratory plasmas are often substantially different,
including higher densities and higher atomic-number plasmas, and the field has
consequently been extended.
Several line ratio measurements have been used in the present work. One is the
ratio of the He-like resonance w line to its Li-like dielectronic satellites abcd, qr, ijk.
Although the satellite lines are produced in a next-lying charge state, they are produced
principally in recombination of the He-like state, and so the intensity of the resonance
and satellite lines each depends on the He-like population. The satellite lines

2.8. Ternperatme Diagnostic Ratio: He-like monance/Li-like satehtes

RATION calculations of the temperature dependence of the wl(abcd+qr+jkf)ratio
between the He-like resonance line and its dielectronic satellites. A number of densities
are considered. Elements calculated are indicated: a) Al, b) Cl,c) K, d) Ti.

2.8. Temperatwe Diagnostic Ratio: He-like resonance/li-like satellites
RATION calculations of the temperature dependence of the wl(abcd+qr+jkl)ratio
between the He-like resonance line and its dielectronic satellites. A number of densities
are considered. Elements calculated are indicated: a) Al, b) Cl,c) K, d) Ti.

additionally have the temperature dependence of dielectronic recombination. The
dependence of this ratio on temperature and density has been evaluated in calculations
using the code RATION,100 and the results are given in Fig. 2.8 for several elements in
the range Z = 17 - 22. The code RATION is described in 53.9.
Another line diagnostic, using the ratio of analogous lines in isoelectronic charge
states of different species, has been developed for use in this work and is described in
52.8 below.
2.7.3
2.7.3.1

Density
Line Ratio Techniques

Line ratio measurements of electron density in the thin signature layer were made
using several ratios in the He-like resonance and satellite emission.
The intercombination line y is not permitted by dipole coupling, as discussed in
52.5.2.2 above, and proceeds by a breakdown in LS coupling; consequently the line
can be expected to be optically thin. With increasing density, collisional depopulation
of the upper level increases at the expense of radiative transitions, thereby reducing the
line intensity. This effect provides a measure of plasma density by refening the
intensity of this line to a dipole-permitted transition which is not so density-dependent.
The resonance w to intercombination y ratio is a well-established diagnostic of
density.101 It is complicated by two factors: the typical opacity of the resonance line,
especially the Hea line, and the blending of m,n and s,t satellites with the
intercombination line. Chapter 4 discusses the effects of opacity on the w line in this
experiment; the estimation of its optical depth is given in 52.6 above.

One approach to the issue of opacity in the resonance line is to reduce the areal
density of the thin layer, i.e., the total thickness of the signature layer. The reduced
intensity that results from having fewer radiators then requires greater photoncollection
efficiency to provide a quantitative diagnostic of good dynamic range. This was
addressed in this work by the development of a high collection-efficiency timeresolving spectrograph, described in Chapter 3. Another approach to the problem is to

use the ratio of the intercombination line to a line with less optical depth, e.g. Hep or
Hey.
Figure 2.9 shows the dependence of the wl(mn+y+st)ratio on temperature and
density, as calculated by RATION, for several elements in the range Z = 17 - 22. The
ratio is not sensitive to density alone, but includes moderate sensitivity to temperature.
To illustrate the relative importance of the blending of m,n and s,t lines with the
intercombination, Fig. 2.10 compares the ratio wly to that of Fig. 2.9 at a single
temperature, for aluminum and titanium.
Another density-diagnostic line ratio used was the ratio of the intercombination line
y and its blended lines m,n,s,t to the Li-like satellites abcd, qr, ijk. The satellites can be
expected to be optically thin, simpwing analysis; however, they have the temperature
dependence that enables them to be used with the resonance line as a temperature
diagnostic. Consequently, the (y+mnst)l(abcd+qr ijkl) ratio is not a pure diagnostic of
density. Fig. 2.1 1 shows the dependence of this ratio on temperature and density, as
calculated by RATION, while Fig. 2.12 illustrates the contribution of the m,n,s,t lines
to the ratio at a single temperature.
Lastly, the ratio among Li-Like satellites, (abcd+qr)ljkl,was used. The lines may be
taken to be optically thin, and the ratio shows only slight temperature dependence. Fig.
2.13 gives the dependence of this ratio on temperature and density for Z = 13,17,19,

2.7.3.2

Line Profile Techniques

Density determination by line profile analysis generally depends on fitting an
experimental line shape to a computed profile resulting from Doppler, Stark and opacity
broadening, and the instrumental characteristics. As described in 92.5.3 the Stark
broadening of a line is a function of plasma density, while Doppler broadening depends
on the thermal motion of emitters and opacity broadening on the optical depth of the
plasma. As a practical matter, the wings of the profile are most important in fitting the
experimental data for density measurements; away from line centre the effects of
opacity are reduced, and the theory of the spectral profile is more certain.
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2.9. Density Diagnostic Ratio: He-like resonance/Intemmbination
RATION calculations of the density dependence of the wl(y+mn+st) ratio between
the He-like resonance line and the near-lying intercombination line, with its blended
lines m,nj,t. The intercombination transition is dipole-prohibited by symmetry, and
proceeds by L-S coupling breakdown, when spatial and spin states are no longer
separable. A number of temperatures are considered. Elements calculated are
indicated: Al, Cl,Ti.
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2.10. Contribution of Blended Lines m,n,s,t to Resonance/Intercombination Ratio
RATION calculations of the importance of the underlying lines m,n,s,t, in the
density dependence of the wl(y+mn+st) ratio as compared to that of the ratio wly alone.
A number of temperatures are considered. .Elements calculated are indicated: A1 SOOeV, Cl - 600eV,Ti - 800eV.
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2.1 1. Density Diagnostic Ratio: Intercombinationlli-likesatellites
RATION calculations of the density dependence of the (y+mn +st)l(abcd+qr+jkl)
considered for elements Al, C1, Ti.
ratio. A number of t e m p e m s
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2.12. Contribution of Blended Lines m,n,s,t to IntemmbinationtSateIlite Ratio
RATION calculations of the importance of the underlying lines m,n,s,t, in the
density dependence of the (y+rnn+st)l(abcd+qr+jkl)ratio as compared to that of the
ratio yl(abcd+qr+jkl) alone. A number of temperatures are considered. Elements
calculated are indicated: A1 - 500eV,Cl - 600eV,Ti - 800eV.
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2.13. Density Diagnostic Ratio: Li-like satellites
RATION calculations of the density dependence of the ratio (abcd+qr)ljkl. This
ratio is well-suited by its relative lack of temperature sensitivity, but requires greater
resolution than the ratios of previous figures. A number of temperatures are considered
for elements a) Al, b) C1, c) K, d) Ti.
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2.13. Density Diagnostic Ratio: Li-like satellites
RATION calculations of the density dependence of the ratio (abcd+qr)ljkl. This
ratio is well-suited by its relative lack of temperature sensitivity, but requires greater
resolution than the ratios of pmious figures. A number of temperatures are considered
for elements a) Al, b) C1,c) K, d) Ti.
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Typically, opacity broadening and Stark broadening each contribute to the line
shape, and a range of electron densities N, and absorbing-state ion densities Ni provide
equivalent fits. A method of determining a self-consistent solution among several
emission lines has become common: the line of best fit method.1°~103For each of
several lines in an emission series, e.g. Lyman a,P, y, 6 lines, a plot is constructed
which graphs the pairs of values (NeSJi) consistent with the observed line profde.
These graphs are generally not parallel (according as the series lines have progressively
less opacity), and intersect at a 'best' value consistent with all lines.
The estimation of densities fiom hydrogenic lines is most reliable, particularly for
high-series lines which suffer less the effects of opacity. The extension of profde
calculation methods to multi-electron ions (He-like, Li-like) has made the approach
available for higher-atomic-number elements which may not be ionized to the
hydrogenic state.

2.8 Ternmature Measurements from Intens'itv Ratios of Analoeous Lines
.

A novel measurement of temperature has been derived in the course of this work,
making use of the ratio of line intensities from isoelectronic states of different elements.
This section describes the background, theory and application of this diagnostic.
2.8.1

Two-element isoelectronic line intensity ratios

In astrophysical plasmas, the ratio of lines produced by species of different atomic
number is often used to infer the relative abundance of constituent elements, consistent
with a model of the distribution of electron temperature and density in the plasma. In
the diagnostic method developed in this work, laser-plasma targets are constructed to
have a thin radiating layer comprised of a known ratio of two elements whose nuclear
charge differs only slightly, chosen according to the anticipated temperature of the
plasma. Typical combinations include KC1 or NaF, which provide a perfectly wellmixed layer with a fmed stoichiome~,or TUV or TiICr deposited in a fmed ratio using
an alloy sputter block, and analyzed after deposition to venfy the proportions.

The elements of the thin layer, having similar ionization energies, reach similar but
not identical distributions of charge state during irradiation of the target. Isoelectronic
ionization states of these two elements then have similar electron wnfigurations, and
the ions differ only in their nuclear charge 2. The ratio of intensities of lines produced
fiom transitions between identical configurations of isoelectronic states of the two
elements produces a useful measure of the temperature of the plasma, as the two ions
may be essentially equivalent when described in distance and energy parameters
rescaled by the nuclear charge 2.
Considering,for example, the two-electron-atom Schtijdinger equation in the
limiting approximation of a massive nucleus, and neglecting spin effects
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producing a solution which may nearly rescale in r and energy E as
r = r'/Z
E = Z'E'

showing that solutions for isoelectronic atoms of differing nuclear charge may nearly
scale with z2in energy, and inversely with Z in space. Consequently, calculations
rescaled in energy or radius (e.g., where these enter the cross-sections for excitation or
ionization) should produce similar results.
Steady-state coronal model calculations104of relative abundance of H-like Na and
Si show abundances expressed as a function of the dimensionless parameter TJxz
(electron temperature rescaled by the ionization energy) produce similar curves; the
electron temperature can be expressed as an energy, and the ionization energy written as
Bw,which demonstrates the scaling. Similar curves result for the distribution of
excited states of each ion.

2.8.2

Advantages of Method:

The intent of developing the two-element isoelectronic line ratio as a temperature
diagnostic is to somewhat reduce the sensitivity of the diagnostic to the detailed
modelling of ionization. By taking the ratio between transitions of identical

configuration, modelling is reduced to the equivalence class of curves described by the
rescaled parameters above. Errors or simpler departures in modelling the contributions
to population are assured to enter both numerator and denominator with the same
functional dependence, and generally cancel to lowest order. The error in the ratio is
then an order less than the error in contributions. Generally, then, this simpler
temperature measurement is less sensitive to modelling than one using a ratio in which
an unforseen population mechanism contributing to one line only was overlooked.
This diagnostic approach can also be of particular use when using high-throughput,
low-resolution spectroscopy such as that provided by transmission grating streak
.
spectroscopy. Where resolution is not sufficient to resolve individual lines useful for
temperature measurement, the tweelement method may produce unresolved arrays of
isoelectmnic lines for each element, which arrays are themselves resolved from each
other. This work included such emission from a transmission-grating streak
spectrogram of a SiO;! target with known amounts of Na. Unresolved arrays of H- and
He-like lines and recombination continuua were distinguishable as being from Si, Na
and other target elements. Each emission contribution depends on the population
fraction of bare, H or He-like, which populations largely detennine the temperature
dependence of the emission intensity. Analysis of the unresolved arrays then showed
that the temperature of the emission zone of this particular shot rose during irradiation
from about 350 eV to roughly 500 eV.
The diagnostic technique is also clearly suited to single line emission, for which the
radiation transport in the escape of the line is betterdefmed, and more tractable. In the
next section, theoretical calculations of the temperature and density dependence of
several useful lines are presented.
2.8.3

Calculation of Ratios

Code calculations were undertaken to determine the temperature and density
dependence of ratios of individual hydrogenic and heliogenic lines. The tweelement
pairs considered were,NaF,KC1 and TiN (30170 proportions). The lines considered in
ratios were the first few principal Lyman series lines (n = 2-1,3-1 and 4-1) in
hydrogen- and helium-like ions. Collisional-radiative calculations were made using the

ionization modelling code POPION, described in $3.9. The intensity of the line
radiation follows from Eqn. 2.49 above, giving

Each two-element set demonstrates useful sensitivity over a different temperature
range. The useful range is determined both by the nuclear charge, which sets practical
limits on the temperature range for which sufficient radiators of the required ionization
stage exist, and the difference in nuclear charge, which affects the sensitivity of the
ratio to temperature change. Fig. 2.14a shows the results for NaF (2=9,11), and figs.
2.14b and 2.14~show similar dependence for the ratios of KC1 and TUV alloy. In each
case, the curves give the ratio of the intensity of a line from one element of the pair to
that of the same line of the other element (e.g. K-Lyrl Cl-Lyr), where the lines
considered are Ly,, Lyg, Lyy He,, Hep and Hq. For each ratio, the temperature
dependence is plotted for several densities, exhibiting notable sensitivity.
The ratio of Lyr (or H q ) lines emitted from each of the elements is the preferable
experimental result, for the reason that reabsorption of line emission is less important
for lines farther out in a series. Experimental results below ($4.3.1) describe the timeintegrated measurement of temperature from the He, emission of potassium and
chlorine, and the time-resolved measurement of temperature from the Heg emission of
titanium and vanadium.
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2.14. Temperature Diagnostic Ratio: Two-element Isoelectmnic
POPION calculations of the relative intensities of Ha, Hp, Hy and Hea, Hep, Hey
lines from a) NaF, b) KCl, c) TiIV. By choosing the average Z of the elements, the
general temperature of suitability can be chosen; the difference in Z helps establish the
temperature range of the diagnostic.

3

Experimental Desim

Objective

The intention of this research was to produce a deliberate experimental study of
transient (non-equilibrium) ionization under the extreme conditions of temperature and
density afforded by laser-produced plasmas. Specifically, the objective was to follow
the last few stages of ionization (from Li-like through fully stripped) of mid-Z elements
as the charge-state distribution responded to changes in temperature and density.
This objective posed the following issues in experimental design:
1) Producing a plasma -or identifying a region of plasma -in which the
temperature and density were well defined, and
2) Measuring the temperature and density in such a well-defined plasma element,
without begging the question of ionization modelling, e.g., by using the ratio of lines
of adjacent ionization states to infer the temperature, and lastly
3) Determining the charge-state distribution.
This chapter describes the way in which these issues were addressed.
General Approach

The general approach of these experiments was to use targets composed almost
entirely of low atomic number material (parylene) in which a thin, uniform layer of an
emitting material of interest was imbedded. By using spherical targets and uniform
spherical irradiation, the intent was to produce a quasi one-dimensionalplasma with a
uniform and well-defined element composed of atoms of specific interest. In making
this layer very thin, and ensuring uniform target and illumination conditions, the
signature layer was to serve as a Lagrangian fluid element, marking the flow of target
material through the temperature and density prof~lesestablished.
The experimental work divided into two groups of experiments: a preliminary set
of experiments aimed at examining the plasma conditions and thermal transport
produced in uniform infrared (1.05 p)
irradiation by OMEGA, and a later, more
comprehensive, set of experiments in the ultraviolet (351 nm) designed to study the
ionization response of the plasma to welldefmed but changing conditions. The former

.

experiments made use principally of time-integrated Bragg crystal spectroscopy and
time-resolved foil-f~lterspectrometry, whereas the latter simultaneously employed
several time-resolving crystal spectrographs for more detailed line and continuum
spectroscopy, in addition to the usual complement of plasma and emission diagnostics.
The fmt set of experiments was designed to study the temperature prof~lein the
transport region by examining the time-dependent ionization of a Lagrangian layer as it
traversed the heat front. Using thin aluminum layers isolated in spherical plastic
targets, illuminated uniformly in a 24-beam geometry, the time-dependent intensity of
recombination and line radiation from the nearly one-dimensional situation was
recorded with a K-edge fdter spectrometer coupled to an x-ray streak camera Then
from the rate of rise of emission, steady-state ionization model estimates provided an
estimate of the steepness of the temperature gradient in the thermal front.
The second set of experiments, motivated by results of the first, involved a more
detailed study of the distribution of ionization states, and its response to the highly
transient plasma conditions.

Technical Elements

All experiments described in this work used the OMEGA 24-beam laser facility105

at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics of the University of Rochester to provide
uniform illumination of spherical signature-layer targets. Experiments were conducted
in two separate series, the first using the system configured at 1.054 pm and the second
at 35 1 nm,OMEGA'Sfrequency-tripledoutput. The OMEGA system delivers up to 4
kJ in a nominal 1 ns FWHM Gaussian pulse at 1.054 pm, and up to 1.5 kJ in a 600 ps
FWHM Gaussian pulse at 351 nm. Focussed by fl3.7 60 cm focal length optics to a
point about eight target radii beyond target center, intensities for the studies ranged
from 2 x 1014 W cm-2 to about 2 x 1015 W cm-2.

-

For the infrared studies, the non-uniformity of the irradiation intensity was 6%
r.ns, determined from beam-balance calorimetry and from characterization of typical

individual beam spatial intensity prof~les.The peak-to-valley ratio of 25-30% gives a
more severe estimate of non-uniformity (since this figure does not discriminate the area
of the target irradiated at the extreme values), but serves to estimate the "hot" spots of
the distribution.
General conditions previously determined106 for spherical parylene targets
uniformly irradiated at 4 x 1014 ~ c m - using
2
the 1.054 pm OMEGA laser include a
coronal temperature on the order of 1-2 keV and a conduction zone temperature on the
order of 400 eV. The fraction of absorbed energy partitioned to collisionless electrons
is estimated for CH targets to have a relative level of about l%.107 For both 1.054 pm
and 35 1 nm work, laser light calorimetry and plasma particle and radiation calorimetry
measure both energy on target, and the fraction of incident laser energy absorbed. For
a more complete description of the OMEGA laser and experimental base configuration
see Refs. [104,108].

In the 351 nm ultraviolet studies, the nonuniformities in the target plane intensity
distribution were complicated by modilkation of the phase-front in propagation of the
amplified beams. The subsequent frequency-tripling aggravated the fractional errors of
the phase-front, and the nonlinear tripling conversion efficiency amplified the peak-tovalley ratio of the beam nonuniformities. Fig. 3.la shows isointensity contour plots of
the final focus, as measured in the equivalent target plane, for several values of the
focussing depth parameter, and Fig. 3.1b gives the laser-intensity variation derived
from such a distribution. In these experiments, the nonuniformities in the actual
intensity distribution on target are the most serious deviation from the ideal design.
Because of them, the signature layer departs from one-dimensionality: the initial
involvement of the layer becomes spread out in time, or, equivalently, the conditions in
the layer at a given time vary from place to place.

3.2.1 Transport Targets for 1.05 pm Experiments
These studies employed signature-layer targets of two types. One type consisted of
thin glass shells of radius 100 pm overcoated with a 2 pm layer of copper (to provide
enough mass to impede significant implosion), followed by 2 pm of aluminum as a
spectral signature layer, overcoated with 1 - 7 pm of parylene [polyparaxylylene,

Fraction of Nominal intensity

3.1. Characterization of Imadiation Non-Uniformity in OMEGA
a) Isointensity contours of equivalent target plane distributions show appreciable
structure
b) Laser intensity histogram gives measure of significance of laser 'hot spots'.
Ten percent of the laser energy is delivered in areas with intensity greater than 150%of
normal.

(CsHS)J. In other targets, solid glass spheres were overcoated with parylene in which
a thin layer of aluminum was isolated (typically glass sphere, 10 pm parylene, 0.1 pi
aluminum, 1 - 7 piparylene). To a number of each type of target was added a surface
coating of 0.03 pm of KC1 which provided a weak x-ray signature emission, useful in
the x-ray streak spectrometer record as a time fiducial of the hdiating laser.
3.2.2 Thin-Layer Targets for 35 1nm Experiments

The signature layer targets employed in more detailed spectroscopic studies at 35 1
nm began with spheres 50-80 pm in radius, made of polystyrene plastic, or solid glass
spheres overcoated Gth somewhat more than 10 pm of parylene. Where solid glass
spheres were used, the overcoat was deposited by the bounce-coating method of
agitating the spheres in an ultrasonically vibrated pan while evaporation-depositing
parylene.109 These spheres were then overcoated with a single thin layer of an element
or compound of interest, with thickness 50- 100 nm. The thin layers were evaporationor sputter-deposited, depending on the material characteristics. Table 3.1 details the
materials and thicknesses used.
m
1
e 3.1-Thin-Layer Signature Targets Used in 35 1nm Experiments
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DeDosltlon-

Material
A1

50 - 150

Evaporation

TI

50 - 80
50 - 80
50 - 80
100-200
100 - 200

Sputter
Sputter
Sputter
Evaporation
Evaporation

Ti
TKr
KC1
NaF

metallic layers below 30 nm
tend to form 'islands'
alloy, 30170 proportion
alloy, 30170 proportion

Coating of the thin layers and of the parylene final layer was done while targets
were suspended on glass stalks drawn to a thickness of about 10 prn Targets were
rotated during coating to ensure even deposition. After coating of the signature layer,
the stalks were commonly removed and replaced by carbon fibers uncontaminated by
the signature coating. After deposition of the signature layer and remounting, the
targets were subsequently overcoated with parylene to a depth of 1-8 pm.

,

Witness plates of each signature deposition run were retained for checks on the
layer thickness. It was not obvious that the deposition process would produce thin
layers that would preserve the ratio of multiple elements in the sputter or evaporation
target, though this would be expected in the steady-state. For targets which consisted
of compounds or alloys, the witness plates were tested by quantitative x-ray
fluorescence spectrometry to confirm that the elements were in fact deposited in the
same ratio as present in the original vacuum deposition target.
3.2.3 Target Requirements
Need for homogeneous radiating layer

The interpretation of the experiment is much simplified by the assumption of onedimensionality. Ideally, with spherical geometry and uniform irradiation, the use of a
sufficiently thin layer produces an emitting region which is welldefined in the sense
that it is of a single temperature and density, following the flow of the ablating plasma.
Most experiments dealing with spectroscopic measurements of the plasma
conditions in the emitting zone have concentrated on spatially resolving the
emission.110JllJ12 Where the conditions may be rapidly varying, as in the advancing
temperature front, the purpose of the spatial resolution is somewhat undone if the range
of changing conditions is integrated in time. Even where the profiles are steady-state,
there is a flow of material through these gradients and in some situations the state of the
ion may not reflect the local steady conditions, but rather be a product of its history
within the profile. Though the hydrodynamic profiles may be in a long-time steadystate, the ionization is not in a steady-stateequilibrium with any local condition.

Thin signature layers are used here in an attempt to localize the emitting region
intrinsically, reducing the need for additional spatial resolution and thereby simplifying
the interpretation of the emission. Producing an element that follows the flow, it is
assured that one is always resolving the history of the same group of ions.
To provide a homogeneous plasma element, the signature layer should be
sufficiently thin that the temperature is nearly uniform through its depth. This certainly
follows if the layer is thinner than a m&n-free-path for 90" scattering of the electrons
which cany most of the thermal energy:

The limit on the layer thickness depends strongly on the temperature for which the
layer need be considered thin. However, the transport is not thermal over the whole
front, and at the leading edge of the front the mean-free-path of interest is that of the
less collisional electrons responsible for the major non-local contribution to the flux.
Taking the energy of these as a few keV, where the coronal temperature of the plasma
is roughly 1-2 keV, an aluminum signature layer will probably be sufficiently thin with
respect to that electron component if it is less than 0.1 pm.
This condition on the layer thickness set by the Coulomb scattering cross-section is
more rigorous than is needed; while temperature scalelengths cannot be shorter than the
mean-free-path of Eqn. 3.1 under normal conditions, the scalelengths established are
often longer. If the layer is not so thin as to produce a nearly homogeneous plasma
element whose well-defined ionization state reflects the local conditions, the diagnostic
value of the rising emission is somewhat compromised. Since in this case conditions
would vary through the thickness of the layer, the rise time of its emission would be
extended by the time r e q W for passage of an isotherm.

3.2.4 Departures from model due to non-uniformities
Aside from the thickness of the layer, the lateral homogeneity of the layer (and
therefore its usefulness in approximating a Lagrangian element) can be disrupted by
non-uniformities in laser irradiation, filamentation of the laser light in the intervening
plastic layer, hydrodynamic instability of the plasticlsignature-layer interface, other
instabilities in the driven plasma flow, and by fabrication imperfections or nonuniformities.
a. Irradiation non-uniformities. Overall, the non-uniformity of the irradiation
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intensity in the 1.054 pm experiments was 6% r.ms., determined from beam-balance
calorimetry and h m characterization of typical individual beam spatial intensity
profiles. The peak-tevalley ratio of 2530% is a more severe estimate of nonuniformity (since this figure does not discriminate the area of the target irradiated at the
extreme values), but serves to estimate the "hot" spots of the distribution.

Some assessment of the importance of the non-uniformity can be made from the
scaling of bum-through speeds. Given a bumthrough velocity scaling as high as v a I
05, a region of intensity 30% over nominal might be expected to bum through roughly
15% faster (baning limited spot-size effects), introducing a contribution to the risetime
of the signature emission which depends on the depth of the layer and on the area by
which the early emission is weighted in the spatially integrated signal.
For the ultraviolet experiments, significant nonuniformities have a more striking
effect on transport, since the effects of smoothing are less in this more collisional case.
Some recent analysis of the effects of nonuniformity on spectroscopic measurements of
transport"3 tends to show that intensity distribution 'hot spots' have skewed
measurements of transport in such cases. The paper considers hot spots in the
OMEGA distribution, to explain discrepancies in measured and simulated bumthrough.
While preferential bumthrough due to such a distribution may have a ~ i ~ c a n t
contribution to the transport measurements, the paper does not show that simulations
using intensity-weighted burnthrough emission are adequate to explain the
observations, and different such distributions seem to be implied in order to fit the
experimental data at each of several depths. Additionally, these distributions of
intensity would imply a spread in the times of bumthrough to different parts of the
signature layer. For deeper layers this spread would be proportionately greater, and the
effect would translate as a progressive degradation rising edge of the emission signal
for more deeply buried signatures. This is not observed. layers separated in
burnthrough time by 500 ps do not show the 250 ps difference in risetime that would
therefore arise for the intensity distribution considered.
Filamentation is not considered to have been an important effect in the bumthrough to the signature layer it would be expected to drill through to the signature
layer at early times, producing a preheat signature which is not evident in the steady
progress of the bum-through front with increasing plastic thickness seen in Fig. 3.2.
The possibility of mixing or flow instabilities involving the signature layer would be
more difficult to resolve. However, if the scale of radial mixing were small, or if the
effect were not significant until after the arrival of the heat front, the early emission of
the signature layer would still represent local conditions of the early heating.

TIME (200 ps/div)

3 -2. Burnthrough Progress Shows no Filamentation
Streak spectrometer traces of burnthrough for a series of targets with signatures at
increasing depth. The last target, with a 6 pm parylene overlay, shows no evidence
that part of the laser energy anives far in advance of the bulk energy front

3.2.5 Limb Brightening and Opacity

Thin-layer targets such as the ones used in this wurk have a well-defined thickness, but
the radiation detected during the experiment depends on the line-of-sight thickness of
the target as viewed by the detector. Thus the emission from the target shows the wellknown limb-brightening. If the experiment is truly one-dimensional, and the layer is
sufficiently thin, all radiaton in the thin layer are equivalent, and the integration of the
radiation over the limbbrightened image does not complicate the results.
However, for a practical target, even if the emitters are all equivalent, the radiation
transport of the emission is complicated by the same limb-brightening geometry. A
spectral line which is optically thin given the nominal layer thiclcness may be optically
thick in some parts of the limb-brightened image. Fig. 3.3 shows the distribution of
radiators by impact parameter, and Fig. 3.4 gives the distribution of radiators according
to path-length through the thin layer plasma element. The average path-length,
weighted by the emission intensity is given by

which becomes, for a homogeneous distribution of emissivity

For example, the average line-of-sight layer thickness for a layer 0.1 pthick at a
radius of 200 pm is roughly 0.15 pm,decreasing slightly as the layer expands in time.
This 50% increase in the effectivethickness of the layer would become important in
some opacity calculations, where it may in fact become important to consider the pathlength distribution of Fig. 3.4.
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3.3. Distribution of Radiators by Impact Parameter
Limb brightening due to the concentration of radiators at a distance near unit radius
from the central axis. The consequence in radiation transport is that a large fraction of
radiation arrives after passing through more than the nominal thickness of material.

Emission Depth

3.4. Distribution of Radiators by Path Length
Some fraction of radiators Lie at considerable optical depth due to the path length
distribution. The average depth is roughly 15 times the nominal thickness of the shell.

3.3 Time-Resolved X-Rav S-pectroya~h_s
The use of streak cameras in any quantitative application is problematical: they are
electron-optic devices which are based on the production of a photoelectron replica of
an electromagnetic signal, which replica is relayed electrostatically to a phosphor screen
while preserving the signal's temporal and spatial characteristics. At the output, the
electron-image beam is deflected across a phosphor screen, spreading the data out
spatially according to its arrival in time. The light produced in the phosphor is directed
to an image-intensificationtube, which produces a luminance gain factor of about
1,000, and the subsequent output exposes conventional photographic film
Due to the several conversions between light and photoelectrons, and because of the
electron-optic manipulations, streak cameras have numerous avenues of nonlinear
response and are not easily suited to quantitative work. Extraction of quantitative
results q u i r e s q u i r e s careful characterization of the device, and exacting
deconvolution of the contributions of photocathode spatial deposition nonuniformities,
photocathode spectral sensitivity, electron-optic imaging geometry, and nonlinear
intensity response in image-converter tube (ICT),intensifier tube and recording
film.114 Beyond the contributions of the streak camera itself, it is necessary to make
the corrections for geometry and crystal response which are a standard part of any
quantitative spectroscopy.
For these reasons, it is generally recognized that streak cameras are difficult to use
for quantitative characterization, and there is much interest in the development of other
devices which are capable of producing subpicosecond time resolution of a continuous
parameter of information, as can a streak camera in deflecting the image of its slit.
Such replacements are not on the horizon.

3.3.1 Fiducials, calibration of ramps
The OMEGA experimental program at LLE-U. Rochester employs five x-ray streak
cameras,ll5 three of which were used at different times in this work. These include:
1) a streak spectrograph developed especially for the present work, employing a

conically curved Bragg crystal in order to afford good resolution at a high collection
efficiency, 2) the SPEAXS time-resolving and time-integrating elliptically curved
crystal spectrograph, affording absolutely calibrated quantitative spectrometry, and 3) a
planar-crystal streak spectrograph, which produces a large spectral range at moderate
resolving power.
Each of these streak spectrographs used a modified RCA 73435 design,ll6
deployed re-entrant to the target chamber and evacuated along with it to a pressure of 5
x 1 W Torr. The image converter tube itself was redesigned by P.A. Jaanimagi to
provide a large demountable photocathode. One of the most notable features in the
redesigned tube is the inclusion of an astigmatic electron lens at the position of the
anode cone aperture. This electrostatic lens serves to collapse the image of the
photocathode slit across its width while preserving good-resolution imaging along its
length. In this way, the technical resolution limit set by the image of the slit width117 is
eased, and so a wider photocathode slit can be used, and greater x-ray flux collected.
Streak cameras based on this design have an ultimate temporal resolution of about
10-15 ps, limited by the time-of-flight dispersion of photoelectrons from the secondary
electron emission velocity distribution. Streaked (dynamic) spatial resolution is
typically 5-10 line-pairs mm-1.
Each of the streak cameras used provides for a fiducial of the laser pulse, recorded
alongside the streak data.118 A fraction of the main laser pulse, obtained from mirror
leakage, was frequency quadrupled and passed by fiber-optic to the photocathode of the
streak camera. The photocathodes of each streak camera incorporate a small region of
mica coated with 200 A of aluminum, which is sensitive to this radiation. Thus each
streak record can include a reference to the laser pulse peak, which permits data from
separate cameras to be cross-referenced in time.
Each streak camera uses a custom-made avalanche transistor stack to generate the
kflection potential that streaks the electron-optic image of the photocathode slit across
the phosphor s c m These "streak ramp'l time bases were calibrated for each camera,
using the Diagnostic Evaluation Laser @EL) at L J k . Amplified millijoule pulses of
less than 100 ps duration were frequency-converted to the fourth harmonic and passed
through a fixed etalon. The regular train of pulses generated was then recorded using
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an aluminum photocathode in each streak camera, and the mapping between relative
time and position across the camera output resulted. Total time from screen edge to
screen edge was generally chosen to be about 2 ns.
Reduction of the data produced by each streak camera includes the unfolding of
contributions made by x-ray source size, crystal reflectivity, spectrograph geometry,
photocathode spectral dependence of quantum efficiency, frlter transmissivities, image
converter tube electron-optical geometry, streak ramp nonlinear sweep speeds, and film
D-logE response. This reduction is described in detail in Chapter 4.

3.3.2 Conical Sbeak Spectrograph
An objective of the experimental design is to use signature layers which are as thin

as practicable. The advantage is that thinner layers are more likely to be homogeneous
in the radial direction, and also that very thin layers can provide a spectroscopic
signature of the ambient plasma conditions in the pylene matrix itself, without
introducing large perturbations in mass and radiative cooling. To provide good spectral
resolving power as requid for line profrle analysis, a high collection-efficiency,
moderate resolving power (h/ AX 1100)streak spectrograph was developed
particularly for this work, and is described in detail in Appendix I.119

-

Briefly, the conical spectrograph design by T. Hall120 attempts to adapt the
advantages of a Von Hamos12l cylindrically curved crystal spectrograph to the different
geometry required by a streak camera. Instead of producing a line-focus spectrum
dispersed along a radius from the spectral source, the conical design focusses a
spectrum along the perpendicular (Fig. 3.5). The streak camera photocathode slit is
positioned at this line, and the spectrum is dispersed in time in the streak record (Fig.
3.6).
In projecting the spectrum into a line perpendicular to the radius axis, two
advantages of the Von Hamos design are necessarily lost. In the Von Hamos
geometry, source and image are nominally equidistant from the point of reflection at the
crystal. As a result of this symmetry, the spread of wavelengths due to the mosaic
structure survives only in second order (mosaic focussing).lP Consequently, mosaic

(a) Von Hamos Spectrograph

source

(b) 'Conical' Spectrograph

source

conical crystal

3.5. Von Harnos vs .Conical-Comparison
The Von Hamos and conical crystal geometries attempt similar line foci. The novel
conical geometry is better suited to use with x-ray streak cameras in that it presents a
focus which is perpendicular to the line of sight. The Von Hamos geometry has
cylindrical symmetry, and since it is equidistant between target and spectrum this
symmetry exploits mosaic focussing.

Adjustment Motors

Conical
Crystal Holder

Target

3.6. Conical Streak SpectrograpMchernatic

a) The conical crystal spectrograph is coupled to an x-ray streak camera with a
mount that pivots the crystal about its own virtual apex, which in this geomeq must be
held at a point in the plane of the photocathode. In use, the camera is encased and an
uncovered aperture with a magnetic baffle admits soft x-rays while plugging against
charged plasma particles which would disrupt the electron optics.
b) Initially, crystals were mounted on aluminum supports cut from a cone frustrum
lathe-turned with the required angles.
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3.7. Qlaracte~ngthe Conical Crystal Spectrograph Line Focus
a) Isointensity contours from a digitized time-integrated line-focus spectrogram.
The spectrogram was produced using the conical streak spectrograph, with film
substituted at the photocathode.
b) Spectral lineout of the line-focus spectrum in a) above shows Ti emission'from
He-like resonance, intercombination, Li-like satellites, and Ka lines with good
resolution over 30 mm of the line focus. Streak tube admits roughly 20 mm of useable
data.
C)Film density trace through the line focus, transverse to the spectral dispersion.
Tht intensity half-width is roughly 300 pm, which may be aligned to lie entirely within
the streak camera photocathode aperture. Electron-optic astigmatism improves the
'technical resolution' determined by streak speed and line-focus image-width in the
timedirection.

crystals, which generally have high integrated reflectivity, can be used without serious
sacrifice of spectral resolution. For spectrographs which form a perpendicular
spectrum, this symmetry and the benefits of mosaic focussing are lost.
For the experiments described here, the spectrograph used mica crystals (2d= 19.84
A) mounted on precision diamond-turned cone mounts.123 Fig. 3.7 a) shows the timeintegrated spectrum produced by the spectrometer on a piece of film located in place of
the streak camera photocathode. This line focus produced in third order from a titanium
thin-layer target is 200-300 pm across; Fig. 3.7 b) shows a spectral trace of the same
data, and 3.7 c) a positional trace across the focussed spectrum.
Titanium He-like resonance line emission ( b 2 . 6 2 A) is recorded with mica in
third-order Bragg diffraction, using a conical crystal mount of 23. lo. Aluminum Helike resonance and satellites are recorded with the same crystal, using first-order
diffraction. The integrated reflectivity of mica has a smooth function of x-ray energy in
third order around the Ti He-like emission, but there is significant structure in fmt
order near the wavelengths of A1 XI1 resonance. This strong variation is less reliably
unfolded from the recorded data, so conically curved crystals of potassium acid pthalate
(KAP) were also prepared, for use in recording Al He-like resonance.
The KAP crystals were less successfully bent, and some crystals cracked after
mounting. Even for crystals which are apparently plastically conformed to the crystal
mount, stress-induced mosaic structure is expected to cause degradation of resolution.
Crystals in this series were not characterized in detail, as they were not used for
absolute spectrometry, so the contribution of induced mosaicity is uncertain. One
mounted KAP crystal was flawed to visual inspection, another crystal tested using a
laser-plasma as an x-ray source produced poor imaging and poor spectral resolution.
The experience for KAP crystals mounted on elliptical surfaces in SPEAXS was
similar. Certainly a more detailed investigation of these crystals would be warranted.
For the ideal case of a shgle-point source, the focussing of an ideal Von Hamos
spectrograph is perfect, and all rays of a given wavelength take the same transit time to
their image point -a concern to time-resolving applications. This ideal case is
impossible to recreate with a perpendicular-spectrum spectrograph; even a single-point
source cannot be made to image perfectly with all rays arriving simultaneously. The

conical spectrograph, and others like it, therefore depend on detailed analysis, usually
ray-tracing, to evaluate their temporal, spatial and spectral characteristics.
With such ray-tracing for the conical spectrograph, Hall has shown quantitatively
that as the width of the cone surface used increases, the size of a point source's
aberrated image increases in the imaging direction, i.e., perpendicular to the line focus.
Along the spectral axis, the image size increases more slowly with increasing crystal
width, and then decreases to an optimal value before increasing monotonically. Hall
also calculated the resolving power that results from this spectral confusion, convolved
with the intrinsic limits of the crystal, and derived its dependence on wavelength about
the best-imaged point. Using a 4S0 cone angle, and 0.02 as the ratio (crystal
width)/(image-plane distance), he found that for a range of wavelengths roughly +lo%
about the optimal wavelength, the resolution of the spectrograph is limited by the
crystal, rather than the geometry.124 Also, he calculated the focussed intensity of the
spectral image; over a large range of incident Bragg angles, this calculated brightness is
more than 1000 times the brightness obtained from a planar spectrograph of similar
specifications.
The advantage of this spectrograph over planar crystal spectrographs lies in the
greater collected flux of x-rays. Some streak spectrographs employ crystals which are
curved so as to m o m the dispersion relation, and at least one streak spectrograph uses
a toroidally curved crystal125 to improve collection efficiency and modify dispersion.
Compared to the latter, this spectrograph has the advantage of bending the crystal
plastically in only one dimension, which could be expected to reduce the induced
strains in the crystal which may degrade the intrinsic resolving power of the crystal.
This particular streak spectrograph also benefitted from the front-end design of the
image-converter-tube used, which includes a photocathode slit which is wider than
usual. This greatly simpmed alignment of the spectrograph. The streak camera was
focussed dynamically, using a screen of copper wires spaced at about 3 line-pairs rnm1, and adjusting focus betweedexposures. It was found that the focussing conditions
changed from the statically established values. From the same data, the dynamic spatial
resolution of the streak tube was roughly checked (Fig. 3.8).
An example of streaked spectral data is given in Fig. 3.9.
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Dynamic Spatial Resolution Measurement
A copper screen of roughly 3 lp mrn-1 was used to check focussing conditions and
dynamic resolution of the streak camera, both of which may differ substantially from
the static values. Camera resolution, spectrograph dispersion and emission source size
determined the spectral resolution of the camera.

Kr/DT-filled glass microballoon
24-beam OMEGA, 351 nm
I = 4 x loq4 w/cm2
T = 600 ps

3-D Data

S a m ~ l eS~ectraat Selected Time

3.9. Data Example -Conical Streak Spectrograph
False perspective of the spectrum-time data produced by the conical streak
spectrograph (left) and typical spectral lineout of the relative intensity. Target:
imploded KrDT-fded microballoon.

3.3.3 SPEAXS
The twin-channel StreaktPhotographicElliptical Analyzer X-ray Spectrograph
(SPEAXS) camera used in this research was developed by B. Henlce and P.A.
Jaanirnagi.lz It consists of two elliptically curved crystals--one incorporated into an
spectrograph, and the other coupled to an
absolutely calibrated, time-integrated (fh)
x-ray streak camera of the same image-converter tube design described above (Fig.
3.10). The spectrographs are configured to place one ellipse focus at the position of the
laser-irradiated target, and$e other focus at the position of a narrow aperture. Since all
paths are equivalent in time, the result is a dispersed spectrum emanating from the point
of the second focus. Because of this geometry, the target is much demagnified and the
effective source size does not &tract appreciably from the ultimate resolution of the
spectrograph. As well, the aperture at the second focus blocks fluorescent emission
from the spectrograph crystal and mount while passing the whole dispersed spectrum
The SPEAXS device can be configured over a very large spectral range, using
numerous x-ray analyzer crystals including mica, KAP, RAP, LiF,PET, RAP,
germanium, and several molecular multilayer (synthetic) crystals; this versatility and
the ability to correlate time-resolved spectra with absolutely calibrated time-integrated
spectra have made it the standard time-resolving spectrometer in use on OMEGA. The
tradeoff for the wide spectral range is a relatively low resolving power, usually on the
order of U Al 300, determined by dispersion and image-converter-tuberesolution.
An example of streaked spectral data is given in Fig. 3.11.

-

3.3.4 Planar Crystal Streak Spectrograph
A planar-crystal streak spe~trographl2~
was also used simultaneously in this study
(Fig. 3.12). It consisted of the same image-converter-tubedesign described above,
coupled to a conventional planar Bragg-crystal spectrograph. The spectrograph crystal
was mounted on sliding rails and the central Bragg angle and distance from the streak
photocathode were remotely adjustable while the instrument was mounted in use. A
number of standard crystals were interchangeable with the time-integrated
spectrographs described below, and Ge, KAP and mica were used.

Target

3.10. SPEAXS Schematic
Schematic layout'of the &vice developed by P.A. Jaanimagi and B. Henke. s.
dual spectrograph uses matched and characterized elliptically curved crystals to perfarm
time-resolved spectroscopy and absolutely quantified spectroscopy simultaneously.

Ti o n Glass Target

LiF Analyzer Crystal

Wavelength

3.1 1. Data Example

(8.)

4(00

Optical
Fiducial

-SPEAXS

Typical streak recod of the device. Interchangeable crystals m a y be configwed to
cover the range from a few-A x-rays through the soft XUV.

Streak Camera

Metal Shell
Target
X Rays

5
5
=
g
=

Crystal Holder
Photocathode

3.12. Planar Streak Schematic
Configuration of the planar crystal streak spectrograph shows the remotely
adjustable crystal mount, housing, and image converter mbe.

With these crystals and the adjustable geometry, the planar streak spectrograph was
able to cover 2-3 A at a time in the range 2-20 A. The resolving power was limited by
source size, and by dispersion coupled with image-converter-tube resolution, to
approximately hl AX 300-500.An example of streaked spectral data is given in Fig.

-

3.3.5 Filter-Foil Streak Spectrometer
Experiments at 1.054 ptn irradiation used a streak spectrometer consisting of a
number of different filters mounted at the photocathode of a streak tube similar to that
used in the conical streak spectrograph. The filter array then provided spectral
discrimination useful for signature studies, for recording broad-band emission and for
continuum temperature measurements. Further details are given in an appended paper
in Appendix II.*Z8
3.4 Time-Integrated X-Rav Spectra3.4. l Planar Crystal Spectrographs

Time-integratingcrystal x-ray spectrographs used in this work were conventional
point-source (apertureless) planar crystal spectrographs recording on spectrographic
film,usually Kodak Type 2495. For some shots, a spectrograph was deployed on a
diagnostic shuttle robot that used an airlock to withdraw and redeploy diagnostics of
different types. Reduction of the data produced made the standard accounting for
contributions of geometry, crystal reflectivity and spectrally dependent intensity
response of the fdm.129
These spectrographs used different standard cqstals-PET, KAP, mica, Ge,
etc.- to provide resolution over a wide spectral range. Comparing time-integrated and
time-resolved data highlighted the loss of spectral information in time-integrating, a
long-standing issue that is even more important for thin-layer targets since the emitting
plasma does not establish even a quasi-steady state by continuous addition of radiating
mass.
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3.13. Data Example -Planar Streak Sptctrograph
Typical data shows larger spectral range and lower resolution than the conical streak
spectrometer. Diagram (left) details the target which produced the data at right.

3.4.2 Imaging Crystal Spectrograph
Some shots used a time-integrating spectrograph that included one dimension of
spatial resolution. This was provided by placing a slit aperture before the dispersing
crystal, oriented so as to spatially resolve in the direction on film which was
perpendicular to spectral dispersion. Spatial resolution was on the order of 25 pm.
For a thin-layer emission zone expanding one-dimensionally, each spatial position
in the record equivalently marks a different time, and so this time-integrating
spectrograph unfolded the emission differently but as completely as the time-resolving
spectrographs. Some studies have coupled spatially resolved spectroscopy and timeresolved imaging. With knowledge of the layer p s i t i o ~in. time, and the spectrum
according to position, it is possible to infer a detailed spectrum in time with this
method, without directly time-resolving the spectrum of emission.

Described here are only the principle diagnostics used in the design of this study.
Numerous other diagnostics are included in the routine complement on OMEGA,130
and several were useful in this study. Included are light and plasma calorimetry,
comprehensive spectrometry of scattered and radiated light from the visible to the
XUV,particle spectrometry, time-integrated and time-resolved x-ray imaging and
backlight imaging (using pinhole cameras and grazing-incidence microscopes)

Using emission from transitions originating in high-lying levels nearly in LTE with
the next ionization stage, the ratio of intensities of similar lines of adjacent charge-states
can give the ratio of the state populations.131 Thus the ratio of line emission intensities
of 4-11 or 5-11 transitions in H-like and He-like species reflects the relative charge-state
populations of bare and H-like species.
For example, the intensity ratio of the Hey (ls4p-ls2) and Hy (4p-1s) lines can be
expressed, presuming optically thin emission:l32

wheref is the oscillator strength, 2 the wavelength of the transition, and g the statistical
weight of the levels. With these upper-lying levels nearly in LTE with the next
ionization stage, and neglecting the difference in ionization energies for the H-like and
He-like n=4 levels as compared to kTe, this ratio can be written

-

-3

In the case of aluminum, this becomes

For temperatures above a few hundred eV, aluminum ions largely can be taken to
be in bare, H-like or He-like states, i.e.,

where, e.g., NH represents the fractional population of the H-like charge-state. With
experimentally measured ratios of N b & ~ and NH/NHe, this provides a closed set
from which the population fractions can be extracted. Thus the charge-state distribution
can be determined in time.
The ratio of Eqn. 3.4, giving the ground state population of the hydrogenic and
bare species, is commonly compared to the temperature-dependent ratio of the species
predicted from ionization modelling, and the result is a temperature measurement. In
the present work, the timedependent temperature is derived by spectroscopic
measurements less dependent on the model of ionization; this temperature can then be
input to a ratequation code, together with similar measurements of the density, to
produce the modelled charge-state distribution. Comparison of the modelled and the

empirically determined ionization histories then is the basis of tests of the theoretical
modelling.

Sections 2.7 and 2.8 discusses several methods of spectroscopic measurements of
temperature in plasmas. Of these methods, several were tried together here to give
independent determinations of tempaature:
1) The slope of the free-bound and free-freecontinuum above the series limit of
hydrogenic aluminum provides the 'purest' measure of the electron velocity
distribution, and therefore temperature. For this measurement, the planar streak
spectrograph was used to record as large a range of the continuum as possible.
2) The ratio of resonance line to the collective satellite lines abcd+qr+jkl,in Helike aluminum and titanium thin layers. As discussed in 52.5.2.3, the satellites arise
h m dielectronic transitions in the Li-like species produced by recombination in He.
This ratio was taken with the conical-crystal streak spectrograph measurement of the
He-like complex near resonance.
3) The two-element isoelectronic temperature measurement described in 52.8.
This measurement uses identical transitions in species having different atomic numbers,
and effectively depends on the rescaling of temperature by ionization energy. It does
yet depend on the modelling of the charge-state fraction by temperature, but less
sensitively than in 2). The measurement was made for thin-layer targets of T W and
KC1, using the planar streak spectrograph.

3.8 Density Measurements
Several of the density diagnostic measurements discussed in 52.7.3 were made,
using the conical-crystal streak spectrograph,which was developed primarily for this
PurPose:
1) The preferred spectroscopic measurement of density is given by line broadening
measurements. This method, as discussed in 52.7.3.2, is independent of ionization
modelling and is the basis of a rich body of theoretical work. The simplest analysis
though other
follows the measurement of an optically thin hydrogenic line, e.g. Hy,

lines may also be used. In addition to the Hylines of aluminium and potassium,
recorded by the conical-crystal streak spectrograph, the He-like resonance lines of
aluminum and titanium, and aluminum lines recorded using the planar-crystal streak
spectrograph were tried.
2) Line ratios described in 52.7.3.1 and accessible using the current streak
spectrographs gave another measure of density. The resonancelintercombinationratio
wly from He-like species was used, as well as the intercombinatiofii-like satellite ratio
yl(nbcd+qr+jkl), for aluminum and titanium. For aluminum alone, the Li-like satellites
were well-enough resolved to use the ratio between them (abcd+qr) l jkl. These ratios
are discussed further in Chapter 4.
3.9 CodeC

and S u m

Experimental plasma physics studies like that described here generally need to be
interpreted by working closely with theoretical calculations and computer code
simulations. In the work described here, analysis of the experiment relied on atomic
code calculations of the dependence of line profdes and line ratios on temperature and
density. The interpretation of the density and temperature profiles benefitted from
hydrocode calculations of laser-plasma interaction. The experimental results of the
development of charge-states following the measured histoxy of temperature and
density could then be compared with the prediction of rate-equation computer models of
ionization. The computer codes and simulation work developed by others which had
such an important contribution in the current study is described in the next sections.

One-dimensionalhydrodynamic calculations of the temperature and density of the
thin signature layers was provided by the hydrocode LILAC, developed by Jacques
Delettrez and others at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics.133 The code is a rezoning
Lagrangian hydrocode, including raytracing, Thomas-Fenni equation of state and
multigroup diffusion radiation transport. A typical azimuthally averaged beam profde is
used as input to the ray-tracing. Electron thermal transport was modelled using a fluxlimited multigroup diffusion model, and radiation transport used a number of spectral
energy groups disposed to roughly model line transport; opacities used were derived
from the Los Alamos LTE astrophysical library.134

For this work, LILAC used average-atom modelling of ionization. Compared to
LTE modelling, the change in ionization and radiation modelling made Little difference
to the progress of the heat front or most of its characteristics. LILAC results may be
post-processed for more &tailed ionization and radiation transfer using a rate-equation
ionization code135 related to POPION, described below.

.

POPION is a rate-equation solver treating several atomic species at once, derived
from the LILAC post processor described above. Developed at LLE by Reuben
Epstein and Stanley Skupsky,l36 and further extended by Reuben Epstein,l37 it solves
atomic rate equations for the charge-state and excited-state populations, using a
screened-nucleus hydrogenic-ion approximation. POPION includes continuum
lowering in the state energies, and allows multi-Maxwellian (two-temperature, or more)
electron velocity distributions.
Compared to several multiple-author codes developed for broader application, this
code is relatively simplistic. The screened-hydrogenic approximation is a broad
simplification. Among other issues, it implies that doubly-excited states and their
contribution to the ionization distribution through autoionization are neglected. As
well, the code retains only the principal quantum number in treating excited states.
These simplifications are tempered somewhat by separate treatment for specific excited
states in hydrogenic and heliogenic ions.
The rate-equation calculations include options for including electron-collisionalrates
(excitation, &-excitation and recombination), radiative decay rates (stimulated and
spontaneous emission, and photorecombination), and dielectronic recombination. Line
and continuum absorption coefficients are not specifically allowed for, and so the
dependent options are applicable only in the optically thin case.
Ionization and excitation distributions may be modelled in steady-statefor fned
conditions of temperature and density, or the time-dependent temperature and density
may be input. In the latter case, of particular use here, the response of the ionization
and excitation distributions to the driving plasma conditions may be modelled. In
Chapter 5 the modelled response to the experimentally determined histories of
temperature and density arc compared to the experimentally observed response.

RATION is a rate-equation solver for more detailed treatment of H-like, He-like and
Li-like ion stages, developed at Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory by Richard
Lee and others.138 It treats these ionization stages in more detail than does POPION,
retaining numerous specific excited states of each, for species with atomic number
between 6 and 25.
The hydrogenic state is modelled with the ground state and 24 excited principal
levels. Heliogenic ions are modelled with the ground state, 24 singly-excited and 6
autoionizing levels. Li-like ions are modelled with the ground state, one excited level
and six autoionizing levels. Other charge-states are modelled by ground-state
populations alone. Ten levels in H-like and 14 levels in He-like are treated fully
kinetically, other levels being treated as being in LTE with the next ionization stage as
discussed in 52.2.2.
This code was used principally to determine the intensity dependence on
temperature and density of diagnostic lines used to detennine plasma conditions (52.7).
Code runs were conducted in collaboration, by Norman Delamater at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. For further code description, see Ref. [I391

A group of codes (Lyman3, Helium3, Lith3) developed together at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory and published by Richard W. Lee,l40 to model the
atomic physics of line radiation emission and modification was used in this work
These codes model the spectral profde of principal lines in hydrogenic species
(resonances: 1s 2S - 2p 2P3n and 1s 2S - 2p 2P312), heliogenic species (resonances:
1s2 1% - 1snp 1P1, and intercombination: 1s2 1So - 1s2p 3P) and Li-like species
(numerous transitions from n=3,4 to n=2). The codes for each of these lines take into
account temperature, density and atomic number in calculating the modification of the
spectral profde due to the ion microfield at the radiator, employing the APEX
approach.141

These codes were used to infer density from the experimental line profdes, and to
calculate the modified
line profiles necessary for estimation of opacity effects in
resonance lines for thin-layer emitters.

4. Exwrimental Data -Remlts and I

n

t
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The results of this experimental work divide into two groups of experiments: a
preliminary set of experiments aimed at examining the plasma conditions and thermal
transport produced in uniform infrared (1.06 pn) irradiation by OMEGA, and a later,
more comprehensive, set of experiments in the ultraviolet (351 nm)designed to study
the ionization response of the plasma to well-defined but changing conditions.
The first group of experiments comprised approximately 20 thin-layer target shots
of the type described in previous chapters. In these experiments, the x-ray emission
was examined principally with the fdter array streak spectrometer described in Chapter
'

,

The second group of experiments involved a number of different types of thin-layer
targets: single spherical layers of Al, Ti, TVV alloy, and KCl compound, buried at
various depths in solid spherical CH targets. Diagnostics in this series consisted
primarily of time-resolving (streak) crystal spectrographs, including the SPEAXS
elliptical crystal &vice, the planar crystal streak spectrograph, and the conical-crystal
streak spectrograph developed principally for this work These devices provided
detailed line and continuum measurements of the x-ray emission between 2 and 11 A,
enabling quantitative spectroscopic analysis of the temperature, density and ionization
species in time.
Details of the ,&gnostics fielded and of the experimental configuration are given in
the previous chapter.
4.1. Reduction and W s i s : Methodology
Reduction of streak data from the early set of experiments using the fdter-array
spectrometer was less demanding than that of the subsequent, more detailed and more
quantitative experiments. The methodology of these reductions is described in a
publication included as Appendix I. Summarizing: for each data film, a reference film
density wedge similar to that described below was prepared and developed along with
the data. This reference film then served to deconvolve the fdm's D-logE response,
using it as the density wedge in the reference arm of a modified Joyce-Loebl

microdensitometer. Densitometer traces of the films thus produced data on the timedependent intensities in each filter channel. From these traces, the relative intensities,
the delay of emission and the rate of intensity rise were analyzed to yield information on
the thermal transport, rates of ionization and temperature of the target's thin layer,
described with results below.
As described in the previous section, the use of streak cameras in any quantitative
application is problematical: they are electron-optic devices which are intrinsically
subject to nonlinearities in eletcron-optic imaging and in the process of recording on
film which limit their useful dynamic range to a few orders of magnitude. Extraction of
quantitative results requires careful characterizationof the device, and exacting
deconvolution of the contributions of photocathode spatial deposition nonuniformities,
photocathode spectral sensitivity, electron-optic imaging geometry, and nonlinear
intensity response in image-converter tube, intensifier tube and recording film. Beyond
the contributions of the streak camera itself, it is necessary to make the corrections for
geometry and crystal response which are a standard part of any quantitative
spectroscopy.
For these reasons, reduction of the more detailed spectroscopic data of the series at
35 1 nrn irradiation entailed somewhat more work, which it is useful to outline in the
sections below.
4.1.1. Quam'tanMve
Film Reduction

Data recorded on Kodak Tri-X film by each of the streak cameras was processed
using a JOB0 automatic film processor, which standardized the agitation, temperature
and time of development. All chemicals were used once and discarded. These factors
were important in making the D-logE response curve of the film repeatable over all data
sets.
The uniformity of D-logE curves produced was conflied by periodic development
of a reference film This reference film was exposed with a < 1 ms-duration electronic
flash and Wrattten filter, which sensitometrically simulated the image-converter-tube
phosphor response, in duration and spectrum A linear-gradient neutral-density wedge
produced a calibrated range of exposure on film, and the resulting f h density-wedge
was used to produce the D-logE response of the film (Fig. 4.1).
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4.1. Tri-XD-logE Film Calibration
Film characterization used light source which sensitornetrically simulated the output
phosphor of the streak tube. The D-logE curve used for digital reduction used a fog
level set above pixel-value zero, in order to avoid rectifying digitized data, i.e., the data
was digitized with unsigned integer storage, and small negative variations in the film
noise would have been converted to zero.

All experimental data in this series were digitized, using a Perkin-Elmer Micro 10

microdensitometer (model 101ffiMS), with a Sun Microsystems Mod. 2 computer for
data acquisition. The reference film density-wedge was digitized in an identical
manner. As a technical detail, it is useful to notice that the data were densitometered to
produce densities referred to the clear-film fog level. Since the digitization retained
unsigned integers, it was important to set an arbitrary average density greater than about
0.1 for this fog, in order that all digitized values about the average be positive.
Alternatively, the digitization acts as a rectifier, discarding negative values and biasing
low average densities away from the intended level.
Data were oversampled by a factor of five or more in digitization, compared to the
known resolution of the streak camera. The film reference wedge was digitized with
the same digitizer parameters, principally to standardize the scattering overfill of the
sampling apertures. Subsequently the digitized images were smoothed by averaging to
a scale a fraction of the streak camera resolution, and converted to intensity values,
using the standard D-logE curve produced from the film reference wedge.

4.1.2. Deconvolution of I n s ~ n t a Characteristics
l
In the spectrographlstreak camera combination, the following characteristics are
folded into the data, and need to be accounted for, or unfolded:
1) x-ray source size: contributes to the recorded spectral line width
2) crystal reflectivity: spectral dependence of integrated reflectivity
3) spectrograph geometry:
- spectrograph dispersion, including curved-crystal geometrical corrections
- curvature of image surface (photocathode)
4) photocathode spectral dependence of quantum efficiency
5) fdter transmissivities
- dependent on angle of incidence
6) image converter tube electron+ptical geometry:
- streak camera magnification
static mapping c w e d photocathode onto flat phosphor
- curvature of isochrones from time dispersion following mapping of curved
photocathode onto flat phosphor

-

7) streak ramp nonlinear sweep speeds
8) film D-logE response

The last contribution, the film response, has been deconvolved as outlined above.
The first contribution, that of non-zero target size to the source broadening, is a very
small contribution for the SPEAXS device, for which the target image at the
photocathode is substantially &magnified (factor -0. I). For the conical streak
spectrograph, the source broadening is a modestly small contribution because of the
large spectral dispersion at the photocathode. The planar streak spectrograph resolution
is most affected by this contribution: a 150 pm target contributes AE = 3.8 eV in the
range around A1 He,.
The contributions limiting the resolution of the instrument is not especially
significant where ratios of total line intensities are analyzed, as long as the lines are
resolved one from another; its importance is greater where it is necessary to analyze the
profile of individual lines. For detailed line profile investigations, it would be desirable
to reduce this and other instrumental resolution-limitingcontributions by Fourier
transform deconvolution.

In addition to these factors, it has been recognized that image intensifier tubes may
show a nonlinear (saturation) response for short-pulse illumination, which may worsen
at higher gains. The gains for the image intensifier tubes used in this work were below
1,00Ox, and often below 200x, at which values this effect is minimized; corrections for
this effect have not been routinely made here.
The bulk of the deconvolution of instrumental characteristics was made using
standard routines of the Image Analysis Laboratory (IAL) at LLE. The instrumental
deconvolution code used was xrt, developed principally by P.A. Jaanimagi for use with
the SPEAXS instrument, and subsequently generalized by other authors. This routine
makes corrections for the spectrograph crystal reflectivity, photocathode response, filter
transmissivities, electron-optics geometries, field curvature, and geometrical transittime dispersion. Additionally, it accounts for spectrograph geometry and streak time
base, including the Jacobean of the variable transformation for spectrograph dispersion
(elliptical or planar crystal), and the Jacobean correcting minor time-base nonlinearities.
4. I .3. Line Analysis

For each streaked spectrum, a series of lineouts corresponding to different times
was made using xrt, and subsequently analyzed by a line-fitting routine, BevFit,

derived h m arbitrary-function least-squares fit routines in Bevingtonl42. The linefitting routine worked together in iteration with xrt, identifying reference line centers for
input to xrt, and subsequently fitting a constant background level, optionally a
recombination edge and exponential continuum, and up to a dozen Lorentzian line
profiles at predetermined energies corresponding to known lines in the complex. With
this routine, profiles which overlapped were evaluated for total area underneath the
profile, less background, giving the photon flux in each line (Fig. 4.2).
Total photon fluxes in each line were interpreted with the results of RATZON
($3.9.3, §2.7), producing several measures of the history of temperature and density in
the thin layer from independent ratios. In addition to the analysis of line intensity
ratios, the s
p
e
c
c
m
of electron density.

4.2. Infiared (1.06 uml Experimental Results-Spectrom e n
4.2 -1. Thennal Transport,Temperature Gradiem and the Ionization From
Section 2.4 discussed the thermal transport of energy by electrons. In the present
section, the time-resolved radiation from the thin signature layer is examined with the
intention of establishing limits on the rate at which a Lagrangian element of the plasma
is heated by passage of the heat front, thereby inferring limits of the steepness of the
temperature profile over the temperature range relevant to its ionization.

4.2.2. Analysis of Spectrally Integrated Radiatr'on Recorded

Thin signature layers of aluminum at shallow depths in the plastic targets show a
sharper rise of emission than do similar layers buried deeper within the target (Fig.
3.2), as summarized in Table 4.1. As well as a decrease in the rate of rise of the
emission, the peak intensity also is reduced, suggesting a degradation of the heat front,
or of the signature layer, or both. The rising x-ray emission from thin-layer aluminum
signature targets was analyzed in an attempt to characterize the thermal front from the
time-dependent intensity.
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4.2. BevFit Spectnun Fit
Results of the line-fitting routine applied to reduced data. Spectrum is from a
single-time lineout across data A1 - 15453, aluminum signature layer data described
later in Chapter 4. In reductions, the total flux of each line was used.
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Taking the signature layer to be a homogeneous layer comprised of a fmed number
of radiators, the emission intensity in a given spectral range is determined by the
density and temperature, directly, and indirectly through the ionization stage ($2.5).
From the known plasma parameters, the greatest part of the emission is expected to
result from line emission Erom He- and H-like Al, and Erom continuum emission from
recombination of H-like and fully-stripped A1 to K-shell states of He-like and H-like.
Consider the spectrometer Cl filter channel, for which the overall spectral response
of the instrument is detailed in Fig. 4.3. The major contribution to the spectrallyintegrated signal of this channel is presumed to be recombination continuum In turn,
the spectrally-integrated recombination emission intensity depends on temperature by
two contributions: explicitly in the temperature-sensitivecross-section for electron
capture, and implicitly through the population fraction of the recombining ion. The
population fraction is determined by both plasma temperature and plasma density.

In a fieely expanding plasma, it is often a good approximation that the product
N,*T, of temperature and density is approximately constant, i.e., that the plasma
pressure is constant. Thus the temperature and the isobaric assumption determine
plasma conditions, and consequently the ionization and radiation. Conversely, the
emission intensity of a uniform plasma consisting of'a futed number of atoms can be
used to infer the temperature.
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Spectral Response of Cl Filter
The transmission function of a filter pack used in spectrometric analysis of
recombination emission in experiments at 1.054 pm laser irradiation.
4.3.

If the layer is sufficiently thin as to produce a homogeneous element, the intensity
of the free-bound radiation, convolved with the instrumental sensitivity, has the
spatially-integrated dependence (from Eqn. 2.48):

where T(v) is the filter spectral transmission and ~ ( vis) the photocathode spectral
efficiency, and fiz is the total number of ions in the layer that are in charge-state Z.

IfT(v), q(v) and gh are approximated by square functions,

where K(Z,T~)
represents the integral in Eqn. 4.1. With square functions, this integral
becomes Kpe) by a change of variable.
The temperature dependence of this result can be summarized as the product of two
terms, one of which contains the explicit temperature dependence resulting from the
normalized cross-section for recombination, and the other of which is explicitly
dependent on the population of the charge state presented for recombination, in turn
implicitly dependent on the temperature.

4.2.3. Heuristic Analysis

Ignoring the contribution of changing density to the emission intensity, the
intensity history of the thin-layer emission provides a heuristic estimate of the
temperature history. The assumptions that the emitting layer does not expand, and that
the ionization can be modelled in steady-state, makes this simple analysis a lower-limit
estimate of the rate of heating.

In Fig. 4.4, the spectral-response function of the C1 channel has been numerically
integrated, and combined with steady-state population distribution calculations from the
ionization modelling code POPION ($3.9.2) to give the normalized dependence of
recombination emission intensity on temperature for a homogeneous plasma of fixed
density. The rise of emissivity with increasing temperature is strongly dominated by
the increasing population of the H-like and b m states. Beyond the peak value, the
weak decline is due to the decreasing cross-section of recombination with the saturated
population.
With the calculated dependence of temperature on intensity, and the history of
intensity given by the experimental data, the history of the temperature change in the
thin signature layer was inferred, in this limited model. Table 4.1 includes the rates of
heating deduced in this analysis, expressed as times required for the temperature to
increase by a factor of e .
4.2.4. Consideration of Finite Ionization Rates, Hydrody~mics

Depending on the density and temperature, the finite rate of ionization may be a
substantial, even dominant, contribution to the risetime of the observed emission: at a
density of 1021 cm-3 and a temperature of 400 eV, the Seaton rate formula (Eqn. 2.22)
leads to a characteristic time of a few hundred picoseconds, and even longer at lower
temperatures or densities. In order to evaluate the significance of this contribution, the
rate-equation ionization code POPION was used to refme the modelling of emission.
As an approximation of the hydrodynamics of the heating layer, the isobaric
assumption NeTe = constant was used. Fig. 4.5 supports this approximation, showing
the temperature and density profiles simulated for this experiment using the onedimensional hydrodynamic code LILAC. These calculations show that during heating

Temperature (keV)
4.4.

Dependence of Recorded Recombination Emission on Temperature

Recombination emission intensity as recorded through the photocathode and fdter
pack of the previous figure. The recorded signal from a fixed number of radiators in
steady-state increases with temperature as the H-like and bare species available for
recombination increase; the signal subsequently falls mainly due to the decrease of
recombination cross-section with electron temperature.
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4.5.

LILAC Temperature and Density -Isobaric Approximation

Density and temperature vary with radius by several orders of magnitude, but their
product Ne*Te is more nearly constant. Ne*Teis proportional to pressure, and so
represents the distribution of plasma particle energy density. The variation of Ne*Te in
time within a thin-layer of a signature target shows similar behaviour here, with a
variation of not more than 2-3 during the time that the layer heats and emits.

of the signature layer, and for times at which it would be emitting significantly in the
LILAC model, the product N,T, is constant within about a factor of 2 or 3.
With an isobarically expanding layer, and with POPION rate-equation modelling
of the ionization, the development of species was calculated for a number of different
exponential heating rates. The temperature prof~lestested parametrically are represented
by Fig. 4.6, and consist of an exponential in time, clamped at an upper limit of 2.0 keV
typical of the ultimate coronal temperature of an expanding thin layer. In each case,
density was determined h m the timedependent temperature using the isobaric
assumption, with the value NJe = 5 x 1@ eV cm-3 derived from LILAC
calculations; however, whereas the temperature was clamped at the coronal value, the
density continued decreasing geometrically on the grounds that the expansion is
essentially ballistic. This is essentially permitting the plasma pressure to satisfy the
boundary condition at infinity. The effect of this refinement is small.
Figure 4.7 shows the development of species for a temperature e -fold time of 500
ps, the characteristic time found earlier from the heuristic estimation for thin layers
heated before the peak of the laser pulse. As the layer expands, POPION illustrates the
competition between the increasing temperature and decreasing density in determining
the rate of ionization. At later times, more than 1 ns after burnthrough to the layer, the
ionization time becomes long in comparison with the time for hydrodynamic change
and the charge state distribution is effectively frozen-in at values characteristic of denser
regions, and can be far from equilibrium for the new local conditions. Combining the
timedependent population distribution from fig. 4.7 with the density and temperature
history, according to Eqn. 4.3, the recombination emission that would be recorded by
the present streak spectrometer from a thin A1 layer heated in this way is calculated for
Fig. 4.8. Along with the prediction, the observed experimental signal is plotted for
comparison. Since the temperature of the layer was not measured absolutely at any
time, the correspondence of the abscissa is somewhat arbitrary. However, little
detectable emission from H and He-like lines or recombination of H-like and bare ions
could be expected below about 100 eV, and at the other extreme -barring later-time
recompression of the thin layer-recombination emission intensity would be expected
to peak before about 1keV; these observations accord with the correspondence of the
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Temperature and Density Profiles Input to POPION
Profiles of exponentially increasing temperature were used, taking different scaletimes (time for e-fold increase). Density profiles were determined from the temperature
profiles and the condition that the product Ne*Teequal the nearly constant value given
by LILAC during the signature emission time.

4.6.

4.7.

500 ps e-fold History of Recombination Emission by Species

Modified POPION calculations of the recombination emission resulting from an
exponentially heating, ionizing, isobaric plasma volume. The signal presented folds-in
the dependence of the recombination rate on the decreasing density.

- Experiment

-- Rate equation calcula-

tion based on lower limit
estimate of rate of
heating

Time (ns)

500 ps e-fold History of Recorded Recombination Emission
The continuum signal recorded by the streak spectrometer with C1 spectrometer
channel as calculated by POPION for a 500ps scale-time. Agreement with experiment
is excellent. The experimental signal results from recombination emission of H-like
and bare ions, spectrally integrated over a large interval, and from resonance emission
of He- and H-like. The calculation derives from the recombination of He- and H-like
species.
4.8.

curves in Fig. 4.8. The agreement is quite good over a large range of temperature (200
eV - 2 keV) and density (2.5 x 1022 cm-3 - -1 x 1021 cm-3)and of resultant intensity
(range of 100x). That this rate-equation calculation including rudimentary
hydrodynamics is in good agreement with observation would seem to indicate that the
assumptions of the simpler model are reasonable for the early times in which the layer
begins to emit.
To examine the sensitivity of this model to the rate of heating, calculations were
made for a number of different characteristic times of heating (Fig. 4.9). In this
modelling, it is seen that since ionization rates have a steep dependence on temperature
as the emitting layer is stripping, the rising edge strongly reflects the rate of heating,
even though the rate of decompression (which increases with the heating rate) works to
offset the rise. At later times, after the number of ions eligible for recombination begin
to saturate, the recombination emission decreases with density. Thus where the heating
and expansion are relatively slow, the rise and fall of this radiation is slow; where the
heating and expansion are more explosive, the history of the layer is briefer.
4.2.5. Interpretation of Steepness of Thennal Front

Time-resolved measurements of bum-through, discussed above, give a measwe of
the rate at which cold target material joins the radiating plasma, and can be used
together with the rate of change of temperature in the thin layer to infer the steepness of
the temperature profile in the front itself. Characterizing the thermal front using the
rising emission of ionizing aluminum, this measure must refer to the steepness of the
temperature profde around temperatures most relevant to the rise of expected ionization
stages under study, say 250 - 700 eV.
The rate of change of temperature, following the motion of the frame of the heat
front into the cold target material, can be expanded as a complete derivative into partial
derivatives:

Rate equation calculation of effect of different
rates of temperature change, assuming
N,T, = constant, homogeneous layer.
Sensitive to rate of heating.
I
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Time-Dependent Recombination Emission -Fitting Several Heating Times
Curves like that of the previous figure,generated for a range of scale-times (e-fold
times) as indicated. The test gives a measure of the sensitivity of the experiment to
rates of heating. The emission pulse-shape varies appreciably over this parameter
range.
4.9.

where 7 is the velocity of the front into the target. With the Lagrangian frame of the
thin layer initially set in the laboratory frame of the cold target material, this derivative is
equivalent to the derivative following the thin layer through the heat front.
Un&r the assumption that direct heating of the layer, in the form of radiative or fast
electron preheat -or as radiative cooling -is small compared to heating tied to the
moving burn-through front, we can neglect the first, local, heating term and
approximate the heating of the signature layer by the bulk progress of a thermal front
through the target. Knowing the rate of heating of the layer, and the speed at which the
thermal front involves cold material, equation 4.4 produces a measure of the steepness
of the temperature profile, referred to the cold material (or, equivalently, given in
Lagrangian coiirdinates). In these terms, the burn-through speed of 4.7 x 105 cm s-1,
and e -fold time of 600 ps imply a temperature scale-length of about

Where direct preheat is the major non-local heating term in Eqn. 4.4, this scale
length is a lower bound; where radiational cooling is more important as a non-local
term, the actual scale length would be shorter than this estimate. In either case, because
the bulk velocity of the thermal front was deduced using relative times of burn-through
to signature layers that served as Lagrangian markers set in cold target material, the
scale length found here is the scale length referred back to the original target positions
in other words, a Lagrangian scale length.

-

To produce a laboratory scale length of temperature from this value, additional
information about the hydrodynamics is necessary. In particular, some estimate of the
decompression of the layer at the time of emission is required in order to relate the
Lagrangian scale to the laboratory frame. This factor depends sensitively on the &tails
of the layer heating, and particularly on the degree of preheat and on the possible
presence of a shallow leading edge on the temperature profile. Simulations of a typical
transport shot like those conducted here were made using LILAC in its flux-limited
transport form, including radiative preheat and a probable but ad-hoc legislated
&position of superthermal electrons. These calculations indicate an expansion factor of

roughly 65x over solid density by the time a thin A1 layer 2 pm deep begins to radiate;
thus, carrying the Lagrangian scales in a one-dimensional expansion, this would
indicate laboratory scale-lengths on the order of 185 pm in the experiments and for the
conditions produced here. Since this determination of expansion depends on the
detailed modelling of the energy deposition and temperature profile, this figure is only a
very rough estimate of the laboratory scale-length.

-

4.3. Ultraviolet (35 1 nm) Ex-~erimentalResults Detailed S-mtrosco~2y

The second group of experiments in this study made use of more detailed line
spectroscopy to study the time-dependent ionization of the last few charge-stages of
several different elements in response to independentally measured plasma conditions.
Thin-layer targets were similar to those above, with single spherical layers of Al, Ti,
Ti/V alloy, KC1 and NaF compounds, and CH overcoated layers of 0-8 pm. Of these,
several shots have been selected for detailed analysis; the experimental details of these
shots are given in Table 4.2.
m l e 4 2 -Summary of Experimental Conditionsfor Selected Shots

All targets begin with polystyrene spheres overcoated with 2lOpm Parylene,
subsequently the signature layer and Parylene over-layer are added.
Shot No. Material Radius (pm) Ar (Gun) CH Ar (pm) Il,,

( ~ c m - ,~lr)

@s)

focus par

4.3.1 . Isoelectronic Temperature Measurements
A key contribution in this work was the study and development of diagnostics of

temperature which are relatively insensitive to the detailed modelling of ionization, as
described in earlier chapters. The method of using analogous lines from isoelectronic
charge-states of different elements was explored using KC1 and Ti/V mixtures.

Figure 4.10 shows the reduced time-integrated spectrum produced for shot 13206,
including analogous emission lines from He-like K and C1. For each element, the Helike resonance (w), intercombination (y) and Li-satellite lines together with the ls2ls3p line were fitted by Larentzian profiles, and the relative line intensities were used to
deduce average temperature and density. For the complex of lines lying at energies less
than that of the principal He-like resonance, the RATION code results given in
$2.7.2.2 were used for a temperature estimate from the wl(abcd+qr+ijk)ratio, and
density estimates from the wl(y+mn+st)and yl(abcd+qr+ijk)ratios. The ratio of Hep
line intensities was interpreted using the results of POPION code calculations
summarized in $2.8. The results of these reductions are tabulated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 - Time-Integrated Spectra Results, including Isoelectronic Temperature
Measurement
Shot Number

1,

( ~ c r n - ~ ) Material Ne (wly)

13206-KC1

4.8x1014

15454-TilV

7.9x1014

C1
K
Ti

15412-TilV

3.8x1014

*numerically integrated

v

Ne Wsat)

Te (wlsat) Te (ISO)

1.0xl@~

6.0x10Z1

3WV

3.5x1G2

1 . 8 ~ 1 0 ~ 1250eV
~

800eV

m v
1383eV

Similarly, the reduced time-integrated spectrum for shot 15454given in Fig. 4.1 1
was reduced. This target used a thin layer produce by vacuum-sputtering Ti-V alloy
from a sputter block comprising 30% Ti and 70% V. This ratio was chosen to produce
first-order balancing of the line intensities from Ti and V in streaked spectroscopic data,
with the intention of improving the quantitativedata reduction. The actual ratio in the
deposited alloy was codumed h m quantitative x-ray fluorescence testing of the
sputtered layer. The results of diagnostic line ratios for this shot are also included in
Table 4.3.
The Ti He$ and V Hep line intensities were recorded with the planar streak
spectrograph for shot 15412 (similar to 15454),producing a time-resolved
measurement of temperature from the isoelectronic lines; the results are described
below in more detail, and compared with LlLAC simulations.

Time-integrated spectrum of emission fhm KC1 signaturelayer target described in
text. The emission includes the He-like resonance, intercombination and Li-like
complex of Cl near 2800eV,and the C1-He$ near 3270eV; analogous lines in K are
visible at 3500eV and 4120eV.
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4.11. TI Spectrum - 15454
Time-integrated spectrum of emission from T W alloy signature-layer target
described in text. The emission includes the He-like resonance, intercombination and
Li-like complex of Ti near 4750eV, and the Ti-Hep near 5580eV; analogous lines in V
are visible at 5200eV and 6120eV. Also visible are long wavelength satellites to the
Hq lines. The ratio of Ti to V in the alloy used was 30:70.

The results of shots 15447 and 15453 represent results from thin Al layers. For
15453, detailed spectroscopy of the complex near the He-like resonance was provided
by the conical streak spectrograph and by time-integrated spectroscopy, while the
planar streak spectrograph produced the hydrogenic line emission from 1s-3p through
the series limit. SPEAXS was used to record several He-like and H-like A1 lines. For
15447, the planar streak spectrograph produced the continuum emission near and above
the series limit for H-like Al.
Time-DependentLine Intensities and Intensity Ratios
Figure 4.12 is typical of reduced spectra produced using the conical streak
spectrometer. A series of such lineouts made at different times was reduced as
described in the last chapter, fitting up to eleven Lorentzian profiles to represent the
contributions of different groups of lines. For some line-groups small variations in the
energy of the centroid was permitted in the fitting. The areas of these lines were used
in calculation of line intensities at different times. The width of each such time-cut
represent a duration of approximately 20 ps.
Figure 4.13 summarizes the time-dependence of the line-intensities of the complex
near the He-like resonance produced by the conical streak spectrograph; the diagnostic
ratios derived from these are given in Fig. 4.14. In these and figures to follow, time
'zero' represents the peak of the laser pulse. The sections below discuss the
measurements of temperature and density derived from these basic data. Subsequently,
the time-dependent line intensities and the plasma conditions derived are compared to
the results of simulation by LILAC.

Time-Dependent Temperature-wl(abcd+qr+jkl)
The temperature in the thin Al layer was measured from the intensity ratio
wl(abcd+qr+jkl) of the He-like resonance line and the grouped Li-like satellites at
longer wavelength, interpreted with the RATION result from 52.7.2.2. The Li-like
satellites result primarily from dielectronic recombination of He-like charge-states,
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4.12. ~ l ~ o n i cstreak
a l -~ypicalSpectrum
A single-timelineout of conical streak spectrograph data from shot 15453 described
in the text, together with the linefit provided by BevFit.
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4.13.

Al-Line

Intensities near He-Like Resonance

Time-dependence of emission intensity of the resolved line groups in the previous
figure (shot 15453).
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4.14. Al-Line

Ratios near He-Like Resonance

Time-dependence of the ratios of line intensity of the resolved line groups in the
previous figure (shot 15453).

meaning that the ionization distribution is not implicitly buried in this temperature
temperature determination. This diagnostic is relatively insensitive to density.
Fig. 4.15 shows the interpreted results of this ratio, giving a timedependent
temperature that rises during the x-ray emission from a temperature of about 200 eV to
a final temperature over 500 eV after about one nanosecond.
Time-Dependent Temperature-ContinuumMeasurements
It was also attempted to measure the temperature using a limited portion of the
continuum above the hydrogenic series limit Fig. 4.16 shows the spectrum produced
over a 50 ps time on the rising part of the laser pulse, using the planar streak
spectrograph on shot 15447. (In this figure there remains to be made a small intensity
correction across the spectrum which arises from a time-correction: owing to the timeof-flight difference, the higher energies of the spectrum represent progressively later
times in the rising signal.) The corrected spectrum is virtually flat; within the technical
accuracy of the equipment and method, no meaningful temperature can be extracted.
This result agrees with the findings of other researchers under similar conditions, and is
presumed to reflect a basic departure from a Maxwellian distribution in this energy
range during the irradiating laser pulse. Issues arising from characterizing 'parametric
temperature' of non-Maxwellian distributions from limited spectral-range data are
introduced in $2.5.1.4, and the issue is discussed further in the chapter following
below.
Time-DependentDensityfrom wl(y +mn+st), (y+mn+st)l(abcd+qr+jkl),(abcd+qr)ljkl
The interpretation of electron density from the ratios of Fig 4.14 may depend
sensitively on temperature. For each of the ratios wl(y+mn+st),
(y +mn+st)l(abcd+qr+jW) and (abcd+qr)ljklthe inferred density depends on the
assumed temperature. Thus in interpreting the line-ratio measurements of electron
density, the temperature deduced from the intensity ratio wl(abcd+qr+jkl) was used.
Fig. 4.17 shows the results.

A large discrepancy is evident, during the laser pulse, between the density inferred
from the resonance-to-intercombination ratio and those inferred by other methods. It is

time (ns)

4.15. Al-Time-Dependent Temperature: He-like resonance/li-like satellites
The temperature history of the thin layer shows little variation during the laser
pulse, increasing slightly after the pulse. Results are shown assuming several
densities.
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4.16. Al-Continuum Spectrum: 15447
The continuum emission from 2300eV to 2700eV is seen to be virtually flat for all
times during the laser pulse. Late-time emission was not recorded on this shot. The
slight departure from a flat emission distribution may be attributed to a time-shift across
the spectrum due to photon time-of-flight differences. The higher-energy emission is
from times farther into the pulse, which on the rising edge of the pulse gives higher
intensities there.
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4.17. Al-Ne(t)

from Several Ratios

Density measurements resulting from the time-dependent ratios wl(y+mn+st),
(y +mn+st)l(abcd+qr+jkl),and (abcd +qr)ljkl.are represented (see Fig. 4.12, Fig. 4.14).
The resonance-to-intercombination ratio wl(y+mn+st)gives an estimate much below
the others, and the results of linewidth analysis; much or all of the difference is
probably due to reabsorption of the resonance line, which is expected to exhibit the
greatest optical depth of lines in this work. Enor bars are from instrumental
uncertainties in the line ratios and in the electron temperature assumed in the reduction.

hypothesized that the optical depth of the resonance line is significant at these
n t
of the line and
temperatures and densities, and that this results in ~ i ~ c aattenuation
reduction of the ratios that depend on it. In sections below, this effect is considered, its
effect on the temperature determination is estimated, and some inference of the He-like
ground state population fraction is made.
It is also possible that the estimate of the temperature of the plasma is low. If the
temperature were IkeV, rather than 300eV, the density estimate produced from the ratio
wl(y+mn+st)would increase by nearly an order of magnitude.

Time-Dependent Densityfrom Line Profiles
Data taken with the planar streak camera on shot 15453produced the emission
series from hydrogenic aluminum, from the 3-1 transition through the series limit (Fig.
4.18). The Hg and Hr lines were analysed to produce the time-resolved electron
density from the Stark-broadenedprofiles, allowing for Doppler and instrumental
contributions to the widths (Fig. 4.19). At present, the reductions are simple analysis
of the changing half-width of each line in time,reduced using the results of Lee et al.
(1984).143 A more complete analysis requires fitting the complete profile of each
emission line, and contributions from opacity broadening may enter in general. In the
present experiments, opacity is not expected to be a large factor for these higher-series
lines.
Continuum Lavering and the Inglis-TellerLimit
At the highest density measured from the line ratios and from profde modification
(approaching 1023 cm-3), lowering of the ionization potential could be expected to
eliminate bound hydrogenic states with principal quantum number greater than about 9
(Eqn. 2.41). At the same time, the highest-lying remaining bound states would
broaden to form a bound continuum for states lying below the reduced ionization limit
and above the Inglis-Teller limit given by Eqn. 2.42. The data of Fig. 4.1 8 is
examined for the principal quantum number of the highest discrete state, and density
inferred roughly from the Inglis-Teller limit. These results are included in Fig. 4.19 as
regions of density consistent, in this respect, with observation.
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Series Emission Spectrum: 15453

Single-time lineout of the series HP, H &,and HElof H-like lines (Is-np where
n=3,4,5,6) approaching the series l h t . i$e Hy and & linewidths were analyzed for
time-resolved density estimates; the density is also estimated from the Inglis-Teller
limit as lines broaden and merge into a bound continuum (Fig. 4.19). This data results
from the planar streak spectrograph.

time (ns)

4.19. A1-Ne(t)

from Hyand & Line Widths

The time-resolved electron density is estimated from the simple widths (FWHM) of
the 1s-4p and 1s-5p lines, as described in the text. Full-profile fits provide a better
diagnostic of density. The hatched area indicates the range of density consistent with
the Inglis-Teller limit: the presence of the last resolved line sets an upper limit on
density, the absence of the next-higher line implies a lower limit.

Each of the results from the series limit data (Hg and $line profdes, and bound
continuum limits) support the time-resolved density measured from the
(y +mn+st)/(abcd+qr+jW)and (abcd+qr)ljkl ratios, which differ from that deduced from
the w/(y+mn+st) ratio during the laser pulse.
4.3.4. Effect of Opacities--Rationalization of Resonance LineRatios:
As noted in $2.6, the thin layers used in the present work would be guaranteed to
be optically thin only if the layer thickness were less than 0.02 p.In the spherical
geometry used here, the total number of radiators/absorbers is fixed, and the areal
density of the layer is fixed. For the aluminum thin-layer targets the ion areal density is
N i b = 3x1017 cm-2. The optical depth for a given frequency is then determined by the
population fraction of the absorbing state.
Alaten-e (1984)144 has calculated optical depths for a series of aluminum lines of
interest here. In that work the Stark broadening of hydrogenic and heliogenic lines was
considered, and folded with Doppler profiles at different temperatures to estimate
optical depths at line centre. Translating these results to the areal densities of the
current work provides an estimate of optical depths here, showing the density estimates
made above from line profiles are not likely complicated by opacity effects.

m
1
e 4.4 - Opacities of Lines in Aluminum at 600 eV, 1022 cm-3

Efect of Opacity on Line-Attenuation-A1
The discrepancy noted above in the density inferred from the resonanceintercombination ratio, as compared with the other four measurements, suggests that

the resonance line w is affected by reabsorption in the thin layer. If this is the case,
then the temperature inferred h m the ratio wl(abcd+qr+jkl)may also be in error.
Where a resonance photon is reabsorbed but has no decay mechanism but to reemit, the integrated line intensity in steady-state is not altered. However, the
distribution of excited states may be altered in such a case, and this may affect the
ultimate ionization distribution. In cases where the excited state produced by
absorption may be depopulated by collisional de-excitation, ionization or by alternate
excited-state transitions, and the overall line intensity is reduced (in this case the escape
factor (82.6.1) is less than unity).

An estimate of the reduction of the line intensity due to opacity in a dense laser
plasma may be made in the approximation that the emission profile and absorption
profile 4+. are similar. Then the ratio of the total line intensity emitted to the total line
intensity in the optically thin case is given by

+=

where
ne

L

-

gi
Pi Nj
T(v)=- mC f..l J g j NiD@(v) { I--)
sjNi

and fij is the oscillator strength, gi the statistical weight, Ni the number density of the
lower state population, and the normalized line profile.

+

Using the code Helium3 described in 83.9.4, the Doppler- and Stark-broadened
profiles of the resonance line in helium-like aluminum at 400eV and 1021- 1023 cm-3
was calculated. The Doppler broadening is a small contribution to the profile under
these conditions, and little difference was seen over a range of temperatures to 800eV.
Assuming different population fractions of the lower state in the resonant transition, the

opacity and the effective reduction of the line intensity given by Eqn. 4.6 above was
calculated. Fig. 4.20 gives the results of these calculations.
The electron density deduced h m the ratio (ubcd+qr)ljWis relatively temperatureinsensitive. The 'correction' to the resonance w line intensity necessary to give the
same density h m the measured wl(y+mn+st)ratio can be estimated at different times
and temperatures; Fig. 4.21 shows time-dependent correction factor calculated in this
way. This correction factor may then be compared with the reabsorption factor
produced by different helium-like ground-state population Eractions. This comparison
then evaluates whether the resonance line is in error due to reabsorption, as a
plausibility consideration. The ground-state population fractions necessary to produce
the necessary correction at each time are given in Fig.4.22. Thus Fig. 4.22 shows the
ground-state population history that would be necessary in order that opacity explain
the observed discrepancy of the w/&+mn+st) ratio, and compares it with LILAC
predictions of the same fraction.
Rationalized Time-Dependent Temperamre
Any reduction in the resonance line intensity will reduce the estimate of temperature
produced from the ratio wl(abcd+qr+jkl). The corrections posed in the section above
were applied to the wl(abcd+qr+jkJ)ratio as well, to produce a rationalized temperature.
The correction is temperaturedependent, as above, and assumed temperatures from
300eV to 800eV are,self-consistent. For this reason particularly, the ratio
wl(abcd+qr+jkZ)is a problematic diagnostic of temperature where opacity may be an
issue.
4.3.5. A1 -Final Results & Comparison with Theory
The results h m shot 15453 were compared in detail with the predictions of the onedimensional plasma hydrocode LILAC. The conditions input to LILAC were the target
and laser parameters, and the output hydrodynamic calculations performed using an
average-atom model of ionization were passed to a post-processor (the parent of the
code POPION) which calculated non-LTE ionization. From LILAC, time-dependent
temperatures and densities were derived a priori, and from the post-processor the
development of charge states were calculated.
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4.20. a) Reduction of Line Intensity through Reabsorption-Optical Depths
Calculations of A1 He, linewidths from the APEX-method codes described in
$3.9.4 were used in approximating the loss of line intensity from partial reabsorption in
transport, assuming i+ninitial layer thichess of 0.1 pn, and 400eV plasma.
b) Reduction of Line Intensity through Reabsorption-Ratios
Calculations of the ratio I/b representing the emission intensity calculated in a)
above as referred to the optically thin case. Different population fractions of the
absorbing ground state are hypothesized; this population is determined by density,
temperature and radiation transport, and measurements of the absorption of the line
could determine the 'xtual population fraction.

time (ns)

4.21. Reabsorption Fraction Inferred from Ratio wl(y+mn+st)
The time-resolved effective 'transmission' of the resonance line w that would be
necessary to put the electron density measurement from the ratio wl(y+mn+st)in accord
with the several other measurements of density. This escape factor is interpreted to be
the result of reabsorption of the w line.

LILAC He n= l
inferred 1E22
inferred 1E23

time (ns)

4.22. Population Fraction I n f d from Ratio wl(y +mn +st)
Combining the 'correction' ratio needed to rationalize the ratio wl(y+mn+st),
together with the dependence of this ratio on the population fraction of the ground state
of He-like Al. The population fractions inferred in this way are compared with those
predicted by LILAC post-processed with an rate equation ionization model. The
fractions are independent and have not been normalized.

In addition to the fmt principles calculations, the ionization code POPION was
used to model ionization from the empirical temperature and density histories. The
resulting timedependent population fractions were compared with those from the postprocessed LILAC calculations and with the experimental time-resolved line intensities.
Density and Temperature -Eqerirnent and WLAC Simulation

Figure 4.23 compares the experimentally determined electron density with that
calculated by LILAC. The time axis in this and the following comparisons is set with
the zero at the peak of the laser pulse in both data sets. Compared to the theoretical
modelling, the observed density determined from several different diagnostics is seen to
stay in the range of mid 1022 cm-3, through most of the laser pulse, showing definite
expansion only after the pulse.
In Fig. 4.24 is shown the comparison of experimentally determined electron
temperature derived from the resonance-to-satellite ratio (as in fig. 4.15) and the
prediction of LILAC. The experimental data begins very nearly at the onset of
emission.
Where LILAC shows the layer expanding rapidly to move through to the corona,
heating at the same time to typical kiloelectronvolt coronal temperatures, the experiment
indicates that the layer stays at higher density and lower temperature throughout the
irradiating pulse.

Comparison of Line Intensities -- E q t . and LILAC Simulation

Figure 4.25 gives the experimental time-resolved He resonance-line emission
intensity in arbitrary units, and compares it with post-processed LILAC results for the
population fraction in He-like n=2 states. Since the number of radiators is frxed in the
experiment, this population fraction should reflect the spontaneous emission from the
n=2 states, i.e. the resonance emission.

Experiment
LILAC
POPION legis'd

time (ns)

4.23. AlXomparison of Ne(t): Experimental and LILAC

Compares the experimental time-dependent electron density measured from ratios
and linewidths with the simulation values. The experiment shows the radiating layer to
maintain relatively high density during the laser pulse, and expand after the pulse.
The dashed line marks the linefit subsequently passed to POPION for legislatedparameter modelling of ionization.
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4.24. Al-Comparison of Te(t): Experimental and LILAC
As the density does not decrease, the electron temperature does not increase; both
would be consistent with the radiators not joining the corona during the time the laser is
on. However, the diagnostic is naturally weighted toward those ions which radiate,
and if the experiment is not one-dimensional the measurement will reflect the radiating
zone conditions. The dashed line marks the linefit subsequently passed to POPION for
legislated-parametermodelling of ionization.

Exptl (arb. units)
LILAC
POPION legis'd

time (ns)
4.25. Al-Ionization Response-hgislated Ne(t), Te(t)
The empirical electron density and temperature have been used as legislated
conditions input to the ionization code POPION. The modelled results of the
population fraction of the He-like n=2 state are compared with the experimental Hea.
The arbitrary-unit experimental line intensity has been adjusted to set the peak equal to
the peak of the population fraction calculated for the He-like n=2 state.

The experimental and LILAC line-intensity histories are markedly diffmnt The
observed emission lasts for rather longer than predicted by the one-dimensional
simulation. Interestingly, the discrepancies in Ne(t) and Te(t) in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24
are not as great if the data are compared only over the respective times of emission, i.e.,
the emission-weighted averages that would be recorded by time-integrating
spectroscopy are not as different as the overall time behaviour. This would seem to
indicate that the plasma behaviour itself is different from the simulation -that the
density, temperature and emission indicate that the emitting signature layer is remaining
in the more dense conduction zone during the laser pulse, rather than expanding
immediately to the corona
Figure 4.25 also includes a curve of the He-like n=2 population fraction that would
be expected for the observed Ne(t) and Te(t). The dotted lines of Figs. 4.23 and 4.24
indicate polynomial curves fitted to the experimental data and used to represent the
temperature and density in POPION calculations. These legislated parameters then are
the input driving the rate-equation calculations of ionization.
The POPION legislated-parametercalculations indicate line emission that has a
sharper onset than observed. The temperature is measured to be roughly 200eV fiom
the onset of emission, and POPION shows a faster ionization at the observed density.
At a density of 1023 cm-3 and temperature of 250eV, the Lotz formula (g2.3.1.1) gives
an ionization time of roughly 250ps. At 400eV this ionization time drops to roughly 20
ps. It may well be that the experiment departs sufficiently from one-dimensionality to
blend the onset of emission over roughly 50 ps..
Comparison of Pressures: Ne*TeExperiment. and LILAC Simulation
As discussed above in connection with the 1.054 pm experiments, simulation often
shows laser-plasmas to be isobaric, i.e. Ne*Te= constant. Fig. 4.26 shows this
product for the experimental data of shot 15453. It shows that though the temperature
and density histories each depart from the LILAC values, their product still
approximately satisfies the same isobaric condition.
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4.26. Al--Product NeTe(t): Isobaric Assumption
The energy-density product of empirical density and temperature agrees quite well
initially with the LILAC-predicted value, but does not decrease as quickly as modelled.
Where density and temperature may differ from simulation, their product is a grosser
hydrodynamic parameter determined by absorption and radiation.

4.3.6. Ti -Experimental Data:
Titanium data was reduced for two target shots, 15412 and 15454, which included
a thin signature layer comprised of a 0.08 p.m thick TiN alloy in the proportion 30:70,
as described in $4.3.1. Shot 15412 was reduced to give the twoelement isoelectronic
line diagnostic of temperature, while shot 15454was more comprehensively reduced
for line ratios near the Ti He-like complex.
Time-Dependent Line Intensities and Intensity Ratios
Figure 4.27 is typical of reduced Ti spectra from the conical streak spectrometer.
As was for the aluminum data, a series of such lineouts made at different times was
reduced, fitting a number of Lorentzian profiles to represent the contributions of
different groups of lines. The areas of these lines were used in calculation of line
intensities at different times. The width of each such time-cut represents a duration of
approximately 20 ps.
Figure 4.28 summarizes the time-dependenceof the line-intensities of the complex
near the He-like resonance produced by the conical streak spectrograph; the diagnostic
ratios derived from these are given in Fig. 4.29. The sections below discuss the
measurements of temperature and density derived from these basic data. Subsequently,
the timedependent line intensities and the plasm conditions derived are compared to
the results of simulation by LILAC.
4.3.7. Ti -Experimental Results:
Time-Dependent Temperature -wl(abcd+qr+jkl)
The temperature in the thin TiN layer was inferred from the intensity ratio
wl(abcd+qr+jkl)of the He-like Ti resonance line and the grouped Li-like satellites at
longer wavelength, interpreted with the RATION result from $2.7.2.2. As for the
aluminum case, this diagnostic is relatively insensitive to density.
Figure 4.30 shows the interpreted results of this ratio, giving a time-dependent
temperature that rises during the x-ray emission from a temperature of about 600eV to a

4.27. T i 4 n i c a l Streak -Typical Spectnun
A single-time lineout of conical streak spectrograph data from shot 15454 described
in the text, together with the linefit provided by BevFit.

time (ns)

4.28. Ti-Line Intensities near He-Like Resonance
Timedependence of emission intensity of the resolved line groups in the previous
figure (shot 15454).

time (ns)
4.29. Ti-Line Ratios near He-Like Resonance
Time-dependence of the ratios of line intensity of the resolved line groups in the
previous figure (shot 15454).

time (ns)

4.30. Ti-Time-Dependent Temperatwe: He-like resonand-likesatellites
The temperature history of the thin layer shows little variation during the laser
pulse, increasing slightly after the pulse. Results are shown assuming several
densities.

frnal temperature over 800eV after about one nanosecond The slight initial decline in
temperature (-100eV) is an artifact in the fit of the reduced data.
Time-DependentTemperature-ContinuumMeasurements

Data was not taken on this shot to measure the continuum emission above the Ti Hlike series limit. However, for comparison, Fig. 4.31 shows the spectrum produced
over a 50 ps time on the rising part of the laser pulse, using the planar streak
spectrograph. Also as for the Al data of shot 15447 the corrected spectrum is virtually
flat; within the technical accuracy of the equipment and method, no meaningful
temperature can be extracted.
Time-DependentTemperature-Isoelectronic

The isoelectronic Ti and V lines were time-resolved as a temperature diagnostic for
shot 15412, which had target and laser conditions similar to those of 15454, with the
exception of peak laser power (see Table 4.2). The ratio of the Hep emission from V
and Ti is given as a function of time in Fig. 4.32, and reduced as a time-dependent
temperature in Fig. 4.33, using the results of Fig. 2.14 c). The result is a temperature
profile in time which is substantially hotter than that given by the He-like
resonancdsatellite ratio. Where the latter reaches its peak temperatures at late times, the
isoelectronic ratio diagnostic gives a temperature which peaks and subsequently
declines. The resonancdsatellite ratio depends on spontaneous emission from the
excited state of the resonance transition and dielectronic line emission satellites in a
recombining plasma; the combination of these two may only be appropriate where they
share the same rate behaviour as the transient plasma changes regimes. The
isoelectronic ratio, however, depends on analogous lines which necessarily share the
same general behaviour whether in ionizing or recombining plasma.
Time-DependentDensity from wly, ylsatl satlsat

The interpretation of electron density from the ratios of Fig 4.29 may depend
sensitively on temperature. The ratios wl(y+mn+st), and (y+mn+st)l(abcd+qr+jkl)
were used, but the ratio (ubcd+qr)/jkl is not useful for Ti since the overlying satellite
lines do not permit the ratio. Also as for Al, the time-resolved temperature was used to
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4.3 1. Ti4ontinuum Spectrum: 15454
As for the A1 thin layea, the emission from 2 3 M to 2700eV is seen to be virtually
flat for all times during the laser pulse. In this case, however, the emission is not
above the series limit from Ti, so the recombination spectrum is not directly accessible
here far temperature inferences.
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4.32. Ti-Time-Resolved Isoelecfronic Line Ratios
The ratio of the He-like 1-3 transitions in V and Ti shows time-dependent variation.
The Ti/V alloy was in the proportions 3:7, in order to balance the emission intensities
and improve quantitative reduction.

time (ns)

4.33. Ti-Time-Resolved Isoelectronic Line Temperatures
Temperature deduced from the previous figure

consistently interpret the density diagnostic ratios. For the results of Fig. 4.34, the
temperature inferred from the isoelectronic ratio was used.
During the laser pulse the electron density falls from approximately 1024 cm-3,
dropping to mid 1022 cm-3 with the fall of the laser pulse. The agreement of the density
from the two diagnostic ratios is better in this case than for Al, and this may be partly
due to the higher inferred temperatures (obtained from the isoelectronic method) used in
consistently reducing the density data.
On the other hand, for comparable plasma temperatures the fraction of the Ti which

is in the He-like ground state would be much less than that in the case of Al.
Consequently, the opacity in the Ti/V thin layer could be expected to be less than for an
Al layer, given similar irradiation conditions.
4.3.8. Effect of Opacities--Rationalization of Resonance Line Ratios:
Rationalized Time-DependentTemperwe

An effect of opacity of the w resonance line is to reduce the temperature deduced
from the ratio wl(abcd+qr+jkl). The resonance line intensity may be 'corrected',
consistent with the other data, to bring the resonance/intercombinationdensity result in
line with that of the intercombinationlsatelliteratio. Subsequently, the ratio
wl(abcd+qr+jkl) a 4 the temperature inferred from it increase. As for the case of A1
layers however, the reduction is problematical because the data may largely be
consistently reduced by any assumed temperature in the range 600eV to 1keV.

4.3.9. Ti -Final Results & Comparison with Theory
The Ti results from shot 15454 were compared in detail with the predictions of the
one-dimensional plasma hydnxode LILAC.
In addition to the first principles calculations, the ionization code POPION was
used to model ionization from the empirical temperature and density histories. The
resulting timedependent population fractions were compared to those h m the postprocessed LILAC calculations and to the experimental time-resolved line intensities.

wly corr for Te
y/sat

time (ns)

4.34.

Ti-Ne(t)

from Several Ratios

Density measurements resulting from the time-dependent ratios wl(y+mn+st),
and(y +mn+st)l(abcd+qr +jkl) are represented. The resonance/intercombination ratio
w/(y+mn+st)gives an estimate somewhat below the other; the difference is probably
due to reabsorption of the resonance line, which is expected to possess a measurable
optical depth, though not as great as that of aluminum (since the plasma conditions
should not favour the abundance of He-like Ti as much as He-like Al). Error bars are
from instrumental uncertainties in the line ratios and in the electron temperature
assumed in the reduction.

Final Results Ne, Te -- Ekpt. and LILAC Simulation

Figure 4.35 compares the experimentally determined electron density with that
calculated by LILAC. The time axis in this and the following comparisons is set with
the zero at the peak of the laser pulse in both data sets. Compared to the theoretical
modelling, the observed density determined from the two diagnostic line ratios is seen
to stay in the range of high 1023 cm-3, through most of the laser pulse, showing
expansion late in the pulse. The initial electron density of Ti, and the irradiating
intensity are both somewhat higher in the case of Ti shots than for the A1 data of shot
15453.

In Fig. 4.36 is shown the comparison of experimentally determined electron
temperature from the ratio w/(abcd+qr+jkl)between resonance and satellites, together
with the temperature predicted by LILAC. Fig. 4.37 compares the empirical
temperature found from the two-element isoelectronic line ratio diagnostic (fig. 4.33).
The resonance-to-satellite ratio diagnostic gives temperatures which are quite
different from theory except at late times. It may be that the ratio is a better diagnostic
for long times -when the ratio can reach a steady state -or low densities, when
collisional depopulation is reduced and the escape factor of the resonance line is greater.
The isoelectronic ratio produces a temperature which is much closer to the LILAC
simulation.
Again, where LILAC shows the layer expanding rapidly to move through to the
corona, heating at the same timeto typical kiloelectronvolt c o d temperatures, the
experiment indicates that the layer stays at higher density and lower temperature
throughout the irradiating pulse.
Comparison of Line Intensities -- Experiment and LILAC Simulation

Figure 4.38 gives the experimental time-resolved He resonance-line emission
intensity in arbitrary units, and compares it with post-processed LILAC results for the
population fraction in Ti He-like n=2 states, based on the resonance-t*satellite
temperature diagnostic. Since the number of radiators is fuced in the experiment, this
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4.35. Ti--Comparison of Ne(t): Experimental and LILAC
Compares the experimental time-dependent electron density measured from ratios
with the simulation values. The experiment shows the radiating layer to maintain
relatively high density during the laser pulse, and expand after the pulse. The dashed
line marks the linefit subsequently passed to POPION for legislated-parameter
modelling of ionization.
Time-integrated s ectroscopy of the ratio
(y +mn+st)l(abcd+qr+jkl)gives an average value 1.8~103 cm-3.
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4.36. Ti--Comparison of Te(t): wl(abcd+qr+jkl) and LILAC
As the density does not decrease, the electron temperature does not increase; both
would be consistent with the radiators not joining the corona during the time the laser is
on. However, the diagnostic is naturally weighted toward those ions which radiate,
and if the experiment is not one-dimensional the measurement will reflect the radiating
zone conditions. The dashed line marks the linefit subsequently passed to POPION for
legislated-parameter modelling of ionization.
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4.37. Ti--Comparison of Te(t): Isoelectronic and LILAC
The isoelectronic temperature measurement shows a range of temperatures much
closer to the simulation prediction than does the ratio wl(abcd+qr+jkl). It may be that
this latter is affected by reabsorption in the resonance line, or by rate-limited dynamic
response issues. The dashed line marks the linefit subsequently passed to POPION for
legislated-parameter modelling of ionization.
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4.38. Ti-Ionization Response-Legislated Ne(t), Te(t) by wl(abcd+qr+jkl)
The empirical electron density and temperature measured from the ratio
wl(abcd+qr+jkl)have been used as legislated conditions input to the ionization code
POPION. The modelled results of the population fraction of the He-like n=2 state are
compared with the experimental Hea. The arbitrary-unit experimental line intensity has
been adjusted to set the peak equal to the peak of the population fraction calculated for
the He-like n=2 state.
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4.39. Ti-Ionization

Response-Legislated Ne(t), Te(t) by Isoelectronic Method
The empirical electron density and temperature measured from the two-element
isoelectronic ratio have been used as legislated conditions input to the ionization code
POPION. The modelled results of the population fraction of the He-like n=2 state are
compared with the experimental Hea. The arbitrary-unit experiment. line intensity has
been adjusted to set the peak equal to the peak of the population fraction calculated for
the He-like n=2 state.

population fraction should reflect the spontaneous emission from the n=2 states, i.e. the
resonance emission.
As in the case of the aluminum signature layer, the experimental and LILAC lineintensity histories are markedly different. The observed emission lasts for rather longer
than predicted by the one-dimensional simulation. The Ti He, emission simulated by
LLAC also has twice the duration as that of Al.
Figure 4.38 also includes a curve of the He-like n=2 population fraction that would
be expected for the observed Ne(t) and Te(t). The dotted lines of Figs. 4.35,4.36 and
4.37 indicate polynomial curves fitted to the experimental data and used to represent the
temperature and density in POPION calculations. These legislated parameters then are
the input driving the rate-equation calculations of ionization.
The FOPION legislated-parameter calculations indicate line emission that has a
sharper onset than observed. The temperature is measured to be roughly 600eV from
the onset of emission, and POPION shows a faster ionization at the observed density.
The slight decrease in ionization shownin 4.38 at the onset is an artifact of the
polynomial fitting, and is not a significant result. This sensitivity does, however,
emphasize the importance of accurate determination of temperature.
Similar calculations based on the isoelectronic temperature diagnostic are shown in
Fig. 4.39. The difference in time-resolved temperatures between this figure and Fig.
4.38 has a strong effect on the eventual ionization calculated by POPION in response:
as the shape of the temperature profde is more similar to that of the LLAC simulation,
so is the shape of the emission calculated.

Comparison of Pressures: Ne*Te expt. and LILAC Simulation
The experimentally measured pressure parameter Ne*Teis shown in Fig. 4.40 as a
function of time for shot 15454, using the isoelectronic ratio measurement of
temperature. It shows that though the temperature and density histories each depart
from the LILAC values, their product still approximately satisfies the same isobaric
condition.
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4.40. Ti-Product Ne*Te(t): Isobaric Assumption

1.0

The study of the heating of thin signature layers at different depths, essentially
made by using the recombination emission to infer the overall ionization rate of He- and
H-like species, shows a thermal gradient in the conduction zone which is less steep
than that calculated by LILAC. Time-resolved burnthrough measurements have for
some time shown that the thermal front progresses through the plastic faster than can be
achieved by one-dimensional calculations using LILAC, and indeed has appeared to
require electron transport at greater than the free-streaming limit. In all 1.054 pm
experiments the duration of emission from thin layers is much greater than predicted,
and the rise of emission is less sudden.
If the electron density decreases as quickly as predicted by LILAC, the
recombination emission cannot be supported for a duration as long as is observed.
These early observations at 1.054 pm would be supported in the case that the signature
layer does not expand significantly during the laser pulse.

Such a conclusion is also supported by more direct spectrographic measurements of
the density of the emitting region of the thin signature layer, in experiments conducted
with 351 nm laser irradiation. More explicitly than in the 1.054 pm case, the
diagnostics of the 35 1 nm experiments show the emitting region of the thin layer
remains at nearly its initial density until the laser pulse is substantially over. At the
same time, the temperature of the thin signature stays consistent with that of a deeper
layer, and not consistent with expansion into the corona. For the aluminum-layer
experiments, the product of temperature and density changes relatively slowly, and at a
value similar to code predictions, which would appear to indicate agreement in the
overall absorption if not in a l l details of the transport of energy.
The diagnostic measurements that use the resonance line appear to be affected by
reabsorption of the line. A consistency argument leads to a conditional estimate of the
time-dependence of the ground-state population. Like the excited-state population
inferred from the resonance line emission, the putative ground state population remains

high substantially longer than simulation would indicate. However, unlike the
emission, which might be dominated by small portions of the signature layer remaining
deep in the target, substantial reabsorption would not result fiorn portions of the thin
layer being 'drilled' into the target by hot spots in the laser intensity distribution.

5. Discussion and SumThe experiments described in the preceding chapters represent an effort to study
ionization in the dense transport regions of laser plasmas. The approach was to first
produce a welldefined homogeneous plasma element. Then its parameters were
characterized spectroscopically, using methods that did not beg the question by
depending sensitively on ionization modelling. Finally the ionization response of the
plasma was measured from the development of different emission lines.
The principal issues in studies such as this are 1) the rapidly changing plasma
conditions, 2) the effects of opacity in radiative redistribution of energy and in
modification of emission lines, and 3) the presence of steep gradients in the density and
temperature distributions. Young et al.,145 Matthews et al.146 and Kauffman et al.147
have studied issues similar to those studied here. In both cases the issue of highly
transient conditions was addressed with time-resolved spectroscopy. Kauffman et al.
reduce the contribution of opacity by using targets made of a plastic matrix bearing a
low concentration (-4%) of another element. Spot spectroscopy with microdot targets
reduced the effects of gradients, producing a one-dimensional plasma element in the
centre of a larger laser focal spot and supporting edge-on resolution of spatial
distribution. For experiments which use relatively thick 'spots' the plasma emits over a
range of densities down the gradient from the target. Matthews et al. masked the
emission from the denser region in order to study coronal emission, providing a more
homogeneous region for study. Young et al. space-and time-resolved emission spectra
through the gradient with a spatially resolved framing spectrograph, and produced
continuous time-resolved spectroscopy at a particular point along the gradient. In these
cases however, the emission results from ions with an unknown history, as the steady
profiles are resolved but the flow within them is not. For highly transient plasmas, the
local ion state may not reflect the instantaneous local conditions and may depend
substantially on the conditions through which they have passed.
The methodology of the work he= was distinguished by the use of thin-layer
signature targets in spherical symmetry, intended to produce an emitting volume that
moved as a Lagrangian fluid element during the expansion of the plasma. In this way
the history of a given set of ions is followed as they move together through ambient

plasma conditions. The position of the layer may then be followed in time as well,
giving a check on the hydrodynamics of the plasm148 Again the highly transient
emission is time-resolved with streak spectroscopy, and the use of thin layers reduces
the effects of opacity and the effects of radial W e n t s in the plasma. The spherical
geometry and uniform irradiation ideally produce a one-dimensional emission zone.
Finally the use of thin signature layers permits emission from the transport zone to
be distinguished from coronal emission by time resolution of the radiation, without
further spatial resolution. In a sense, the spatial resolution in this approach is built into
the targets, rather than being built into the diagnostics.
5.1.

Summary of Technical Developments

The development of the streaked conically-curved crystal spectrograph produced a
novel instrument very well suited for the high resolution requirements of the study.
The resolving power AfAl was over 1000, and the high collection efficiency and high
dispersion overmatching the streak tube resolution resulted in high signal-to-noise data
very suitable for quantitative reduction. The high collection efficiency permitted the use
of thinner signature layers for the same quality of spectra.
A novel diagnostic of temperature was developed, exploiting the fact that different
elements could be combined in the signature layer of the target. The use of analogous
lines in emission from isoelectronic ions produced a diagnostic which is simple, and
general in its application and interpretation. Thus some of the same spectroscopy that
permits relative abundances to be determined for astrophysical plasmas, given
knowledge of the plasma state, could be used instead to determine the plasma state,
having certain knowledge of the relative abundances.
The experiments of the study were exceptional in having the opportunity to be
conducted with several state-of-the-art time-resolving spectrographs at the same time;
the OMEGA project at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics offers time-resolving
spectral diagnostic technology which is equalled at no other laser-plasma laboratory.

5.2.

Summary of the 1.054 pm Experiments

Experiments described above using 1.054 pm laser irradiation produced estimates
of the rate of heating of a thin signature layer included in a plastic matrix. From this the
scale-length of the thermal front was deduced, with reference to the initial cold target
material.
Rather than referring the Lagrangian scale-length to the initial, cold-target
coiirdinates, a more general description would refer to coiirdinates in areal electron
density (cm-2). This assists comparison across different materials, and separates the
widely differing hydrodynamic contributions to laboratory (Eulerian) scale-lengths.
Experimental transport parameters expressed in terns of the bulk of electrons this way
are more directly compared for differing-Z materials, and may elucidate atomic-number
effects on radiation modification of transport.
In these tenns, the scale length derived in Chapter 4 - 2.8 pn in Parylene ( 1 gm
cm-3) under the conditions of the current experiment -is expressed as 9.1 x 1019
cm-2; as before, this refers to the scale length of the profile at about 300-500 eV, and
a time before the laser peak. In comparison, the results of complete ULAC
simulations of the progress of the temperature front under these conditions show
temperature scale-lengths of roughly 1.8 pm in the thin signature layer at the time that it
reaches 500 eV, corresponding to a Lagrangian coiirdinate of 0.9 x 10'9 cm-2. ULAC
modelling of the rate of progress of the heat front gives a speed of about 3.5 x 105cm
s-1, assuming a flux-limiter of 0.04. The heat front as modelled by LILAC is steeper
than inferred here from experiment, but more slowly moving, and the result is a rate of
heating of the thin layer comparable to that deduced: an e -fold time of roughly 450 ps.

For comparison, the results of a number of experiments by other authors,
employing different conditions of geometry, laser wavelength and pulse duration, and
the calculations of several authors using different code approaches, are summarized in
Table 5.1.149s150,151s152~153 The experimental results in this table are derived by the
present author from published plots of temperature and density profiles in the transport
region of different laser-produced plasmas. These results include planar and spherical
data for different irradiating wavelengths and materials. As well, results of several
theoretical calculations of this region have been tabulated Where the data have been
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published in laboratory frame coiirdinates, the curves have been numerically integrated
to provide Lagrangian cOardinates ( k(x9)dx'), in which terms the scale length of the
temperature profrle in the region 250 eV - 700 eV has been tabulated.
The most significant observation from the 1.054 pexperiments is the deduction
of a thermal gradient in the conduction zone which is less steep than that calculated by
LILAC. Time-resolved bumthrough measurements have for some time shown that the
thermal front progresses through the plastic faster than can be achieved by onedimensional calculations using U C , and indeed has appeared to require electron
transport at greater than the free-streaming limit.
Secondly, the 1.054 pm experiments showed emission which lasted several times
as long as the predictions of simulation. If the electron density decreases as quickly as
predicted by LILAC, recombination emission from the layer cannot be supported for a
duration as long as is observed. Irradiation uniformity at 1.054 pis substantially
better than at 351 nm, and the experiments should be closer to one-dimensional.
5.3.

Summary of 351 nm Experiments

The line emission, temperature history and density history deduced using the data
of the complement of streak spectrographs supported the general observations made
with filter-foil spectrometry in the 1.054 pexperiments. Detailed spectroscopic
analysis of the plasma conditions showed signficant variation from the simulations
provided by LILAC. The duration of recombination emission in experiments at 1.054
pm and the density history measured from numerous spectroscopic diagnostics in the
351 nm experiments both indicate that the density of the thin signature layer remains
high during the laser pulse, decreasing less quickly than modelled by LILAC.
It has been hypothesizedla that the answer lies in a laser intensity distribution
which is substantially non-uniform, an issue which is technically mcult to quantify.
If the signature layer indeed remains at higher density than simuhtions predict, it might
suggest the notion that the layer mixes inward in the target, possibly as the result of
intensity hot spots that might punch portions of the target inward. The layer appears to
stay in the conduction zone during the laser pulse, or perhaps fragments of it do and

subsequently dominate the radiation. Other radial mixing instabilities might also result
that do not depend on laser irradiation non-uniformities.
Density

Inconsistencies were seen in the measurement of electron density from the ratio of
the He-Like resonance line and the intemmbination line blended together with satellites.
This ratio gave densities which were more than an order of magnitude removed from
the values found by other methods. It seems apparent that the ratio is affected by
reabsorption and thermalization of photons of the resonance. Errors in the
determination of temperature, however, could also make significant contributions in the
interpretation of this ratio, as it is temperature sensitive and affected by the contribution
of the m,n, s,t satellites that blend with the intercombination.

Comparison of the observed emission line intensities and those resulting from
POPION calculations based on the observed temperature and density histories point out
the sensitivity of ionization modelling on accurate knowledge of the time-dependent
temperature. The spectmscopic diagnostic which provides temperature is the most
important in any controlled parametric study of ionization.
This remained a limitation in the current work, and serves to point out a~ulties in
temperature diagnosis, and more fundamental issues in the very concept of temperature
in laser-plasmas. Nakano and Kurodal" point out particularly in the case of
temperature measurements that dynarnical effects may skew the spectroscopic
measurement of temperature. If one uses a ratio that includes an emission line that
responds only slowly to changes in plasma parameters, approaching a quasi-steady
stat.over times long compared to actual changes, the diagnostic ratio is a product of its
substantial history and cannot be reliably interpreted with the results of steady-state
models. Nakano and K u r d point out this effect for the temperature diagnostic used
here of the ratio between He-like resonance and its Li-like satellites, demonstrating an
'equilibration time' of roughly 50 ps for the diagnostic.
RATION calculations of diagnostic ratios used in the present work were done in the
steady-state approximation, and the general problem of finding temperature from

diagnostic ratios that are far from steady-state in response to plasma changes is not
invertible. It is not expected that this issue would be of central significance here except
possibly early during heating of the signam layer by the aniving thermal front, which
times do include the most interesting ionization response. Clearly, for spectroscopic
diagnosis of short pulse work of the sort beginning to be pursued with high brightness
sources this issue is of seminal importance.
The more fundamental measure of the electron velocity distribution made here from
recombination emission continuum emphasizes another issue: that the temperature is
not a well-defined parameter during the laser pulse. Young et al. had success in using
the time-resolved continuum as a temperature measurement in the corona, but Matthews
et al. in their study of coronal plasmas observed the same flat spectrum as observed
here. In this latter work the spectrum during the laser pulse was flat but took on a more
conventional distribution after irradiation and could be used to infer the late-time
cooling of the corona.
Matthews et al. point out that this behaviour in their coronal observations is
consistent with the Langdon effect, which modifies inverse bremsstrahlung absorption
and produces nonthermal electron distributions. The effect depends on the absorption
by electrons of energy from the laser field at a rate that outstrips their ability to
thennalize among themselves. The distribution that results may be flat and not
characterized by any thermodynamic or parametric temperatures.
For the present work, the spectrum produced is flat though the signature layer
emission has been shown to be occurring at densities well above critical and well
removed from the corona and the region of laser light absorption. Thus if the Langdon
effect explains the observed continuum spectrum at deeper regions as it seems to for
coronal plasmas, this distribution must be transported inward to higher densities
without substantial thermalization, which is to say that the distribution in the observed
energy range must be transported non-locally. This is a suggestion made by Kauffman
et al., who, in explaining the close timing between observed emission lines of different
charge states, hypothesize a significant high-energy component of the electron
distribution produced perhaps by resonance absorption and transported nonlocally to
the ionization region.

The observed non-thermal distribution is relevant as well to the temperaturediagnostic ratio used here of the resonance and satellite lines in He-like species. If the
distribution is not Maxwellian, the interpretation of temperaturemade from this ratio for
comparison with LILAC is not correct. Indeed, the description of the electron
distribution by a temperature is not meaningful. Subsequently the POPION calculation
of the ionization response to the legislated conditions is incorrect because it assumes a
thermal distribution; it will be correct in roughly the same degree that the temperature
deduced h m the resonance and satellite lines ratio represents the actual electron
distribution. This latter ratio is representative precisely in the context of ionization and
excitation relevant to itself.
Fundamental Observations

The issue of the determination of temperature and of the detailed nature of the
electron velocity distribution leads to the question: what is the usefulness of studying
the details of ionization or verifying the accuracy of ionization models without detailed
experimental knowledge of the electron distribution? Further experimental study of the
atomic physics of ionization heightens interest in the production of the electron
distribution and its transport. Studies of thermal transport that use x-ray spectroscopic
signatures of burnkugh should be undmtood not as studies of the propagation of the
thermal front but as the study of the
of an ionization Esont. This ionization
front may be reasonably understood to produce different answers for the mass ablation
rate than those found by particle spectrometry of the .ablatedplasma, because the
ionization front may not be uniquely tied to ablation whenever there is nonlocal
transport.
5.4.

Future Directions

The importance of the atomic physics of non-equilibrium ionization is increasing, as
the sophisticated requirements of x-ray laser studies, the 'new atomic physics' in highintensity laser-matter interaction and radiation transport programs demand more
quantitative understanding ionization in extreme and transient conditions. There are
numerous avenues for improvement of this line of study.

One of the most practical technical improvements of this work would be improved
illumination uniformity. The experiment is predicated on producing a one-dimensional
plasma element, and the assurance of uniform laser hadkition would permit more
exacting analysis of the leading edge of the emission where ionization may be most
interesting.
In adding to the present work, the most useful and interesting contribution would
be a broad-band quantitative analysis of the time-resolved continuum in these targets.
A thorough characterization of the electron distribution at different depths of the target
and at different laser intensities would be a significant contribution to the issues of
absorption, transport and ionization in laser-produced plasmas. The resolution and
range afforded by the transmission grating streak camera completed recently156 at the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics would be a significant
step in this direction.

The generalization of POPION to include a flexible description of the electron
distribution would be an important addition. In the work described here the
experimental results are compared to predictions following legislated density and
temperature derived from experiments. Together with the experimental characterization
of the distribution, the generalization would extend the capability to investigate the
details of ionization modelling, by comparing the observed line emission histories with
the emission following from simulation based on legislated density and electron
distributions derived from experiments.
As a general diagnostic of laser-plasmas, the method of fmding temperature f m
the two-element ratio of isoelectronic lines should be developed further, continuing
measurements started with NaF, and KC1 compounds, and TiICr alloy. The method
offers a flexible diagnostic which is relatively simple to interpret.

In this work the SPEAXS streak spectrograph was under-used, in that it affords
absolutely calibrated spectroscopy. Thin signature layer targets offer a fixed and
known number of radiators, and continuing work with SPEAXS could use absolutely
calibrated spectroscopy to detmnhe the population fractions of different states from the
number of radiators contributing.
Lastly, it would be of practical use to extend this work to imploding target..
Targets with DT fd could use similar targets to provide the timedependent temperature
and density of a region of the imploding shell, an important set of data with which
target performance could be compared to that expected for those driving conditions.
Alternate to DT fd and neutron yield performance, a separate material could be used to
line the inside of an imploding sphere, or an emitting gas could be put inside the target
and the parameters of the target could be compared to its performance as measured by
spectroscopy of the core emission.
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Abstract
Study o f the spectrally and temporally resolved emission of x-rays from laserirradiated targets can provide information on the absorption of laser energy and its
transport in the target, and on the general hydrodynamics of imploding target shells. In
this paper we describe the 14 channel streak spectrometer in use at the Laboratory for
Laser Energetics, University of Rochester and relate its use in investigating lases-matter
interaction at 1.0.35
prn and 1.054 W.
In addition to a description of the 14 channel, CsI-Au bifurcated photocathode device,
we describe its novel use in providing an absolute laser (X=0.35 prn) fiducial from light
scattered specularly from planar targets; its use in symnetrically imploded targets
(X=1.054 w); its use in investigations of thermal transport; and a novel use of the
differentially comparing densitometer to remove film characteristics.
Introduction
In laser-produced plasmas, combined plasma temperatures and densities sufficient to
produce copious x-rays in the 1-10 keV energy range exist only for a brief time during and
shortly after an irradiating laser pulse. For this reason, x-ray emission can reflect the
phenomena of absorption and transport of energy within the target being irradiated, and
can indicate gross characteristics of the hydrodynamics of imploding target shells.
Spectral and temporal resolution of the x-ray emission can, therefore, aid in studies o f
laser-matter interaction of interest to laser-fusion.1 Here we relate details of the 14
channel K-edge filter streak spectrometer in use at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics,
University of Rochester, and outline experiments conducted with high intensity laser
irradiation at X = 0.35 m and at X = 1.054 m . 2
Streak spectrometer
The streak spectrometer (figure 1 ) is based on an RCA C73435 image converter tube
modified394 in the photocathode and grid configuration to provide a slit photocathode 2.5
an long. .The extended dorm of the extraction grid provides for higher extraction
potential; the overall time resolution has been estimated to be better than 10 ps.495 The
demountable photocathode consisted of a 25 prn Be foil onto which cesium iodide had been
deposited to a thickness of 100 nm. In previous 1 w laser-fusion experiments,6 a
fiducial of the irradiating laser pulse was provided by a separate, synchronized sample of
the pulse upconverted to 0.25 prn and directed onto a section o f the gold photocathode used
to record the x-ray signal.
In the experiments with 0.35 prn irradiation described below,
an additional region of 10 nm o f gold evaporated onto a 25 prn thick polyethylene substrate
was included; this bifurcated photocathode then recorded a fiducial of the irradiating
laser pulse using the gold (UV-sensitive) region while recording the temporal behavior o f
the x-rays incident on the more x-ray sensitive cesium iodide region.
Mounted over the photocathode was a set of 14 K-edge filters (figure 2) of various
thicknesses and materials, which served to roughly define energy "bins". The lower energy
channels admitted greater flux than the more energetic channels
for this reason a streak
slit of varied width was used to tailor the flux onto the photocathode. With the signal
in each channel balanced to first order in the camera output, inherent nonlinearities of
the streak camera itself would have less impact on inferences of relative intensity
between channels, and the effective spectral dynamic range would be improved.
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Figure I. The experimental configuration of
streak spectrometer. K-edge filters
provide 14 x-ray channels a suprasil (R)
window over the gold region of the photocathode passes 0.35 pn radiation but blocks xrays. The gold region was not used in
infrared irradiation experiments.
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Figure 2. The bifurcated photocathode,
sl i t and K-edge spectrometer
arrangement. Slit wid'th varies
according to filter below it, in an
attempt to balance the signals in all
channels.

A plasma-diverting collimator comprised of a set of baffles together with a pair of bar
magnets (producing a 5 kC diverting field) w a s fitted to the camera housing and the whole
assembly was mounted re-entrant to the tank and evacuated to an operating pressure less
than 8x10-6 torr.
Experiments at X = 0.35 urn
Experiments with X = 0.35 pm irradiation used frequency-tripled pulses from the GDL
laser system.7 Pulse durations were typically 400 ps with intensities of * 4x1014 W crn-2;
focussed using a 160 cm focal length, f/l2 lens.
The streak spectrometer w a s positioned at 45' to the incoming laser beam and the planar
target angled's0 a s to direct the specular scatter into the device. The gold
photocathode, although sensitive to UV radiation, has a surface workfunction greater than
the 0.35
laser light single photon energy; consequently most secondary photo-electron
produced that escape would be expected to arise from multiphoton, nonlinear processes.8,8
.

Figure 3 shows the results from a (=In
planar target irradiated at 3 x 1 0 ~W ~ cm-2 by a
450 ps pulse. Despite its nonlinear response, the gold photocathode is expected to have
preserved the time of the peak of scattered UV radiation.
Independent studies10 of
radiation scattered from the target plasma imply that the peak intensity of the scattered
radiation coincides in time with the peak intensity of the incident radiation. Since the
scattered UV and x-radiation follow'similar paths from the target, the gold photocathode
provides a real streak-time fiducial of the laser peak.
Densitometer traces of the same data (figure 4 ) show that the intensity of x-ray
m i s s i o n rises with the laser pulse and continues to rise as the laser intensity begins to
fall. In the case of the aluminum channel, the x-ray emission peaks 110
20 ps
was
after the peak of the laser. The one-dimensional hydrodynamic computer code
used to simulate the x-ray emission in this channel; the delay predicted was '100 20 ps
relative to the laser peak.

LILAC^^
+
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Figure 3. Raw streak data from
irradiated ( T 3 450 ps, I 3 3x10'
W 017-2)
planar plastic target. Trace at top is laser
fiducial recorded from light scattered
specularly into the streak camera.

TIME (psec)

TIME (psec)

Figure 4. Densitometer traces from
data presented in figure 4 shows delayed
x-ray peak following laser peak. Annotated energies indicate rough centroids
of channel overall response to a 700 eV
Maxwellian x-ray source. Figure (f)
shows the streak curve generated by the
LILAC I-D hydrodynamic code.

Time resolved temperature measurements were also made from this record. The ratios of
intensities between channels were compared with the ratios predicted for a range of onetemperature (Maxwellian) x-ray source distributions, convolving the photocathode
.response12 and filter spectral transmission functions. The weighted fit of the predicted
ratios between channels to the observed ratios produced the temperature estimates shown in
figure 5.
Figure 5. Temperature history of llasma
produced by T = 450 ps, I = 3x101 W cmA = 0.35 TI pulse ( a s i 1 1 figure 3,4)
is compared to reconstruction (dotted
line) of laser pulse about the UV
channel laser fiducial (lower line).
Time 0 indicates the absolute peak in
the UV fiducial.

TlME (psec)

Experiments at A = 1.054

m

Symnetric illumination experiments using the 24 beam CMElGA laser system 13 (A = 1.054
use of time-resolved x-ray spectometry in determining implosion times of directly
driven microsphere targets, in studies of implosion with radiating gas cores and in
investigation of the depth and rate of transport of energy in plastic coated targets.

m) made
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Figure 6 shows raw streak spectrometer data from an imploded microsphere target which
had been filled with 20 atmospheres equimolar mixture of deuterium and tritium and 2
atmospheres of argon. This shot was typical of a series of quasi-ablative implosion
experiments using a pulse length of approximately 1 ns and peak intensity of * 4x1014 W an-2.
The microshell targets were of large aspect ratio, having wall thicknesses of 1-2 gem and
diameters 400-600 TI. Several channels show distinct peaks in the history of x-ray
emission: the peaks in the aluminum and beryllium filter channels are independent of the
use of argon f i l l gas and would appear to indicate strong emission from the glass
microsphere at stagnation or peak compression; other peaks, particularly in the titanium
and nickel filter channels, depend strongly on the presence of ar on gas f i l l . This
latter peak, somewhat in advance o f the stagnation peak (figure ifis possibly due to a
laser-induced shock in the f i l l gas.
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Figure 7 (right). Selected densitometer
tr'aces from the data of figure 6 (left),
and the position of Si and Ar lines
compared to the spectral response to a
typical two-temperature source
distribution (right). Experimental data
show C1 and A1 channel signals change
very little in the absence o f Ar fill;
for the Ti channel. the dashed line
shows the signal in the absence of Ar
fill.
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Figure 6 (above). R a w streak data f r o m
Ar-filled microballoon imploded by 24
bearnOMECA laser. Fill: DT (20 atm); Ar
( 2 atm) diameter 414
wall thickness
0.84 p (glass). Laser pulselength
1.04 ns Energy on target 2.15 kJ
(3.8 x 1 0 1 4 W cm -2) neutron yield:
1.4~108.
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Short pulse experiments in an explosive pusher regime (pulselength 8 100 ps, peak
intensity
1016 W cm-2) show more distinct separation of x-ray emission features produced
f r o m the irradiation o f the glass shell and from shell implosion (figure 8).
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Figure 8. R a w streak data from 196 prn
diameter microballoon imploded by a
short ( * 100 ps) 1.054 rn laser pulse
( 3 . 9 ~ 1 0 1 5 wan -2).
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A series of special targets designed to investigate the radial transport of absorbed
energy consisted of spheres heavily coated with high-atomic-number metallic layers,
overcoated with plastic of thickness 0-10 m . 1 4 These tar ets were irradiated in the long
pulse, quasi-ablative regime (T 8 1 ns lmax 8 4x1014 Wcm- ) described earlier. The sudden
increase in x-ray intensity following energy deposition in the metallic layers (much more
efficient x-ray radiators than the plastic overcoat) permitted determination of the
progress o f the heat front through the plastic layer.

1

-

..-

Figure 9. Transport series:
Successively thicker la ers of plastic
overcoat (0, 2, 3 , 6 ml delay and
reduce intensity of brighter emission
from high Z layers below, in this
composite of four experimental shots.
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In figure 9 densitometer traces of the signal in a particular channel are compared for
different target shots having plastic overcoatings of 0 p, 2 w, 3 p , and 6 p. The
addition o f plastic delays the burnthrough to the metallic sub-layers and reduces the
overall x-ray flux from those layers, consistent with reduced energy deposition from the
remaining fraction of the laser pulse arriving after burnthrough. For plastic thicknesses
of about 7 w or greater, there is no strong indication of burnthrough.
Data handling

-

film wedge densitometry

T o faciliate removal of film characteristics in data reduction of streak records, novel
minor modifications were made to a Joyce-Loebl differentially driven comparing
densitometer. 15 In its conventional operation, this densitometer employs a glass linear
gradient optical density wedge as a reference. The light from a high intensity lamp is
split into two paths, one of which passes through the film being densitometered and the
other passes through the reference wedge which is mechanically linked to a recording pen;
both beams are then relayed through an alternating beam chopper to a photomultiplier tube
and the resulting signals are compared. The linear gradient density wedge, and pen are
then moved so as to balance the signals from the two beams.
If a strip of the same film used in recording the streaks is exposed through the linear
gradient density wedge to a light source which sensitometrically simulates the
fluorescence of the phosphor output of the streak camera, it will characterize the D -log
1 response of the film to the streak camera: the optical density of the film strip at a
point is characteristic of the illuminating intensify passed through the glass linear
gradient density wedge, and the logarithm of this intensity is proportional to distance
along the strip as determined by the glass linear gradient density wedge. The novel
application of this f i l m w e d g e is to use it to replace the linear gradient density wedge
as the reference in the d e n s ~ t o m e t e r .
The optics in the comparator arm are modified (with a 10 m n lens, and slit) so as to
relay an image of the film density reference wedge onto the photomultiplier tube,
comparable to the image relayed in the path through the film being densitometered. The
densitometer is first adjusted so that it seeks precisely the same reference density as
the density of the film being examined (as opposed to within an additive density
constant). Subsequently, the densitometer, in seeking the point on the film density wedge
reference of the same density, produces a pen positionproportional to the logarithm of

'
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the original exposing intensity, deconvolving the D - l o g 1 f i l m characteristic curve
directly. F i g u r e 1 0 shows a f i l m density w e d g e produced in this w a y a s i t is
densitometered in reference to a conventional linear density gradient wedge (producing the
D - l o g I c u r v e ) and in reference to a nearly identical f i l m density wedge.
I

I

1

I

Film Wedge
versus
Master Wedge,:

Figure 10. F i l m wedge densitometry.
T h e upper trace is a f i l m wedge,
prepared a s described in the text,
densitornetered against the glass linear
density w e d g e that w a s used in its
making. T h e lower curve is the same
f i l m w e d g e densitometered in reference
to a similar f i l m wedge. T h e toe of the
upper curve is removed and the slope
produced is unity, indicating f i l m
character isi tics are removed.
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T h e routine operation of this versatile streak spectrometer is d u e t o the uncomplicated
design of the re-entrant s y s t e m evacuated with the experimental vacuum chamber, the f i r s t order balancing o f signals in each spectrometer channel (somewhat reducing the importance
of deconvolving the non-linear response characteristics of the streak tube) and the novel
use o f f i l m density wedges in densitometry of data. T h e s e three factors have produced a
device which is relatively unencumbered in its use recording routine experimental
parameters, and convenient and versatile in examining issues of special interest.
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A conicallycwed crystal x-ray spectrograph of a design pmpscdpreviously has been implemented, and combined with
an x-ray strealr camem to produce a saalr spectrograph. The spectrograph design diffas fiom more common c m e d crystal
designs in that it collects a solid angle of x-rays and produces a line focus specmun papendicular to the axis from the source.
Initial efforts using a mica crystal have poduceda time-resolving spectrograph of especial intaest to time-resolution of weak
lasex-plasma emission, having modaate spectral resolving p o w (X/M 600-1000), collection efficiency 50-100 times that
of a comparably deployed planar crystal spectrograph and smak camera, and time resolution of 204 ps. The device is
demonstrated in experiments time-resolving the lemperature and density of thin aluminum signature layas isolated in
spherical plastic targets.

-

Analysis of x-ray line emission has long been used to measure temperature and density in high-tempuature plasmas,
both astrophysicaland laboratory-produced. The emission lines produced, their precise wavelengths and spectral shapes, and
their relative intensities all provide information on detailed plasma conditi0lls.l For laser-produced plasmas, the plasma
conditions strongly reflect processes of abmption of laser energy, transport of thc heat produced and compression of the
material; x-ray analysis helps elucidate the physics of each process. Among laboratcay plasmas, laser-produced plasmas arc
unique in their ultra-short (nanosecond to picosecond) time behavior, and in the extremes of high density and tunpaature
produced. These conditions make laser-plasmas important for extending theoretical undemanding and modeling of transient
ionization and atomic state physics? interests accentuated by the recent development of thc laboratory x-ray lasa.3,4,596
Currently, laser-imploded targets are the only laboratory source of plasmas of astrophysical densities; spectroscopy of such
highdensity plasmas produces detailed line pmfde data that kad to bettcr understanding of many-body statistical effects in the
peathation of atomic feld structu~e?*~,~
To pursue these issues with laser-plasmas requires spectrographs capable of providing good time resolution (c 50 ps)
with at least moderate spectral resolving power (x/& > 500).1° C m t l y , the combination of a Bragg crystal spectrograph
and an x-ray saalr camera, ncording an x-ray spectnun which is dispersed in time.provides the best answer to these needs. l l
Such devices are capabk of time resolution of less than 20 ps, and spectralresolving power WAAgreater than 1000.
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In addition to good temporal and spectral resolution, the design of some experiments requires high collection and
quanmconversion efficiencies. An example of such a need is in studies in which thin layers or @aceamounts of specific
at some stage in the
materials are imbedded in the target shell a fuel, in order to provide a diagnostic x-ray emission signinteraction. In such studies, the perturbation induced by the signature material in its host should be minimized, and so the
amount of ma-,
and its emitted radiation, is designed to be minimal. The detection of weak x-ray signals,with high
temporal and spectral resolution, poses special problems in laser-fusion experiments. One approach to increasing collection
efficiency has been to locate the camera nearer to the plasma. Given the steadily increasing energy of multikilojoule laser
systems used in fusion-related studies, and the hostile magnetic and plasma environment near the target, there is much interest
in changes that permit streak spectrographs to be located farther from the target, while still more efficiently recording the
x-ray emission.

In conventional electmoptic streak cameras, light or x-rays are recorded by using a photoelectron emiuer to convert
electromagnetic diation to an electron-signal replica. ?he electron replica is manipulated electrostaticallyand deflected across
a phosphor output screen to produce an image which is essentially a three-dimensional plot of intensity of light against time
(in the streaked direction) and against another independent parameter (represented in the perpendicular direction). The
independent direction may represent wavelength-amyed perpendicular to the streak direction-or spatial position or other
experimental parameter. Image intensification tubes are commonly used in saealr camera systems to improve the recording
efficiency of streak data on photographic film.

Image intensifim expdng photographic film already have &1ciencies a&quate to record single electrons incident on the
phosphor of the streak camaa's image converter tube, and so the objective must be to increase the photoelectron signal. One
avenue has been the search for different photocathode materials that more effiiently convert the available x-ray quanta to
photoelectrons.12 A n o w approach has been to change the design of the image convener tube, introducing an electron-optic
astigmatism that permits the use of a wider streak slit by condensing the width of the slit to a line, while still imaging along
the slit length;13 in this way the slit subtends a largu solid angle without compromising the time-resolution contribution
determined by the ultimate width of the streak slit imaged at the phosphor.14 Third has been the development of
specwgraphs of modaate resolution that inte~eqtand focus a greats solid-angleof radiation.
The most notable of such collectinguystal spectrographs is the Von Hamos cylindrical ~~ectrograph.~5
In this design,
a c w e d crystal defhs a cylinder whose axis passes through the radiation source point. Owing to the cylindrical symmetry,
rays of a particular wavelength emanating from thc source point converge again on this same axis (whm photographic
film would be positioned) after Bragg reflection at the cylindrical crystal. For an extended source,most points lie some small
distance from the cylinde? axis,d t i n g in imperfect~~~~~; in practice, focussed intensities 100 times those of planar
crystal specaogra~hare pnxiu~ed.l6917

The Von Hamos spectrograph design is somewhat inconvenient for use in conjunction with x-ray s a d cam-, since
the spectral focus is along a rsdial axis from the source,whaws image convener tubes are most conveniently and commonly
used with photocathodes normal to this axis. The use of a Von Hamos spectrograph with a streak camem in this orientation
results in effective collection of only a very narrow spectral range in the region near the intersection of Von Hamos and
photocathode axes,18 since the cylindrical focussing degrades quickly for points removed from its axis. In the true Von
Hamos configuration, the need to orient the image converter tube perpendicular to a radius from the target geneaally quires
that the streak camera be situated completely outside the principal vacuum chamber,19 for laser-fusion target chambers this
added distance; and the fixed Von Hamos gannetry, typically results in awkwardly large dispersions.
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Designs which pennit spectra focussed in a line peqcndicular to the radius h m the target include crystals bent to the
figure of a section of a cone,2O and to the figure of a section of a torus?l The later configuration demonstrates 50 times the
brightness of a comparably deployed flat crystal, while imaging the target at the same time. Here we describe the
experimental implemen&on of a conically-bentcrystal spectrograph originally proposed by TA. I-Iall? in which we have
used a Muscovite mica crystal bent to a cone figure having a half-angle of 23.1'. The spectrograph has been coupled to an
x-ray streak camera in order to time-resolve He-like lines and Li-like satellites useful in determining the density and
temperature of thin layers (0.05 - 0.1 pn) of Al and Ti, isolated in spherical CH targets, during irradiation by the 24 beam,
351 nm OMEGA laser system. Examples of the data produced by this spectrograph are drawn from some of these
experiments.

-

The conical-crystal spectrometer has beul proposed20 as a modification of the Von Hamos design Fig. l(a)] for
focussing a spectrum in a line perpendicular to the radius from the target, rather than along it. This is accomplished by
curving the spectrometer crystal to a section of the d a c e of a cone oriented as shown in Fig. I@). In this configuration, the
cone has its apex lying in the recording plane (perpendicular to a radius from the source), its cone axis crossing this radius at
the midpoint, and its nodal line parallel to the radius. This crystal curving is a simple sheet bending (bent in one direction
only). and is suitable for a wide range of crystals and radii.
In projecting the spectrum into a line perpendicular to the radius axis, two advantages of the Von Hamos design are
necessarily lost. h the Von Hamos geometry. source and image are nominally equidistant from the point of reflection at the
crystal. As a result of this symmetry, the spread of wavelengths due to the mosaic structure survives only in second order
(mosaic f o c ~ s s i n ~ ) . lConsequently.
~2~
mosaic crystals, which generally have high integrated reflectivity, can be used
without serious sacrifice of spectral resolution. For spectrographs which form a perpendicular spectrum. this symmetry and
the benefits of mosaic focussing are lost.
For the ideal case of a single-point source, the focussing of an ideal Von Hamos spectrograph is pexfect, and all rays of a
given wavelength take the same transit time to their image point -a concern to time-resolving applications. This ideal case
is impossible to recreate with a perpendicular-spectrum spectrograph; even a single-point source cannot be made to image
perfectly with all rays arriving simultaneously. The conical spectrograph, and others like it, therefore depend on detailed
analysis, usually ray-tracing, to evaluate their temparal, spatial and spectral characteristics.

-

With such ray-tracing for the conical spectrograph, Hall has shown quantitatively that as the width of the cone surface
used increases, the size of a point some's abenated image increases in the imaging dhction, i.e., perpendicular to the line
focus. Along the spectral axis, the image size increases more slowly with increasing crystal width, and then decmscs to an
optimal value before increasing monotonically. Hall also calculated the resolving power that results from this spectral
confusion, convolved with the intrinsic limits of the crystal, and derived its depdemx on wavelength about the best-imaged
point. Using a 45O cone angle, and 0.02 as the ratio (crystal width)/(image-plane distance), he found that for a range of
wavelengths roughly f10%about the optimal wavelength, the resolution of the spectrograph is limited by the crystal rather
than the geometry.23 Also. he calculated the focussed intensity of the spectral image; over a large range of incident Bragg
angles, this calculated brightness is more than 1000 times the brightness obtained from a planar spectrograph of similar
specifications.
In combination with an x-ray streak camera, the brightness improvement would be somewhat less than this figure.
Once the image of ihe source lies completely within the limits of the streak-slit aperture, there is no further gain in
brightness in the streaked image as specmgraph focus is improved. Instead. for conventional electron-optic designs in which
the slit aperture is imaged across its width. the streak-slit image at the phosphor is narrowed, and the contribution of the
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writing speed ard slit width to the ovaall time-resolutionlimit is reduced. In the device described here,a 1 mm slit width is
used at the phomdmb to facilitate alignment of the spectrograph. ?bus the width of the line focus imaged at tbe phosphm
determined the writingtime resolution limit.

(a) Von Hamos Spectrograph

source

(b) 'Conical' Spectrograph

conical crystal

Figure 1

Comparison of Von Hamos (a) and conical @) x-ray-collecting crystal spectrograph designs. The Von
Harnos design takes advantage of its cylindrical symmetry to produce a line focus along the line of sight to
the target; the conically-bent crystal spectrographproduces a spectrum focussed in a line perpendicular to
the line of sight to the target.

?he first set of crystal support mounts pmduccd were fabricated on a conventional precision lathe, turning a frustnun of
a hollow cone of 23.1' half-angle (Rg. 2). The narrow tnd of the fiustnun had an inside diameter of 19.25 cm,the base one
of 26.80 cm. The inner surface of the frustrum was figured as the crystal-bearingslrrface, and was machined to about
f25p with slow variation over a scale of about 5 mm. On a smaller scale. the surface rwghness was absorbed in gluing
the crystal. Before the piece was removed from the lathe, a series of s a m were cut into the outside surface of the fiustnrm
with a tool bit to @& an accurate alignment referern Of the nodal lines of the cone. Lakr the piece was sectioned into a
number of mounts 3.8 cm x 9.5 cm, cutting along every other scared line, and the mounts were aligned in a jig, using the
s c d nodal lines,to amX atatchmtnt rings.
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Figure 2

Photograph of section of a cone, lathe-turned in aluminum, from which a number of mounts for spectrograph crystals were cut.

Mica (Muscovite) crystals wae mounted on these substrates,which had been designed so that the Bragg conditian ( n l =
2d sin 8) would be satisfied for He-likeresonance emission (lszls2p: 1 ~ 0 - 1 )~from
1 All1+ (b7.757 A; in fvst order)
and ~i~ (b2.62 A; in third order) near the optimum point of the crystal, mid-way between some and photocathode. The
overall range of wavelengths dispersed at the photocathodt was 7.5 < nA < 8.1 A, in n-th order Bragg diffraction. Two
different crystal atrachments were investigated: vacuum mounting, using a low-viscosity cyanogcrylate glue to attach the
crystal, after it was drawn down onto the mount by evacuating through several tiny holes in the substrate; and pressing the
crystal into a layer of epoxy.
Recently, highquality diamond-turned mounts have been prepared. Mica,used in third order, has been retained for
studies of Ti He-like lines, and, in second orda,for Ar-filled microbaUoon implosions. The large degree of sliucture in the
fmt-order spectral reflectivity of mica in the region of interest makes it unsuitable for use studying k emission around
7.8 A; mica has been replaced by KAP mounted on a 17.05O half-angle cone. With these changes, the resolution of h e
spectrograph is limited either by source size, for studies using thin emitting layers imbedded in 200.300 p n diameter CH
spheres. or by the intrinsic limits of the crystal, for implosion studies of filled mimballwns.
The mounted crystal was attached to the streak cam- as shown in Fig. 3. Crucial to the spectrograph setup is the
precise positioning of the apex of the spectrograph cone in the plane of the photocathode, at a certain distance along the line
of the photocathode slit. This was accomplished by supporting the crystal mount on a frame which pivots on a spherical
bearing centered at the mathematically prescribed point. 'Ihen the crystal mount is set in the frame, with the nodal line of the
spectrograph passing through that point. Part of this frame rests on two linear actuators oriented 90° apart relative to the
pivot. This permits the spectrograph to be aligned to the target remotely in vacuum, while remaining aligned to the streak
camera.

To align to the target, a cross-hair was mounted above the spectrograph at the same distance calculated for the height of
the photocathode centa above the cone apex. In use, then, a telescope installed opposite the device was aligned to the axis
between target and the centa of the photocathode, and the structure was remotely driven to place the cross-hair on this axis.
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'Ihis procedure ens& that the spectrograph was oriented with its cone nodal-line parallel to the target-photocathodeaxis, and
at the correct distance. In use, there was little difficulty in aligning the spectrograph to the 1 mm sfreak slit

The seealr spectrograph was a modXedRCA 73435 design.u deployed re-entrant to the target chamber and evacuated
along with it to a pressm of 5 x lb6 Tm. The target-to-photocathode dimme was 59 cm,producing a dispersion of about
26 rnA mm-1 at the photodmde. The streak camera itself was capable of a spatial resolution of roughly 10 Ip mm-1, and
overmatched the spectral resolution expected for the spectrograph. This overmatching was to improve quantitative data
reduction, patticularly that of line shapes.
adjustment motors

conical
crystal holder

Configuration of the conical streak spectrometer. The aystal holder is positioned in its mount in such a
way that the apex of the cone to which it belongs coincides with the pivot point of the mount. Remotelycontrolled adjustment motors them align the crystal to the target

The conicaluystal shwk camera is one of a number of x-ray streak spectrographs in use in experiments on the OMEGA
law system at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics. In this section, recent experiments using the conical-crystal streak
spamgraph and the S M S sue& spectrograph are summarized to illustrate the capacity of the new conical device.
The conicalsmak spectrograph and the SPEAXS device were used together in recording the x-ray emission from targets
irradiated with the OMEGA 24-beam ultraviolet (351run) laser system. Parylene (CH)coated spherical targets were used, in
which a spherical 0.05 0.1 pn hick laya of 'Iiar A1 was located at a depth of 1.5 - 2.5 pm Fig. 4). The interest in these
targets was to make spectroscopic measurements of the history of temperature and density in a thin element of plasma
inadiated by OMEGA, while on the same shot following the development of the last few ionization stages of the layer. Both
the conicalcrystal and SPEAXS Streak spectrographs were equipped with optical fibers which brought a 265 nm pulse,
derived from OMEGA, to an ultraviolet-sensitivesection of the sue& camera photocathode. With this arrangement, a fidwial
of the laser pulse ifiadiating the target w& sirnultanwusly recorded alongside the x-ray streak data. The time-resolved
emission data for the two cameras could be thcn be related to the laser peak, and correlated with one another.

-

Configured to record emission near the resoline of He-like Al, the conicalaystal streak camera r e ~ o r ws p m
between about 7.3 and 8 3 k In this spectral range, lines from He-like and Li-like states afford a number of different line
ratios which reflect the temperature and density of the aluminum plasma element1 Among the lines in this *ge affording
measmments of tempemme and density are the He-like resonance, intercombination, and Li-like satellite lines, illusin
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Fig. 5. Given the resolving power of the spectrograph and streak camera combination, the Li-like satellites of the A1
emission are recorded in unresolved groups: qr, abcd and jkl lines, following the notation of
Density-sensitive
ratios include the resonance/intercombination ratio, the ratio of the satellite lines to the intercombination, and the ratio of the
(abcd+qr) grouping to the (jkl) lines. The ratio of the intensities of the resonance and Li-like lines also can provide a measure
of temperature. The density diagnostic ratio of intercombination and satellite lines shows appreciable temperature sensitivity
as well, complicating interpretation of conditions; likewise the resonance/intercombination ratio is often or usually
complicated by opacity in the transport of the resonance line, even for thin-layer targets such as these.

\

Figure 4

solid core

Schematic drawing of the thin-layer targets used. Thin layers of aluminum or titanium were located within
plastic targets, to produce x-ray emission characteristic of plasma conditions at that depth.

The lineshapes of spectral lines emitted from the layer can be even more useful than line ratios in determining the
density. In laser-plasmas, spectral line widths are determined by contributions from the natural line broadening, Doppler
broadening due to thermal motion, and Stark broadening from collisions with electrons and ions in the neighborhood of the
radiating ion. Lineshapes which are predominantly Stark-broadened change sensitively with electron density, but the
interpretation of density does not depend as much on temperature as the measurements typically made from line ratios. The
conicalcrystal streak spectrograph is especially well-suited to line protile measurements from weak x-ray sources: it has been
designed to have relatively high resolving power, and redundant streak spatial resolution to provide highquality streaked
profiles.
The experimental design involved the targets described above which wen chosen in an effort to produce unambiguous
emission from a well-defined layer of plasma expanding under uniform laser irradiation. By using a layer which was
sufficiently thin, the intent was to produce a onedimensional homogeneous Lagrangian plasma element which would, at any
given time, mark a narrow range of density and temperature as it moved out through the plasma profile. Use of a sufficiently
thin layer in conjunction with a high collection-efficiency seeak spectrograph would produce a useful signature while
minimizing radiation losses, radiation transport effects and hydrodynamic perturbations due to the signature.
Calculationsof the hydrodynamics of such a thin laya were made using the 1-D hydro code WLAC. The code shows a thinlayer expansion forwhich an initially 0.1 p layer moves with the hydrodynamic flow while expanding to a thickness of
about 30 pm [Fig. 6(a)] 1 ns after the laser peak. In Fig. 6(b), the results for the time-development of the average
temperature and density of the thin layer are shown. The layer begins expansion while still relatively cool, heating and
ionizing to He-like Al several hundred picoseconds before the lasex pealr. Expanding by several orders of magnitude, the layer
cools slowly over the following nanosecond, and the Al plasma recombines. As density decreases. the collision rate decreases
and collisional contributions to ionization. excitation and recombination slow, and the aluminum plasma tends to freeze in its
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Figure 5
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PI resonance

Sample spectnun, produced at a selected time, from an aluminum thin-layer target of the type shown in
Laser intensity 4 x 1014 ~ c r n *CH
~ .ovalay: 4 pn, pulse dnration 700 ps. The data is a 100 ps
integration of timeresolved data, oenmd at about 340ps befae the lasapeal;

Fa.4.

charge-state. Over this time, He- and Li-like emission is strong only while the temperature is high enough to strip
aluminum above these charge states, and &nsity is sufficient to produce excited states collisionally or by recombination of
the above-lying charge state. The total number of radiator ions is fixed in the layer, while the distribution of charge-states

changts.
The ionization history of the thin-laya element is reflected in the line-emission originating in different chargestates.
Fig. 7 shows the ? h e history of several lines of H-and He-like A1 under conditions similar to those of Fig. 5. From the
time-resolved emission of several similar lines, it should be possible to reconstruct the evolution of the charge-state
distribution. Using mission £ram w i t i o n s originating in high-lying levels nearly in LTE with the next ionization stage,
the ratio of intensifies of similar lines of adjacent chargestates can give the ratio of the state populations. For temperames
above a few hundred eV, aluminum ions largely can be taken to be in bare, H-like or Helike states. i.e.,

wherc, e.g., NH represents the k t i o n a l popuiation of the H-likecharge-state. With the experimentaliy measured ratio of
N&H
and NH/NH,, this provides a closed set fhm which the population fractions can be exmted. Thus the chargestate
distriiution can be detamined in time.
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Figure qa)

R d t s of a WLAC simulation of thc expansion of a thin (0.1 pm) layer of A1 isolated in a CH target at a
dcph of 4 pm. Tht layez expands and decompresses, producing, at 1 ns after thc laser peak, a 30 pm thick
region at a radius of about 1000 pm.

LILAC Density and Temperature
C loo00

time (ns)

ULAC-modelled density and tmpaatun historits of Iarget in Hg.qa). The line emission recorded d u
only after tempcraMc is sufficient to produce appropriate ionization, and largely only while density is
su&cicntto produce tadiating excited states.

Line-ratio measurements of tempermd density have been produced by the conical-crystal streak qectrograph for thin-Allayer targets, taken from data such as that of Fig. 5. The raw ratios are summarized in Fig. 8, for the
resonance/mtercombination,resonance/satellite, intemmbination/satellite ratios, and for the ratio of the satellite lines
(abcd+qr)/jH. The experimental time axis is positioned using the fiducial pulse marking the laser peak. In Fig. 9 the density
diagnostic data are reduced, and canpared to the U U C simulation of the density history of the thin layer. n e s e preliminary
reductions show a density which does not change greatly in time, although two of the reductions are in agreement with the
average value of the LlUC predictions st that time. The data which do not a p e make use of the resonance/intercombination
ratio, which is greatly affected by the +ty
of the He-like resonawe line. The conditions produced in the aluminum layer
are favorable to the production of a large fractional population of He-like charge state, which predominates over a large
temperature rangt. The large Helike ground-statepopulation results in reabsorption of the resonance emission, altering the
measured ratio of the resonance and intercombition intensities. In addition to the resonancelintercombination ratio, the
resonancelsatellite ratio produces a timeresolved ternperatme which is also much lower than that expected from simulation.
Opacity reduces the resonance line intensity and alters the line ratio and inferred temperature: if the same allowance is made
for the resonance line intensity in this ratio which is sufficient to bring the resonanNmtercombination ratio measurement of
density into line with the densities measured from other ratios, the rationalized tempenUure is in agreement with temperatures
previously measured from emission zones of solid targels under similar irradiation26 Finally, targets employing similar
ratio which yields a density much more similar to Lhe densities measured
layers of 11 produce a re-~~terwmbination
hue by other lines,prtsumably because of the lowu Helike population, and lower opgcity resulting.

Time (ns)

Figure 7

Experimental emission histories for several lines of H- and Helike Al, produced for a target similar to that
modelled in Fig. 6. Such emission for these and other ionization stages helps detail the development of
ionization in these plasmas. Laser intensity 2 x 1014wcm3, CH overlay: 4 pm, pulse duration 700 ps.

'Ihe chief difference between simulation and experiment is the relatively small change in the experimentally measured
density. This may represent a real discrepancy between measurement and modelling of the heating and expansion of the thin
laya possibly due .pissues of energy deposition and tn~sprtwhich are not well-undustood. More likely, however, the
layer may depart from the one-dimensional assumption of the simulation, perhaps either mixing with theplastic matrix
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during heating due to a hydrodynamic instability, or pahaps in being unevenly heated by nonuniformities in the irradiating
laser beams.*7
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Raw line ratio measurements taken for the same shot as Fig. 7. Fig. 8(a) shows the resonance/intercombination ratio; Fig. 8(b) gives the measured ratio of the resonance line intensity and the sum of line
intensities for the complex of Li-like satellite lines. Both ratios are somewhat affected by reabsorption of
the resonance line in these plasmas. Wg. 8(c) is the ratio of intercombination line intensity to that of the
summed Li-like satellites; Fig. 8(d) shows the ratio among some of these satellites themselves.

The streak spectrometer produced by combining a conically-bent crystal specm~raphwith an x-ray streak camera
provides an effective device for time-resolving spectra of weakly emitting sources in lasu-producedplasmas. The
improvement over a similarly deployed planar crystal spectrograph should be roughly equal to the d o of widths at the crystal
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which s u W the saalr dt; in thc present case this is an increase in conected flux of a tactor of 50 100, consistent with
obsmmion.

Comparison of Density Measurements

loZ5

5

'

Figure 9

time (ns)

'Ihc data of Fig. 8(a). (c). (d) reduced to provide a comparison of density measmments. The values
produced are compared to thc prediction of WLAC for a similar target. The resonance$mtercombination
ratio yields a value of density much below that of the other ratios due to the opacity of the resonance line.
Differences with simulation may be due to non-uniformity of laser irradation and consequent dcpmm from
owy
-t.

The time resolution of the present system is somewhat limited by the effective width of the streak image at the
phosphor. Generally, the width of this image and the writing speed together set a technical resolution limit14 in addition to
For the thin-layer targets in this work the width of
the i n w c limit impowl by chromatic dispersion of
the phosphor image is set by the target source diameter, and typically results in a time-resolution of -30 ps. Recently an
astigmatic electron-optic design has bear incorporated into the strealr tube used, collapsing the image at the phosphor along
the time d i d o n . With this modification, the writing speed contribution to the overall temporal resolution is reduced, and
should allow timeresoluticm of 15-20ps.
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Using the first set of crystal mcwnts (cut from a cone frustrum turned on a conventional lathe) the specaal resolving
power of the spectrograph is estimated at X/M 600, limited by the quality of the figure of the crystal mount This is
highlighted by data taken with crystals which had been vacuum mounted: vacuum momting produced excellent confamaliar
to the substrate, and in'data taken with such mounts, very small periodic machining irregularities produced substantial
smcture in the spectra. With the crystal mounts individually diamond-turned on a pmision lathe the figure of the cone is
approaches 1000.
better, and the resolving poua

-

The conicalmcak spectrometa has proved useful in line-ratio measurements from thin signature layas, and has
produced W t y data f
atbest mgcts. In the future m iotcad to compare drese d n with density data produced from line
profile meammKnts. f a whichthe device should be idtauy suited

Muscovite sheets &large size were kindly p r o w by Dr. Barry Luther-Davicsof the Australian National University,
Physics
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